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5 CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION This Review has received wide
support across the sport and
recreation sector and many people
and organisations have taken the
time to share their thoughts and
knowledge about the red tape that
really holds them back.

The Sport and Recreation Alliance
would like to thank everyone who
has contributed to the development
of this Review along the way. 

With thanks to:

The 1,401 sports clubs and their
volunteers who completed the
online survey;

All of the sports clubs that formed
the basis of our case studies;

Attendees of the expert witness
sessions - experts and organisations

who shared their considerable
knowledge with the Review; 

National governing bodies, sporting
organisations and individuals who
submitted written evidence;

All those at the Sport and
Recreation Alliance who have
contributed their hard work,
invaluable input and support. 

Special thanks also to the
Foundation for Sport and the Arts
for helping to fund this important
research.

The Review was researched and
drafted by Syann Cox, research and
evidence officer at the Sport and
Recreation Alliance. Without her
diligence, dedication and attention to
detail its publication would not have
been possible. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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FOREWORD
BRIGID SIMMONDS OBE
CHAIR OF THE SPORT AND 
RECREATION ALLIANCE

There are 150,000 sports clubs
across the UK. They are a welcome
feature of every town and village
across the country. From the leafy
village cricket club to the floodlit
midnight basketball league, our
clubs are as much a part of the
fabric of our communities as our
primary schools, post offices and
family doctors.

Our clubs are run by volunteers.
These people give up their time
because they love their particular
sport and they want to pass on the
same opportunities they had, to give
something back to their community
or to feel part of something bigger.

Yet today they are fed up. Because,
as the years have gone by, many
have begun to feel that their efforts
are being deadened by the creeping
burden of official red tape and
bureaucracy; that rather than
helping to run a club, they are
helping bureaucrats. They are
spending club time and club money
on things which mean little to 
the club.

No one remembers when it began. I
am sure that the first form to be
issued to sports clubs was 
well-intentioned; that it was
intended to improve some aspect or
other of clubs’ contribution to their
communities. But soon there was
another form. And then came a
regulation. And then there was a
legal duty. And then there was a
licence. Before anyone knew it,
many of our sports clubs were beset
with red tape and bureaucracy – and
all to do more or less exactly the
same things they were doing 100
years ago but without any of the
forms, licences or certificates.

The Sport and Recreation Alliance
represents 320 governing and
representative bodies of sport and

recreation – organisations like The
FA, the Lawn Tennis Association, the
Ramblers and the British Dance
Council. And for many years we have
fought against the tide of red tape.
But whenever we have raised a
concern we invariably hear that
there is a particularly good reason in
this instance: that this is something
that can no longer be overlooked;
that there is demand from the public
for this to happen. At no point did
anyone in Government look at the
bigger picture of how a regulation
from one Government Department
was added to a requirement from a
local authority, which sat on top of a
licence demanded from a 
non-departmental body.  Thus
slowly but surely our sports clubs
have been inundated with
bureaucracy.

So when asked by Hugh Robertson
MP, Minister for Sport and the
Olympics, to compile a review into
the weight of this bureaucracy and
red tape the Sport and Recreation
Alliance was only too happy to help.
This Review has compiled evidence
from 1,400 sports clubs. It has held
expert workshops and invited
evidence from every side of the
debate. We have been able to be so
thorough thanks to the generous
support of the Foundation for Sport
and the Arts. 

The Review’s findings – and most
importantly its suggestions to
reduce red tape – will form part of
the Government’s wider review of
regulation. As well-meaning as
most regulation is, we are delighted
that Ministers are now taking a more
holistic view of how it is affecting our
sports clubs – they have given us
hope that our sports clubs will not
die of a thousand regulatory cuts.
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

THE COMMUNITY 
AMATEUR SPORTS CLUB
(CASC) SCHEME

CASC status recognises the
importance of sports clubs to the
community.

The primary benefit of being a CASC
is financial. It is estimated that since
2002 almost 6,000 CASCs have
saved £85.1 million. The scheme
distinguishes between clubs and
businesses for rates and tax
purposes and allows money to be
raised through Gift Aid. However,
financial limits for taxation benefits
have not risen in line with inflation,
CASCs are still charged VAT on
facility construction costs and Gift

Aid is not available on subscription
fees. The administrative process of
becoming a CASC is onerous if clubs
need to amend their constitution and
de-registering is difficult, but would
be necessary if the club ever
became successful enough to pay
their top tier of players. The scheme
does not offer enough for 
non-facility owning clubs.

Refine the entire CASC scheme by
amending the Corporation Tax Act
2010. Increase the corporation tax
exemption threshold for CASCs
in line with inflation. Include CASCs
in existing charity zero-rating relief
on construction costs so that they
are exempt from VAT on capital
expenditure. VAT on facility hire
should be at reduced rates for
CASCs to increase the benefits for
non-facility owning clubs as allowed

by the EU VAT Directive. Registered
clubs should be allowed to claim Gift
Aid on junior subscriptions. There
should be easy exit from the scheme
if a club can show the scheme to no
longer be of benefit. National
governing bodies (NGBs) must take
responsibility for championing
CASCs and agree CASC-compliant
model constitutions for their clubs
to use with HMRC.

SOLUTIONS
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CLUBMARKClubmark is a quality accreditation
scheme for clubs with junior
sections. 

It requires coaching staff to be
skilled and facilities to be fit for
purpose. It focuses on protecting
young people and the development
of the club. Ten thousand clubs

across 52 sports are currently
Clubmark-accredited or working
towards this goal. It is reported that
there is too much paperwork
associated with providing the
evidence to achieve this
accreditation and clubs often
perceive it as a checklist, rather
than a true development tool.

SOLUTIONSThe intention of the scheme is sound
but the application process needs to
be easier. A centralised online tool
could be beneficial for clubs to
manage their application, but more
importantly Sport England and the

respective sports councils must
work with national governing bodies
to ensure Clubmark is used to
develop a club, not to provide it 
with paperwork. 

DATA PROTECTIONSports clubs are required to make
sure that they follow the principles
of the Data Protection Act.

This includes registering with the
Information Commissioner’s Office
as a data controller and making all

employees and volunteers aware of
their responsibilities. Two in five
clubs (41%) experience a negative
impact from data protection laws
and generally clubs are confused
about what they must do to comply. 

SOLUTIONSThe UK Data Protection Act 1998
should extend the exemption from
registering with the Commissioner’s
Office as a data controller so that it
covers voluntary sports clubs. NGBs
must demystify data protection laws

for sport. The Sport and Recreation
Alliance should produce template
documents for clubs aimed at
allowing the free flow of personal
information and compliance with
data protection legislation.
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Two in three clubs (64%) believe
coaching qualifications have a
negative impact on the way they
run, making this the biggest
complaint for grassroots clubs.

Sports clubs must ensure that their
coaches are trained to a recognised
standard of competency that is
comparable across sports through
the National Qualifications
Framework. Perception of the need

for the non-mandatory UK Coaching
Certificate (UKCC) is increasing and
can place smaller clubs under
pressure. The cost of coaching
qualifications is usually met by the
volunteer. The cost increases with
each level of qualification and the
cumulative cost of progressing, as
well as the length of programmes,
deters volunteers from embarking
on Level 1 qualifications. 

COACHING
QUALIFICATIONS

The coaching structure across
sports, further education and the
UKCC must be more joined-up.
NGBs must own their own strategies
and work with sports coach UK to
better understand the coaching
needs of their clubs in order to

SOLUTIONS provide coaching courses that offer
better value for money. Introducing
lower level, NGB-led informal
coaching courses for volunteers
wanting to hold basic training
sessions has been a success for
some sports already. 

VETTING AND BARRING
SCHEME

The Vetting and Barring Scheme is
designed to ensure that anyone who
presents a known risk to vulnerable
groups is prevented from working
with them. 

The principles of the scheme are
considered sound by the sport and
recreation sector. The sports sector
is concerned that the Protection of

Freedoms Bill which will amend the
scheme will not take into account
the infrastructure and nuances of
the way sport is structured. The
danger is that volunteers will suffer
from unnecessary burdens - and
that the processes will not be
effective in safeguarding 
vulnerable groups.  

SOLUTIONS Consultation with the sport and
recreation sector on the Protection
of Freedoms Bill is vital - the
Government needs to listen to
sport’s specific needs and ensure

that NGBs are given the autonomy to
decide which roles are regulated and
so need vetting before appointment. 
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CRIMINAL RECORDS 
BUREAU (CRB) CHECKS 

The CRB system has enabled the
sport and recreation sector to make
risk assessments a part of safe
recruitment practices.

NGBs have been the centralised
recipients of CRB disclosures and
have managed the checking process
well. If, as recommended in the
review of the CRB system, only the
individual and not the organisation,
receives a copy of the CRB
disclosure there is a danger that

safeguarding will not be sufficiently
managed and that a known offender
could remain in the sport at a
different club. One proposal for
streamlining the system is an
‘online update check’ but it will only
reduce the burden for volunteers if
NGBs are automatically notified of
changes in status. The FA alone has
some 250,000 volunteers. Regularly
checking all these details could be a
phenomenal burden for sport. 

SOLUTIONSThe Government must be clear
about how the ‘online update check’
will work and ensure that whatever

improvements are made to the CRB
service, the service is free 
for volunteers.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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HEALTH AND SAFETY Three in five clubs (57%) report
health and safety legislation as
having a negative impact whilst
almost one in four clubs (23%)
acknowledge the positive impact 
it has. 

Professionals in the field of sports
safety and risk management believe
that fundamentally legislation is
working. The majority of community
sport and recreation clubs do not
have enough employees to be
covered by the Health and Safety at
Work Act, yet a club’s best practice
models are often based on the

provisions of the Act and volunteers
feel pressured to overcompensate.
The line between what a community
club is required to do and what is
unnecessary has been blurred and
volunteers are experiencing
reasonable health and safety
requirements negatively. Risk
assessments are also often
considered burdensome; the clubs
that embrace risk assessments
most successfully tend to be those
that the public perceive to be higher
risk, including flying sports, diving,
shooting and motorsports.  

An overarching approach will not
work – this is the cause of so much
existing confusion. Individual sports
must manage their own risks
appropriately. The Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) should work with
individual NGBs to create guidance
that correctly interprets the Act and

SOLUTIONS is appropriate for their clubs.
Measures that are ‘reasonably
practicable’ are actually all that
clubs are required to comply with
and NGBs must help clubs to
understand what this means in
theory and in practice for 
their sport.

INSURANCE  There is a lack of understanding at a
community club level around
insurance needs and necessary cover. 

Public liability insurance is not a
legal requirement for sports clubs
but it has effectively become
compulsory. Where public liability
insurance is concerned, a limit for
indemnity cover must be set. Many

local authorities insist on an
indemnity limit of at least £2 million,
and in some instances up to £10
million. The rise of ‘no win, no fee’
legal companies means relatively
impoverished sports clubs are
vulnerable to claims. In some
instances individual volunteers are
targeted for remuneration. 

NGBs could outline appropriate and
suitable insurance cover for their
clubs, and in many instances provide
it. Local authorities should be
prepared to accept indemnity limits
set by the NGB to be sufficient for
that club to use their facilities and
make it easier to use community
facilities. The Ministry of Justice

SOLUTIONS should seek ways to introduce a
proportional limit between the legal
costs of the claimant and defendant
to help cap the legal costs.
Advertising should be limited for ‘no
win, no fee’ solicitors and they
should be prevented from targeting
sports clubs. 
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Grants from Sport England for
facility funding originate from the
Treasury, yet once clubs receive
funding they pay VAT back to 
the Treasury. 

Additionally Sport England requires
NGBs to pay a legal charge to secure
ownership of the land should the

club fold, but for an NGB to recover
land from a club in this manner is
rare. Clubs must be able to
demonstrate that they have the right
to continue to occupy the site, by
either owning the land or having a
lease which runs for a minimum of
seven up to a maximum of 21 years. 

FACILITIES FUNDING

VAT should not be levied on capital
expenditure which has been funded
through Sport England grants.
DCMS should relax the legal
processes on securing the land for

SOLUTIONSfacility funding given that NGBs do
not tend to need to reclaim the land.
The award of Sport England facility
funding should protect the lease of
the site for at least 25 years.

APPLICATIONS AND
REPORTING

Funding often goes to clubs which
can complete application forms the
best, not clubs who need the money
the most. 

The criteria for funding allocations
are littered with ‘buzz words’ to
match the latest political sporting

agendas. Reporting requirements
differ for each application from no
reporting at all to lengthy 
evidence-based reporting
procedures. Some grants will
require monitoring and evaluation
before funds are even released.   

The Government should produce
guidance on the essential criteria to
be included according to the value of
the grant. Plain English should be
used in application form questions.
Clear criteria for clubs should be set
to prevent volunteers devoting time

SOLUTIONSunnecessarily to application forms
and reporting requirements made
clear at the start. Small grants
should not require monitoring and
those up to £10,000 should require
minimal reporting, as is now the
case with Sport England grants.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Bureaucracy and burdens around
taxation have a negative impact on
over half (54%) of all clubs. 

The nil-rate band for corporation tax
was removed in 2006 so, even if no
tax is due, a club must file an annual
self-assessment return unless it has
a tax liability of less than £100 and
has applied to be exempt. The
income that the Treasury receives
from small claims does not
outweigh the costs of pursuing
sports clubs for the tax - small
sports clubs filing tax returns is
therefore a drain on volunteer and
Treasury resources. In terms of VAT,
the UK does not implement reliefs
outlined in the EU VAT Directive and

the de minimus provisions which
allow the reclaiming of VAT have not
increased from the £7,500 per year
level since 1994. Sports clubs also
cannot fully reclaim VAT on capital
expenditure; which means they are
taxed on making improvements and
developing new facilities while a
business can reclaim VAT on
purchases that are ‘in furtherance of
their business’. Where funding has
originated from government,
charging VAT means up to 20% of
any government grant returns to
government – a circular and
unnecessary process which reduces
the amount of money available for
grassroots sport and ties up
volunteer time. 

TAXATION

A nil-rate band for Community
Amateur Sports Clubs’ (CASCs)
corporation tax should be introduced
to help clubs. In addition the
thresholds for tax exemption should
rise in line with inflation. The VAT
concessions allowed by the EU VAT
Directive should be implemented
and the de minimus level for

SOLUTIONS reclaiming VAT raised in line with
inflation. CASCs should receive the
same zero-rating benefits on
construction expenditure as
charities and VAT should not be
levied on capital expenditure which
has been funded through Sport
England grants. 
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RATEABLE VALUES OF
THE CLUB SITE

Non-domestic properties must pay
business rates to contribute to the
costs of local authority services;
these are calculated on the rateable
value given to the property. 

Two in five clubs (41%) suffer as a
result of the rateable value of their
club site. Rates charge community
sports clubs like businesses. Given
the size of land needed for most
sports, the costs can be enormous

and are on the up. Local authorities
are able to offer discretionary rate
relief of up to 100% for their
community clubs but with finances
becoming tighter this is increasingly
being withdrawn. Furthermore,
clubs are experiencing increases in
their rateable values based on
improvements they have made to
their facilities, often with Sport
England grants. This equates to a
tax on investment.  

A ‘social tariff’ should be introduced
for the assessment of business
rates that accounts for the intended
use of the property as well as its
potential annual rent. Local
authorities should be encouraged by
the Department for Communities
and Local Government to see the
value of offering rate relief to

SOLUTIONSvoluntary-run community
organisations. National governing
bodies, local authorities and the
Department for Communities and
Local Government should
encourage clubs to become CASCs
so that they can qualify for the 80%
mandatory rate relief.

MUSIC LICENSING
LEGISLATION 

When a sound recording is played in
public, licensing fees must be paid.

Currently, sports clubs and other
organisations that are not
established or conducted for profit
and whose main objectives are
charitable, are exempt from paying
PPL music licensing. However, a
change in the law in 2010

overturned this exemption and clubs
will have to pay. Music licensing
legislation already has a negative
impact on two in five clubs (41%);
this is only set to increase given the
proposed changes. Charges will
apply even if a sports club has a
radio on in the kitchen, or a
television on showing sports results. 

The Government should recommend
that music licensing fees should be
proportional only to income related
to the actual playing of music (e.g.
bars, events, etc). Proportional
measures should be in place to
ensure non-profit clubs are not
charged excessively when no profit
is being made and a cap should be
placed on the maximum music

SOLUTIONSlicense fee for sports clubs. CASCs
should benefit from a zero-rate fee.
The Government would be better
served in supporting performing
artists by ensuring that the digital
economy was protected from piracy
rather than asking voluntary
organisations to foot the bill. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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ALCOHOL LICENSING  The Licensing Act includes laws on
the provision of alcohol primarily
aimed at bars, clubs and pubs but
which adversely impact on over a
third of all clubs (38%), unfairly
penalising their attempts to
generate enough income to survive.

The latest licensing stream bands
affect all venues which sell drinks,
but do not take into account the
community status of organisations
such as sports clubs. In essence,
clubs are subject to the same rules
and regulations as profit-making
high street bars.

The nature of sport and the
community role of clubs should be
recognised and all sports clubs
should be automatically placed in

SOLUTIONS Band A when evaluated for alcohol
licensing and not be subject to a late
night levy when holding small, 
 social functions.  

FACILITIES AND ACCESS There is inadequate protection from
demolition for sports buildings,
making facility owning sports clubs
vulnerable, while gaining planning
permission for floodlights is also
problematic for clubs. 

Planning application fees and other
compulsory surveys associated with
development can be excessively high
and Planning Policy Statement 4
(Planning for Town Centres) defines
‘health and fitness centres’ as a

‘town centre use’ which places
limits on the number of facilities in a
particular area; the guidance is
often misinterpreted which can
prevent the development of
community facilities too. Meanwhile,
Community Asset Transfer (CAT) is
being used by councils as a means
to unload unwanted assets with
failing finances onto volunteers who
are not equipped to deal with such
an asset.

The General Permitted Development
Order should be amended so that
development rights for the
demolition of sports buildings are
removed. The National Planning
Policy Framework (or
supplementary guidance) should
clarify that the latest retractable

SOLUTIONS floodlight technology, which
minimises light spill, is suitable for
community use and should not
prescribe ‘health and fitness’ as a
town centre use. It is vital that there
is support for clubs when assets are
transferred from public ownership
into community ownership.
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PLAYING FIELDS Under legislation, a playing pitch is
defined as a delineated area which
can be used for one or more of 15
specified sports. 

This definition excludes many other
sports that also use playing fields
and outdoor space. The relevant
planning order requires a playing
field to be used as such in the five

years prior to the making of any
planning application. If it has not,
there is no requirement to consult
Sport England before a planning
application. This is known as the
‘five year loophole’ and it allows well
informed landowners to close fields
off to the public in order to avoid
consulting with Sport England five
years down the line.

If the Government is serious about
protecting the places people use,
then playing fields for all sports and
non-grass facilities must also be
protected. A static list in the Town
and Country Order is not useful and

SOLUTIONSneeds to be revised. At the same
time the words, ‘at any time in the
five years’ should be removed from
the General Development 
Procedure Order.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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ROAD EVENTS   Cycling clubs report the Cycle
Racing on the Highway Regulations
1960 to be outdated, making it more
difficult than it should be for
volunteers to arrange events. 

Regulations are overly-complex and
open to a wide variety of
interpretations. For motorsport, to
hold an event on roads requires an

Act of Parliament to temporarily
suspend the Road Traffic Act. This is
a costly procedure. The benefits of
more easily holding motor vehicle
races on public roads would stretch
far beyond recreation; it is estimated
that 20 events a year would deliver
£40m of economic benefit to local
economies over the next five years.

The Government is actively working
on solutions to improve access for
cycling races. It is important that
any changes do not affect other
sports; currently legislation
affecting time-trialling, for example,
is in fact favourable. The good work

SOLUTIONS must also be transferrable to other
sports where applicable. For 
motorsport, the Government should
amend the Act so that local
authorities have the power to decide
whether to close down a road to hold
a road racing event. 

VOLUNTEER
MAINTENANCE WORK 

Local authorities are required by
law to keep the 140,000 miles of
paths under the public rights of way
network open, maintained and
recorded.

However 49% of footpaths in Wales
are rated as difficult or impossible
to use and there is an average of five
obstructions per 10km in England.

Notifying the local authority of
maintenance issues and reminding
them again and again can take a
volunteer more time than
conducting the maintenance work
themselves yet they are often
deterred from doing just this by
local authority requirements around
insurance or training. 

Power should be devolved
downwards to local communities
who have a vested interest in their
local public rights of way. The
Government should champion this

SOLUTIONS cause, which epitomises the Big
Society so that the issue of local
authority insurance does not stand
in the way of community goals.
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ACCESS TO SCHOOL
FACILITIES    

Half (49%) of clubs report that
gaining access to school facilities
has a negative impact on them, with
anecdotal reports of clubs driving
past closed school facilities to reach
the facilities they can use. 

There are myriad reasons a school
might use for not opening its doors

for out-of-hours community use
including insurance needs, the lack
of an affiliation to a national
governing body, design barriers,
lack of management capacity,
concern over financial viability, staff
mind-sets and VAT requirements.

The Government must tackle the
barriers for schools wishing to share
sports facilities with the community.
Accessing local facilities should be
the cornerstone of the Big Society.
The VAT Act 1994 should be
amended so that when any school is

SOLUTIONS open for community use, VAT does
not need to be paid on the
construction costs. The Department
for Education should update and
consolidate existing guidance
around out-of-hours use of
school facilities. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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CLUBS Starting or running a club is a
demanding task which is often
taken on by volunteers, who
alongside their involvement in the
club, will often hold a full time job.
The burdens which are laid upon

Manvers Waterfront Boat Club (MWBC) is the result of a 
regeneration project at an old coal mine. In order to gain 
planning permission the commercial developer had to 
agree to provide a boat house at the lake they were 
planning. A lack of provision in South Yorkshire meant 
Canoe England was keen to be involved and support the 
development of Manvers Waterfront Boat Club. Without 
their commitment and resourcefulness, volunteers could 
not have battled through the difficulties faced.

As the site was an old coal mine no postcode existed for it. MWBC applied 
for a postcode but it turned out that the last letter in the postcode was 

wrong. Correcting this was a lengthy process taking up much of the 
vice-president’s time.

Finally, armed with the right postcode the club then struggled to secure a 
utility provider as they lacked a credit rating. The chairman had to take 

personal responsibility and sign up in his own name.

Not having the right postcode = application forms couldn’t be processed = 
no grant funding, all applications were rejected. Even local funding 

authorities who could see that the club existed could not release funding 
due to the incorrect post code.

OUTCOME:
 Despite these barriers and with the support of Canoe England MWBC is 

set to be a success. 

40% are female 200 are juniors

There are 520 + members who take part in Canoeing, Angling, 
Triathlon and Diving.

Helped reduce high levels of 
anti-social behaviour -  120 local 
young people queuing up on club 
nights to participate in supervised 
canoe lessons or swimming.

clubs in their day-to-day existence
will influence the provision and
effectiveness of community sports
clubs in the UK and so impact on the
opportunities for people to take part
and on overall participation levels. 

STRUGGLES SETTING UP A NEW CLUB: CASE STUDY
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One thing which is immediately
apparent when looking at clubs in
the UK is the variety of legal
structures that can be chosen by a
sports club. 

In the UK there are no requirements
as to the legal structure a club has
to adopt, whereas in other countries
there are. For example in France
sports clubs are obliged to register
as an association declaré (under
Association 1901) to have a legal
status. 

Clubs in UK therefore can have
several different legal forms,
principally as:

• Unincorporated Associations
• Incorporation as a Limited 

Company (by guarantee or 
by shares)

• Mutual Society.

Regardless of the legal form above,
clubs can also apply for special
status as a:

• Community Amateur Sports Club
• Registered Charity.

Figure one
Legal structures and special
status options for UK clubs

Common legal forms
Unincorporated associations
A group of people bound together by their club constitution or rules. 
Little administration but the club has no separate legal identity to its 
members meaning committee members will be personally liable 
when entering into contracts. 
Incorporation as a Limited Company (by guarantee or by shares)
Forming a company creates a separate legal identity for the club. This 
means members are not liable other than for the amount they have 
guaranteed to pay (usually £1) however this status requires regular 
filing of information to Companies House and directors of the 
company will have to comply with Company Law.

There are no requirements as to the legal structure a UK sports club has 
to adopt. In addition they can choose to apply for special status.

Mutual Society
A separate legal identity for the club with limited liability for 
members. All members have equal voting rights and any profits must 
be re-invested in the club.

Special status
Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC)
Financial status as recognised by HMRC for clubs that provide 
facilities for and promote participation in sport. Whilst the financial 
benefits from tax reliefs are valuable for clubs the scheme is unduly 
restrictive on some clubs and offers no benefit to non-facility 
owning clubs.
Registered Charity
Clubs that are registered as charities receive greater tax advantages 
than CASCs. They typically have an easier time fundraising and 
accessing funding pots targeted at charities only, but becoming a 
charity requires a significant amount of paperwork both to register 
and to file annual accounts and returns to the Charity Commission. 
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Each legal form has its own
advantages and disadvantages and
some are more suited to certain
clubs than others. It is up to each
club to decide if they wish to choose
to have special status. Since clubs
are mainly run by volunteers who
cannot be expected to be experts on
legal matters, there can be some
confusion as to which structure is
the best option. In some instances a
club may not even be aware of all of
the options available to it. Good
practice for national governing
bodies is to act proactively and
provide guidance for clubs on the
benefits and suitability of each legal
structure. This Review suggests that
the sports movement, for example
runningsports with the aid of the
Sport and Recreation Alliance and
national governing bodies, should
produce guidance that governing
bodies can promote to their clubs
which identifies in a simple manner
with clear information the structure
that best fits the club. 

A document along these lines has
recently been produced by The

Football Association. It goes through
each structure and identifies the
pros and cons for different statuses
along with step-by-step guidance on
how to become incorporated. The
RFU has also published extensive
guidance on incorporation, charity
and CASC status which is available
on its website. Law in Sport has also
recently produced guidance on the
organisational options and statuses
available to amateur and 
semi-professional sports clubs that
is not specific to a sport. This is a
really good starting point but clubs
are still left with a lot of information
to digest before they make a
decision and that is if this
information reaches the clubs in the
first place. Documents designed to
help clubs exists but must be more
widely promoted through as many
avenues as possible. National
governing bodies, sports councils,
the Sport and Recreation Alliance,
county sports partnerships and
runningsports all have a
responsibility to do this. Published
guidance, even if extensive and
widely promoted, can still only
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provide a club volunteer with a basic
grounding for making decisions
about the future of their club.
Holding a conversation with a real
person or a club which has already
been through the process will allow
a volunteer to ask questions and
understand their options more fully.
In addition to existing literature,

simple flowchart guidance should be
created to direct clubs to what are
most likely to be the best options for
them. Clubs can then focus the start
of their investigations there, at
which point more tailored support,
advice and local help put into place
by governing bodies should be
available to them. 

If a national governing body does
not have the capacity to offer this
themselves, best practice is to seek
partnerships, advice and models
from those who do. 
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COMMUNITY AMATEUR
SPORTS CLUBS (CASCs) 

The Community Amateur Sports
Club scheme recognises the
positive impact sports clubs have on
the community by conveying
financial advantages to clubs. 

It was introduced in April 2002 in
part to tackle the problem that
unregistered sports clubs face the
same taxes as profit-making
companies. The scheme mainly
offers financial benefits to the club
with Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) accepting CASCs
as distinct from businesses for
corporation tax and business rate
purposes, and by allowing clubs to
claim Gift Aid on donations. All
CASC registered clubs are therefore
entitled to 80% mandatory rate
relief, corporation tax exemptions on

interest, Gift Aid and capital gains
(provided these funds are used for
qualified purposes), and limited
exemptions from corporation tax on
profits from trade income and fund
raising where gross income is less
than £30,000 per annum and for
gross rental income of less than
£20,000 per annum.

To date just under 6,000 clubs have
joined the scheme and estimates
show that since 2002, CASCs have
saved £85.1 million .  It is no wonder
that 1 in 3 (32%) of the sports clubs
surveyed for this review have
reported CASC status to be having a
positive impact on their ability 
to run. 

CASC relieves the financial burden on a small club operated
100% by volunteers who are self-funding with no 
business activity.

Canoe club, West Midlands

“ “

Figure two
The impact of CASC status

-Positive impact
-Other

1 in 3 sports clubs (32%) says  
CASC status has a positive 
impact on them.

1 in 3
32%

32%

68%

‘What impact has CASC status had on the running of 
your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

1

1 Deloitte (2010), Monthly Analysis of Community 
Amateur Sports Club Registrations Month Ended 
31 October 2010
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CASC introduction has taken away the uncertainty of Annual
Rate Relief by local government. We are now guaranteed 80%
rate relief which enables us to plan with some certainty for 
the future.

Sports club, South East England

“

“

This Review recognises however that
more clubs should be able to benefit
from becoming a CASC since it is
estimated that £150 million per year
is lost by clubs that aren’t 
registered . In particular research by
Deloitte has shown that disability
sports clubs are losing out on tax
savings by not registering as 
CASCs .  In addition, whilst there are
financial benefits to becoming a
CASC, it is possible for a community
sports club to obtain charitable
status making the club eligible for
grants and funding directed at
charities, better tax reliefs and more
widely acknowledging the
community role the club plays. The
availability of the option to register
as a charity is not widely known

amongst sports clubs and good
practice for national governing
bodies is to do everything possible
to publicise the charity option for
clubs whom they think it might be
suitable (for more on charitable
status for clubs please see the
Charity section in this chapter and
the Charities Act section in the
Finance and Taxation Chapter). 

CASC status has allowed our club to find its feet and start to
lay down a strong basis for the future. Prior to CASC we spent a
lot of money through rates, funding the local authority, now
that money can and is being reinvested in the club, its premises
and its equipment. We are year-on-year, growing and providing
a better sporting facility and a better base for our sailors… We
can now spend our money where we see a need, without having
the chains of paying vast sums to an authority who gave us very
little or no support.

Angling club, South East England

“

“

3

2 Richard Baldwin (January 2011), Chair CASC 
Development Forum

3 Deloitte (2010), Disability sports clubs missing out 
on multi-million pound tax boost, available online 
at http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_GB/uk/indus
tries/sportsbusinessgroup/in-the-
press/0fe1fbb5644ba210VgnVCM2000001b56f00
aRCRD.htm (last accessed 21 January 2011)

2
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Since 2002 it is estimated CASCs have 
saved £85.1 million 

80% mandatory rate relief.

Tax-free income from interest and capital 
gains (if used for qualifying purposes).

Exemptions from corporation tax on 
profits from trade income and 
fundraising where gross income is less 
than £30,000 per annum. 

Exemptions from corporation tax on 
gross rental income where it is less than 
£20,000 per annum.

All CASCs are entitled to:

Claim Gift Aid on individual donations.

If the limits are 
exceeded 100% 
of the income is 
taxable without 
any marginal 
reliefs

Figure three
Financial benefits for
Community Amateur Sports 
Clubs (CASCs)

The CASC scheme provides great
opportunities for sport to generate
funds. After eight years it is time to
consider how to develop and
promote the scheme further. In
particular one way in which CASC
status can appeal to more clubs is to
make it more beneficial and relevant
to non-facility owning clubs. The
CASC scheme needs refining by

amending Part 13 Chapter 9 of the
Corporation Tax Act 2010 and sport
must take more responsibility to
champion and promote it. The Sport
and Recreation Alliance will work
with government to refine CASC
legislation; then the onus for
effectively promoting the CASC
scheme rests with national
governing bodies.  
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• Facility hire and use of sporting 
facilities for CASCs should be at 
a reduced rate for VAT purposes 
in line with the EU VAT Directive

• CASCs with taxable profits of 
less than £15,000 should fall into 
a nil-rate band for corporation tax

• CASCs should be allowed to claim 
Gift Aid on junior subscriptions

• Registered CASCs with a surplus 
of less than £5,000 per annum 
should be able to participate in 
informal ticket sales in advance 
of small lotteries and raffles at 
specific fundraising events

• CASCs are entitled to claim tax 
relief on trade income for 
corporation tax. This currently 
applies if their trade income is 
below £30,000 annually and/or 
when their gross rental income 
is less than £20,000 per annum. 
The limits should be increased 
and rise in line with inflation 
thereafter. Had these limits 
increased in line with the retail 
price index they would currently 
stand at £37,400 and 
£25,000 respectively. 

• CASCs are able to reclaim on VAT
attributable to exempt income. 
The de minimus limit for which 
CASCs are allowed to reclaim all 
their input VAT is £7,500 per 
annum. This figure has not been 
changed since 1994 and should 
rise for CASCs in line with the 
retail price index to just 
over £11,000

• Allowing CASCs to receive the 
same zero-rating benefits on 
construction expenditure 
as charities

• Music licensing charges should 
be zero-rated for CASCs

• Alcohol licensing evaluations 
should automatically place 
CASCs in Band A

• Accepting clubs with 
semi-professional players that 
make up less than 10% of their 
total club membership to 
become CASCs

• Allowing a club to de-register 
from being a CASC if they can 
prove it is no longer of benefit to 
the club.

Amendments to the CASC scheme should include;
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This Review would like to make
clear that whilst some of the
proposed amendments for the CASC
scheme would bring it more in line
with charitable status, that CASC
status should remain separate from
charitable status. Whilst charitable
status is suitable for some sports
clubs (see the section on Charitable
Status in this chapter), for many
small community sports clubs, it is
too restrictive, too complex and
requires far too much 
administrative work. 

The CASC scheme originated out of
the need for lighter touch regulation
for community sports clubs
(providing affordable opportunities
for people to participate in healthy
physical activity), which also
provided some of the financial
benefits of being a charity. Despite
enormous financial gains for clubs
that become charities, the
requirements for eligibility are not
tailored to the needs of many sports
clubs. The flexibility for clubs to
choose the most suitable model for
their needs must remain.

One barrier that prevents clubs from
registering as CASCs is that they are
not able to de-register once the
commitment has been made,

although HMRC retains the power to
allow this. This commitment is
doubly off-putting as the scheme
reserves the right to make
amendments to its regulations
which must then be complied with
by registered clubs. A club should
be able to de-register from being a
CASC if they can prove that it is no
longer of benefit to the club. Clubs
have a real fear about their future in
relation to becoming a CASC with a
primary concern focusing on the
possibility of the club developing
upwards through the pyramid to a
position where they will want to start
to pay players. If this happens then
the club faces de-registration and a
draconian tax charge – for example,
a facility-owning club may have to
pay tax on a deemed profit from the
sale of its property even though it
has not sold it! The objective of this
rule is to prevent clubs from taking
benefits of government schemes
aimed at encouraging community
provision, using these benefits for
their development, and then closing
their doors for wider public use. If a
club continues to offer community
and youth facilities and activities
after they have exited the CASC
scheme they should be exempt from
repaying tax.  
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Figure four
Eligibility criteria for becoming a
Community Amateur Sports
Club (CASC)Be a recognised sport.

Be open to the whole community – this means membership 
policies can’t discriminate in any way. 

Be organised on an amateur basis with no 
semi-professional or professional players.

Be non-profit making - any surplus income should be 
re-invested in the club.

To become a CASC clubs must meet the 
following criteria:

Primarily exist to provide sporting facilities and 
promote participation.

Have managers in place that are fit and proper persons to 
manage the club.

Agree to distribute remaining assets to sporting use in the 
event of the club ceasing to operate.  

Have an appropriate club constitution that reflects all of 
the above.

If a club exists to make a profit or
outside of the good of the
community they should rightly not
qualify to become a CASC. Having
the capacity to pay players who are
at a semi-professional or higher
level indicates that a club is both
financially more stable and that they
do not solely exist to contribute to
the community. However, the
problem with this is that large clubs
(particularly in football) may have
one team of semi-professional
players and a dozen or so
community teams. In this instance,

for the dozen or so community
teams to become CASCs the club
must split itself up so that the
professional players technically
belong to another club.
Understanding this process and then
carrying it through is just another
burden for sport. The CASC scheme
should look at the proportion of paid
players in relation to the proportion
of community members at a club
and accept all clubs whose 
semi-professional players make up
less than 10% of the total 
club membership.
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Clubs should not be penalised for
nurturing their talent through the
provision of good facilities and
coaching. If the threshold of 10% is
reached, then the clubs should be
allowed to exit the CASC scheme if
they believe it to no longer be of
benefit to their club, or choose to
divide their club up as they wish.
However, suitable measures would
need to be in place with such an
approach to ensure that if a club
exiting the CASC scheme does not
continue to benefit the community to
a sufficient extent, and has used its
CASC status as a platform to make a
profit outside of the benefit to the
community, it returns any financial
benefits received through Gift Aid
and tax benefits derived through 
CASC status.  

Whilst the CASC scheme saves
clubs millions of pounds, there are
still financial improvements which
can be made to it. Given that the
majority of clubs who apply to
become CASCs are asset-owning
and seeking to receive the
mandatory 80% rate relief that it

ensures, it does not make sense that
the scheme does not include a VAT
exemption when building or
improving facilities. In effect the tax
reliefs that CASCs benefit from are
being clawed back through
additional VAT costs. The VAT law
should be amended so that CASCs
are exempt from VAT on capital
expenditure – this could be achieved
by including CASCs in the existing
charity zero-rating relief on
construction costs. 

Another significant barrier within
the scheme surrounds Gift Aid, to
which CASCs are entitled to some
benefits, but not all. As of 2002, a
CASC can claim Gift Aid on
donations made by individuals to the
club. This means that the individual
donating gets tax relief on the
donation at higher rates, and the
club can claim back the income tax
on the amount donated from Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC). With the ability to claim
£28.20 (£25.00 from 6 April 2011) for
every £100 donated, Gift Aid
potentially offers a huge financial
benefit for community clubs. 
Where the CASC scheme falls short
on its Gift Aid offer is that it does not
allow clubs to claim it on either
corporate donations or member and
junior subscription fees (for more on
corporate donations and Gift Aid
please see the chapter on Finance
and Funding). Including both of
these categories in the CASC
legislation would increase the
funding reaching the club by giving
tax rebates on individual donations
and allowing local businesses tax
reliefs on their support of the work
of volunteers in their local
communities. This would lead to
clubs having more money to spend
on equipment and invest in facilities,
increasing the quality of experience
for members and allowing them to
attract new members, thus

As our 1st team worked its
way up to semi-professional
leagues and to match other
clubs within this sphere, we
had to begin offering players
some remuneration or they
would have gone elsewhere,
leaving us with no team after
all the hard work put in to
reach the promotion they
wanted. This meant we are
having to split that team from
the club to run as their own
entity which brings
administration problems in
itself as well as more strain
on the volunteer workforce
which is hard enough to
maintain and encourage to
keep helping.

Sports club, North East
England 

“

“
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increasing participation. Gift Aid on
subscriptions is already available to
certain registered charities, with
organisations such as the National
Trust and London Zoo able to claim
Gift Aid on their entry fees – the
equivalent of a club membership
subscription. In addition, Gift Aid on
subscriptions is also available for
membership to the Scouts - that is
Gift Aid is directly available on a
membership subscription to an
organisation that provides activities
for young people. Given the
community role of not-for-profit
clubs, which by definition CASCs
are, Section 430(2) Income Tax Act
2007 should be amended
accordingly to allow for Gift Aid on
junior subscription fees. Corporate
donations to CASCs should also be
tax deductible in the same way as
they are for charities. 

One way to assist clubs and
also to add a tangible benefit
to being a CASC club would be
to allow CASC registered
clubs to claim Gift Aid on
junior subscriptions and
membership fees so that the
money gained can be
reinvested in the sporting
infrastructure and ensure that
community sport provision
can be maintained beyond
2012. This would be a quick
and easy win and could begin
immediately to shore up the
club structures locally.

Swimming club, East
Midlands

“

“
CASC does not permit us to

treat monies obtained by
subscription as Gift Aid like it
does with charities meaning
that there is a lost revenue
source for the club.

Cricket club, South East
England   

“

“
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Figure five
Claiming Gift Aid

Claiming back Gift Aid must be easier for CASCs. It is estimated 
that currently only 10% of registered CASCs are actually taking 
advantage of their ability to reclaim Gift Aid.

Clubs must put in place an option for individual donors to agree to Gift 
Aiding their donation.

Next they must complete an R68 Gift Aid schedule and R68 other income 
schedule – this requires entering the names of donors, the amount they 

have donated and other income received from which tax has 
been deducted.

Using the figures from the R68 Gift Aid schedule the club must then 
complete the R68 Repayment Claim form to detail the overall amount 

they want to claim, having worked out the amount of tax from the 
donations Gift Aided in relation to the current basic rate of tax. This form 

should be signed and dated by the authorised claimant and sent to HMRC.

The club must nominate an ‘authorised claimant’ and record this with 
HMRC either on application to become a CASC or by completing a 

specific form.

The process of claiming back Gift
Aid on donations must also be made
easier. Clubs report the time
required to complete forms and
claim even the smallest of amounts
to be so burdensome as to almost
be unjustifiable. It has been
estimated that only 10% of
registered CASCs are actually taking
advantage of their ability to reclaim
Gift Aid . If opportunities of financial
help are made available to clubs
they must be as easy as possible to
put into play. The ‘JustGiving’ online
giving scheme removes the
administrative burden for clubs
when claiming Gift Aid, and is
available free of charge to CASCs,
waiving the £180 annual
subscription fee. The only cost
CASCs pay is a 5% charge on each
donation (for further information on
this scheme please see the section
on Fundraising in the Finance and
Funding Chapter). The use of 
JustGiving for CASCs needs to be

more widely promoted across sport
and the Sport and Recreation
Alliance should work with 
JustGiving to make it possible for
members of clubs to pay their
subscription fees through their
system too. This would aid the
claiming back of Gift Aid on them
should legislation change and
provides a simple, convenient way
for clubs to manage their income. In
addition HMRC should review the
forms and procedures for claiming
Gift Aid through its newly
established Charity Tax Forum with
a view to simplifying and
streamlining them. Currently HMRC
receives a large amount of small
claims which can make their
processes inefficient. Sport should
help HMRC by aiming to ensure
claims are filled in properly and
submitted in bulk when possible.

4

4 Sport England, JustGiving for Sports Clubs, 
available online at 
http://www.sportengland.org/support__advice/
justgiving_for_sports_clubs.aspx (last accessed 21
January 2011)
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In addition to difficulties
encountered in reclaiming Gift Aid,
many clubs have found that the
CASC scheme can be restrictive with
regards to expenses that the club is
able to reimburse to members and
volunteers. Many clubs try to cover
the expenses volunteers incur
during their work for the club in
recognition that the volunteer is
already devoting their time. Under
CASC regulations, a club is only
allowed to cover expenses which are
incurred by players and officials
when travelling to away matches.
They are not allowed to claim
expenses for travelling to home
matches or training. This unfairly
penalises officials and playing
members and could make all the
difference when someone who does
not live particularly near to the
home ground is deciding whether to
continue participating at their sports
club. Including the words ‘home
games and training’ in the
Corporation Act 2010 under Part 13
Chapter 9 Section 660;4 Subsection
G would address this issue.

Similarly relaxations should be
made as to what money raised
through fundraising can be spent on.
As it stands, a CASC club that has
raised money through a raffle or
lottery cannot use those funds to
finance a junior members’ tour. This
was the case for one rugby club
which the Review heard from and
the club now potentially faces 
de-registration and the ensuing tax

charges outlined. Whilst legislation
around CASCs should ensure that no
financial abuse of positions occurs,
it should also reflect the nature of
activities which community sports
clubs conduct. 

The final area for financial
improvement within the CASC
scheme surrounds corporation tax.
Currently a CASC is eligible to be
exempt from corporation tax on
trade and fundraising income up to a
threshold of £30,000. This is
tremendously useful for clubs,
saving them potentially substantial
amounts of corporation tax and
significant amounts of voluntary
time which could be reinvested in
the club for the benefit of the
community. However, if the
threshold is exceeded, corporation
tax is then applied to the entire
amount of tradeable income, not just
the amount above the £30,000
threshold. This threshold and that
for rental income have remained the
same since 2004. They have
therefore not risen alongside rates
of inflation and more clubs may spill
over into them. The threshold limits
as defined under the Corporation
Tax Act 2010 (Part 13 Chapter 9
Section 662;5) should be increased
to £37,400 and £25,000 respectively
and then kept in line with inflation.
If these limits are exceeded, the
CASC should also only pay tax on
the excess, not the whole amount.  
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April 2009

The club had for many years received 
discretionary 100% rate relief from their local 
council. In early 2009 they were informed that 
this might be withdrawn due to Government cuts 
to leisure funding. 

received a business-rate bill from the council  for 
£24,000

Contacted the council and were informed that 
the only option was to apply to become a 

Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC) and 
get the mandatory 80% rate relief CASCs are 

entitled to.
                                     

Applying to become a CASC

Applied for CASC status in May 2009

Application rejected due to club rules

Club amended constitution accordingly

Accepted at Special General Meeting

Application could continue

Further queries from HMRC

HMRC questioned a 
bursary scheme 
which had to be 
scrapped and queried 
the playing costs - the 
club have quite high 
playing cost as they 
have to maintain 
playing fields for 
many different sports. 
This meant further 
negotiations and work 
for the volunteers.

The club had to provide evidence against 
all the criteria for becoming a CASC and 
after 10 months of paperwork was finally 
accredited with CASC status. 

10 months of extra paperwork for the 
volunteers and the club still had to pay 
£4,800 for their business rate costs.

Outcome

GRAVESEND MULTISPORT CLUB, SOUTH 
EAST ENGLAND: CASE STUDY

Having jumped through all
the hoops with HMRC to
achieve CASC status the
process for obtaining the tax
relief on donations is a
nightmare. The result is that
this important source of
revenue for sports clubs often
goes unclaimed as the
claiming process can take
years to resolve.

Sports club, South East
England

“

“
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A familiar problem for volunteers is
the completion of forms - all
manner of forms. It is no surprise to
this Review that the application
procedure for becoming a CASC has
been reported as burdensome on
volunteer time and resources
despite a relatively simple and short
registration form. Whilst it is true
that the financial benefits of being a
CASC outweigh the work that needs
to be put in, volunteers need their
load lightened – many clubs do not
become CASCs because of the
work involved.  

To become a CASC, clubs must apply
to the HM Revenue and Customs
Sports Club Unit. In order to
complete the application, a club

must complete a registration form
which includes, amongst other
things, providing evidence that the
club exists to provide facilities and
encourage participation, that it is
open to the whole community and
not for profit. It must also provide
copies of the club’s governing
documents, latest accounts and
rulebooks issued to members or
prospectuses for potential
members. In order for many clubs to
do this, they must amend the
constitution of their club. Such
changes can only be made at a
general meeting of members. This
therefore becomes a resource-heavy
task despite the provision of a model
clause on the application form itself
and model constitution clauses on
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the CASC info website. The Inland
Revenue then examines each
application on a case-by-case basis,
making it difficult for national
governing bodies to provide efficient
standardised guidelines to their
clubs on how to apply. However
some governing bodies have agreed
model CASC compliant constitutions
with HMRC enabling them to provide
efficient standardised guidelines to
their clubs on how to apply. HMRC is
usually very helpful to clubs
registering, and to national

governing bodies promoting the
CASC scheme. Best practice for
governing bodies is to provide
support to their clubs that are
starting up by creating a
constitution which has been agreed
with HMRC as CASC compliant.
Existing clubs need to know where
they can turn for specific help on
CASC applications – best practice
for national governing bodies is to
ensure they are up to speed on this
and can direct their clubs accordingly.    
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Despite being a scheme intended to 
ease the burden of providing 
sporting facilities to the 
community, CASCs must pay VAT 
on construction costs for new 
facilities or improvements to 
existing facilities. 

Clubs that do not own their own 
facilities currently see little reason 
to become a CASC.

It is not possible for a CASC to have 
any paid players, regardless of the 
amount of community provision 
they also offer. Clubs becoming 
CASCs can thus not progress up the 
pyramid and are penalised if they 
do so.

The application to become a CASC 
brings difficulties for clubs who 
need to amend their constitution; 
this requires a general meeting and 
so takes time and organisation.

Since 2002 just under 6,000 
CASCs have saved £85.1 million 
yet it is estimated that a further 
£150 million a year is lost by 
clubs that aren’t registered.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Financial limits for taxation 
benefits have not risen in line with 
the retail price index and clubs are 
losing out financially as a result.

Recommendations: 

The CASC scheme needs refining by 
amending Part 13 Chapter 9 of the 
Corporation Tax Act 2010. The Sport 
and Recreation Alliance will work 
with government to achieve better 
tax breaks for CASCs, more benefits 
for non-facility owning clubs and 
more relevant membership entry 
and exit criteria. 

CASCs should be exempt from VAT 
on capital expenditure – this could 
be achieved by including CASCs in 
the existing charity zero-rating 
relief on construction costs.

National governing bodies must 
take more responsibility to 
champion and promote the CASC 
scheme effectively - in particular 
to non-facility owning 
sports clubs.

All clubs whose semi-professional 
players make up less than 10% of 
the total club membership should 
be eligible for CASC status.

National governing bodies should 
agree model constitutions with 
HMRC that are CASC-compliant 
for their clubs to use from
start-up.

£85.1 million 
saved

£150 million 
lost

COMMUNITY AMATEUR SPORTS CLUBS 
(CASCs) SUMMARY
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CLUBMARK The Clubmark accreditation scheme
was introduced in 2002 by Sport
England to encourage young people
to take up sport. 

It has equivalents in Scotland,
Northern Ireland and Wales and can
take on different names as decided
by the national governing body. For
example the gymnastic Clubmark
accreditation is GymMark, whilst for
football it is known as the Charter
Standard. The aim of introducing
such an accreditation scheme was
to ensure a consistency in the way
clubs are run on a nationwide scale.
Such accreditation should be
regarded as proof of a welcoming
and safe environment designed to
empower parents when choosing a
club for their children. The
Clubmark accreditation scheme is
aimed at clubs with junior sections
and it requires clubs to adhere to a
set of requirements and provide
evidence of meeting these before
Clubmark status is awarded.

To achieve Clubmark status a club is
required by Sport England to adhere

to the minimum requirements in
four areas: 
• Coaching, training 

and competition 
• Safeguarding and protection of 

children and young people 
• Accessibility for the community 
• Club management.

In return, clubs should benefit by
running more effectively and
efficiently, developing their youth
department, retaining and
increasing membership levels,
raising their profile and becoming a
preferred choice when hiring facility
venues. Fundamentally therefore
Clubmark is seen as a good scheme
since it sharpens a club’s focus on
its long-term development and
increases the quality of provision on
offer to members. This may explain
the fact that to date 52 different
sports have taken up the Clubmark
accreditation and more than 10,000
clubs are currently accredited as
Clubmark clubs .  

[It’s] very important to have
qualifications for the sport so
you are working to guidelines.
This has a positive effect with
those involved with the sport.

Football club, South West

“

“

5

5 www.clubmark.org.uk/faq (last accessed 20 
January 2011) 
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Increase membership.
Retain members.
Run more efficiently and effectively.

Get priority/discounts when booking facilities.

Clubmark is an accreditation scheme aimed at junior 
sections of clubs to ensure high standards that 
welcome children into a safe environment for sport.

It aims to help clubs:

10,000 + clubs currently accredited across 52 different sports.

Develop coaches.

Develop a better volunteer culture.

Raise their club profile.

Promote themselves confidently.

Develop a strong youth department. 

Figure six
Clubmark

However the scheme is not without
its difficulties. Many clubs struggle
to see and/or fully understand the
benefits of gaining Clubmark
accreditation. The value of joining
the scheme is either not visible for
many clubs or the administrative
burdens relating to accreditation are
perceived to outweigh the benefits.
In part this is due to low brand
awareness of the scheme amongst
parents. If parents don’t buy into the
scheme there is little benefit to a
club being able to promote it. Clubs
report that Clubmark serves no
purpose if it operates simply as a
checklist – it must truly be used as a
development tool if clubs are to see
it as valuable.  

In addition to adhering to the
minimum requirements set up by
Sport England, each national

governing body is able to place its
own sport-specific requirements on
clubs if they so wish. This can add
significantly to the administrative
demands of applying for Clubmark
status. As a result of this, responses
on the burdens around Clubmark
vary by sport.

Clubs wishing to apply for a
Clubmark accreditation have to
prove that they live up to the
requirements set out in the four
areas detailed. The process of
providing evidence puts large strains
on volunteers and moves valuable
resources away from the key
objectives - to provide training for
young people. Such workloads can
be prohibitive to recruiting
volunteers as many who volunteer
do so alongside their full-time
employment. 

Clubmark; we are asked to
jump through hoops to get
accredited but invariably get
nothing from it.

Cricket club, South East
England

“

“
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Looking at the evidence clubs need
to provide to join the scheme, the
scale of the burden becomes
apparent. The checklist provided by
the governing body to ensure all the
necessary supporting documents
are present when applying for
Clubmark accreditation is over ten
pages long. Sport England and
national governing bodies should
work together to limit this burden to
clubs and their volunteers. The
development of sport-specific
criteria should be done in
conjunction with Sport England to
ensure the original focus of the
scheme remains intact and the
burden placed on volunteers is not
too great. An online processing tool
managed by the national governing
body would help to ease the burden
of the paperwork and make updating
records easier.

Sport England and the national
governing bodies of sport should
also work together to increase
awareness of the accreditation and
its benefits amongst both parents

and sports clubs. These benefits
will have to be tangible with regard
to club development and not act as
‘checklist criteria.’ Understanding
the benefits it can bring will be
crucial for a club struggling to find
the resources to complete the
application procedure and
recognition of the standards by
parents will increase Clubmark’s
credibility. Currently accreditation is
sought through the relevant
authorised body in each instance. An
online tool which could be managed
by each body for their applications
would limit the administrative
demands placed on clubs. Good
practice for national governing
bodies is to consider why they use
Clubmark and why they are adding
additional criteria. If Clubmark is
not being used by national
governing bodies as a development
tool to improve its clubs year on
year, and parents do not hold
Clubmark criteria in high esteem,
then additional criteria 
are worthless.
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CLUBMARK SUMMARY 

Clubmark is sound in theory but 
many clubs are not benefiting 
from it in practice. It has become
an onerous checklist rather than 
a tool for club development 
leaving clubs feeling that, ‘we 
are asked to jump through hoops
to get accredited but invariably 
get nothing from it’. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

National governing bodies have 
added on their own criteria to their 
sport-specific Clubmark 
accreditations. As a result, clubs 
are asked to evidence too many 
requirements and the accreditation 
process becomes lengthy and 
burdensome leaving clubs to feel 
as though they are ticking boxes 
rather than enhancing their offer.

Recommendations: 

Sport England and the respective 
Sports Councils must work with 
national governing bodies to limit 
the criteria that their clubs must 
meet to achieve Clubmark 
accreditation. It should be strictly 
focused on clubs rather than NGB 
measurables, with clear and 
tangible benefits relating directly to 
club development.

ens & Barriers:ens & Barriers:ens && BBarriierss:
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CHARITABLE STATUS
(SEE ALSO THE SECTION
ON THE CHARITIES ACT
IN THE FINANCE AND
TAXATION CHAPTER) 

It is estimated that around 300
clubs are registered as charities. 

The Charity Commission relaxed its
interpretation of the circumstances
in which members clubs could
register as a charity in November
2001. Previously it had vigorously
resisted attempts by sports clubs to
register. The position was further
relaxed by the Charities Act 2006
which made ‘the advancement of
amateur sport’ a charitable purpose.
The Review has heard anecdotally
that more community sports clubs
are looking at the option of
becoming a charity. This may be
attractive because of the more
extensive tax reliefs. For example, a
charitable sports club may be
entitled to have the zero-rate of VAT
applied to the construction of new
changing rooms. Unfortunately
charitable status is not well
promoted by many sports. 

The sports movement should
inform clubs of this option so it may
provide valuable tax breaks and
access to funding. The charity route
involves more paperwork but this
applies to all organisations wishing
to become small charities (the
category most sports clubs are likely
to fall into). As sports charities
become more widespread in sport,
areas of red tape will undoubtedly
become more prominent. 

Community clubs considering
charitable status have not had 
up-to-date tailored guidance
available in recent years, making it
difficult for many to pursue this
option. The Charity Commission did
not publish an updated copy of RR11
‘Charitable Status and Sport’ to
reflect the Charities Act 2006. At the
time of this report going to press,
updated draft guidance on 'the
advancement of amateur sport’ as a
charitable purpose was scheduled
for the end of February 2011. 

This draft guidance on charitable
status and sport will be open for
consultation for 12 weeks and
national governing bodies should
utilise the opportunity to respond to
this to ensure that a meaningful
document is created for their clubs.
Finalised guidance is scheduled for
the end of 2011 and the Charity
Commission should endeavour to
produce clear guidance in a timely
manner. Once released national
governing bodies should ensure
that their clubs are made aware of
the new guidance and updated with
any new information. The
publication of such advice will be
extremely useful for sports clubs
looking to become registered charities.  
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DATA PROTECTIONThe main piece of legislation which
governs the protection of personal
data in the UK is regulated in the
Data Protection Act 1998. 

It was enacted to bring UK law in
line with the 1995 European
Directive which requires each
member state to protect individual
privacy in respect to the processing
of their personal data. The Act does
not apply to domestic use but
everyone who holds personal
information for any other purpose is
required to follow the principles
outlined in it. More recently, the
Privacy and Electronic
Communications Regulations 2003
(European Commission Directive)
altered the consent requirements so
that most electronic marketing was
required to be accepted by ‘positive
consent’ such as an ‘opt in’ box and
companies could no longer require
the consumer to actively ‘opt out’.

The Data Protection Act requires
organisations to comply with eight
principles of data protection.
Personal data should be:
• Fairly and lawfully processed
• Processed for limited purpose
• Adequate, relevant and 

not excessive
• Accurate and up to date

• Not kept for longer 
than necessary

• Processed in line with your rights
• Secure
• Not transferred to any countries 

outside the European Economic 
Area (EEA) without 
adequate protection.

If a club is collecting personal
information and storing it (it can be
either electronically or manually),
then it is a data controller and is
required by law to notify the
Information Commissioner’s Office.
Not-for-profit originations are
technically exempt from registering
with the Commissioner’s Office.
However, the exemption is
extremely limited and most clubs
will not meet its requirements. In
order to qualify as a not-for-profit
organisation, exempt from notifying
the Information Commissioner’s
Office, a club must only use their
data for their own membership
purposes. It is likely that clubs will
be using it for more than these
purposes even if they are just
passing it on to their governing body
for the governing body’s own use.
Voluntary sports clubs should be
included in the UK Data Protection
Act 1998 exemption from
registering with the
Commissioner’s Office.     

Data protection interferes with the way a club communicates
with its members, which the members want, need and do not
object to. 

Sailing club, East Midlands

“ “
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Figure seven
The impact of data protection

-Other
-Negative impact 2 in 5 sports clubs (41%) says 

that data protection has a 
negative impact on them.

41%59%

2 in 5
41%

‘What impact has data protection had on the running of 
your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

The Act covers all data that could
identify a living person. It, therefore,
includes electronic, manual and
recorded data. Whilst the principles
of this legislation are sound and
commercial companies should not
misuse data held about individuals,
the procedures outlined in the Act
and regulations impact negatively on
two in five clubs (41%). 

When a club asks one of its
members to sign a membership
form, the club is legally able to
assume that the member is
expecting to be contacted with
internal information by the club. The
membership form therefore does
not need to have an option for opting
out of further communication. It is,
however, good practice to include an
explanation of what the collected
data will be used for and it is a legal
requirement that the club states if
any of the information will be shared
with a third party. By virtue of the
fact that community sports clubs are
predominantly voluntary run
organisations, it is not well-known
by clubs how they should act in
relation to data protection especially

when junior members are
concerned; opportunities for
confusion are rife. Any attempts to
err on the side of caution with
regulation of data will impact
substantially on a club’s ability to
operate. This Review has heard
examples of clubs not being able to
arrange for volunteer cover at the
last minute due to compliance with
data protection laws preventing the
necessary person from having
access to the phone numbers to
source their replacement.  

At the other end of the scale to
erring on the side of caution, one
national governing body reported
that it does not receive queries from
its clubs on how to comply with data
protection principles. It has been
commented that clubs are reluctant
to seek advice on this issue for fear
that they are doing things incorrectly
and may either be penalised or
severely inconvenienced in having to
comply. Something akin to the
philosophy that, ‘what you don’t
know, can’t hurt you.’  
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These two points underpin the main
issue with data protection for sports
clubs - a simple lack of knowledge
and information, worsened by a lack
of engagement. Sport needs to
seriously get on the ball with data
protection issues so that it is 
demystified and neutralised. Given
that amendments to the legislation
would need to be processed at a
European Directive level, this is the
only feasible solution. The Sport and
Recreation Alliance already has 
up-to-date guidance on compliance
with data protection including a
toolkit. Better use should be made
of this resource from national
governing bodies who must then
disseminate it to their members. 

This Review acknowledges that
some national governing bodies
already provide information on data
protection to their clubs. Those who
can demonstrate best practice
should be open and willing to do so.
Umbrella organisations for sport
such as the Sport and Recreation
Alliance and runningsports should
work together to produce template
communication documents on data
protection and forms that once
completed will allow clubs to
communicate freely whilst
complying with data protection
laws. National governing bodies can
then place their names and logos on
these documents and distribute
them to their clubs.

Data protection is
misunderstood and people
now don't share information
within the club e.g. to 
swap duties.

Gliding club, South West
England 

“

“
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Figure eight
Best Practice: Data Protection

The Rugby Football Union (RFU) has centralised its data protection 
processes relating to junior members to avoid problems for its clubs 
when handling contact data ‘belonging’ to the parents.

This helps the clubs to deal with data protection issues and gives the RFU 
up-to-date information for its central database of members.

At the start of each season the RFU provides the club 
with a form to sign in every junior member. It is also 
signed by their parent who in doing so gives their 
permission for the clubs to share contact information 
internally in the club.

A further issue exists concerning
junior members giving their contact
details to clubs. The information
given (telephone number, address
and so on) will usually relate to their
parents, but if the parents haven’t
consented to its use, the club is
restricted in how it can contact the
junior member, despite the member
wanting to be informed. 

This problem is not restricted to
rugby but has now been tackled for
RFU clubs due to a practice where
members sign in using a form
developed by the RFU which
requires both parents and the junior
members to sign. This is a simple
and effective solution which could be
easily adopted by more sports.   

CHAPTER TWO
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DATA PROTECTION SUMMARY

Clubs are confused by data 
protection legislation which 
impacts negatively on 2 in 5 
clubs (41%). Data protection 
laws and misunderstandings of 
them can make it difficult for 
clubs to communicate amongst 
their members for 
everyday purposes.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Not-for-profit, voluntary-run 
sports clubs usually have to 
register with the Information 
Commissioner’s Office as a data 
controller. They tend not be 
covered by the stringent criteria 
for exemption from registering that 
applies to not-for-profit 
organisations. 

Data protection has bad press 
amongst sports clubs. They are 
confused about what they must do 
to comply and many bury their 
head in the sand to avoid 
encountering further burdens.

Recommendations: 

Extend the UK Data Protection Act 
1998 exemption from registering 
with the Commissioner’s Office to 
cover voluntary sports clubs.

National governing bodies must 
demystify data protection laws for 
sport. The Sport and Recreation 
Alliance should work with 
runningsports to produce template 
documents that NGBs can pass on 
to clubs. 

-Other
-Negative impact 2 in 5 sports clubs (41%) says 

that data protection has a 
negative impact on them.

41%59%

2 in 5
41%

‘What impact has data protection had on the running of 
your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

CLUBS



TRAINING NEEDS The support of skilled and
passionate individuals – be they
volunteers or paid employees – is
essential for a community club 
to thrive. 

Millions of people across the country
devote their time to running and
supporting community sports
organisations but providing these
passionate volunteers with the
necessary training takes time,
commitment and money. Deploying
these individuals at a club level also
takes organisation and attention to
detail to ensure all relevant
legislation is adhered to, from CRB
checks to tax contributions of paid
employees or compliance with
employment law. 

It is very hard to get people involved
in running the club and doing the
jobs necessary, whether on the
committee, coaching, teaching or
officiating. The number of hours of
required training makes this 
even harder.

Swimming club, South East England

This section examines the
responsibilities placed upon those
running a club in order to safely
offer appropriate training and
development for their volunteers
and members. This Review has
found that the requirements and
costs surrounding coaching
qualifications is the biggest issue
impacting negatively on sports
clubs, with two in three (64%)
affected. Conversely one in five
(22%) clubs report that coaching
qualifications actually have a
positive impact on the way they run
their clubs, making coaching
something of a ‘Marmite topic’,
polarising people’s views. The value
of good coaches and the need for
appropriate coach development
programmes is not lost on
grassroots sport. The delivery of
coaching qualifications and the
communications around their role
must change to make placing
skilled coaches in voluntary clubs
easier and more affordable, with a
clearer volunteer coach
development trajectory.     
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-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

‘What impact have coaching qualifications had on the running of your 
sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in the past?’

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

1 in 5 clubs believes coaching has 
a positive impact on their club 
whilst 2 in 3 see it as having a 
negative impact.

n=Sample size

27%

37%

14%

13%

9%

n=1010

1 in 5
22%

2 in 3
64%

Procedures for vetting and barring
and criminal records checks also
tangle up volunteers in unnecessary
red tape with a negative impact on
the running of over half of all clubs
(54%). The Review’s consideration of
vetting and barring has been made
in light of the 2010 Vetting and
Barring Scheme Review conducted
by the Department for Education,
the Department of Health and the
Home Office.

Bureaucracy borne of the
management of volunteers and
employees is also addressed.
Confusion over the distinction
between responsibilities to, and
rights for, volunteers versus paid
employees creates burdens around
employment law and overly-complex
employee tax payments - these all
use up valuable volunteer time. 

The Review also notes that many of
the training need burdens which

clubs have reported can be eased
with the provision of sport-specific,
easy-to-digest information. Where
the right information already exists
the sports sector should avoid
duplication. Where there are gaps in
suitable information provision (as
detailed in this chapter) the sports
movement must work together to
both distil the information into the
right form and to disseminate it to
clubs. runningsports already exists
to support sports volunteers and
offers resource and information for
free. Their newsletters, training
events and tutor workforces should
be used as extensively as possible
to send information out and national
governing bodies should promote
runningsports to their clubs.   

Figure one
Coaching – A ‘Marmite topic’
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It is extremely expensive for coaches to gain their coaching
qualification - lots of coaches can't afford it. The qualification
contains far too much paperwork and does not entail enough
practical delivery of actually coaching a sport. It is difficult for
clubs to grow their coaching workforce.

Sports club, North West England
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COACHING 
REQUIREMENTS 

The right coach can make an
inspirational difference for
participants and be the decisive
factor in how enjoyable a sporting
experience is for an individual. 

In many sports, coaches are integral
to helping clubs train and develop
their members and strengthen the
talent base of the sport. A good
coach with the right skills and
accredited qualifications will be key
to retaining membership numbers
and to attracting new club
members, hence one in five clubs
(22%) believe coaching qualifications
have a positive impact on their
clubs. However, getting these
coaches in place can be difficult with
regulations around coaching having
a negative impact on two in three
clubs (64%). The coaching
qualification structure must be
more volunteer-focused with a
clearer pathway of progression that
ties into informal delivery and the
needs of each sport. The purpose of
each level of coaching qualification
and the requisite content at each
level needs to be reviewed and
refined to increase the value for
money that qualifications offer. This
may tackle the cost and time
barriers which deter volunteers
from obtaining coaching
qualifications.  

National governing bodies place
their own coaching requirements on
their sport, both for coaching and
club accreditation purposes. Clubs
must then ensure that their coaches
are trained to the relevant and
recognised standard of competency,
and that this standard is

“

“
recognisable to the National
Qualifications Framework and
therefore comparable across
England, Northern Ireland and
Wales. This ensures that the delivery
of the sport is safe, increases the
enjoyment for participants and
creates a standardised minimum
level of quality for coaches.    

The UK Coaching Certificate (UKCC)
is a non-mandatory endorsement of
coach education programmes
across sports, aiming to develop
coaching as a profession. It outlines
set criteria orientated around
professionalisation, advancing coach
education programmes and
improving and developing good
practice. Working specifically with
the 46 Sport England-funded
national governing bodies, through
sports coach UK, the UKCC
endorses four levels of qualification,
advancing from an assistant coach
at Level 1 to a highly qualified coach
at Level 4.   

According to some volunteers, the
pathway of progression for volunteer
coaches has become unclear. The
introduction of the more formalised
and professional-focused UKCC, and
an increased perception of the need
for UKCC-endorsed qualifications

over other forms of coaching
qualifications, has blurred the remit
of the volunteer coach. This
increasing perception of the need to
acquire qualifications is driven both
within sport as a way of improving
standards, and by the market
demanding appropriate accreditation. 
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Figure two
UK Coaching Certificate (UKCC)What?

A non-mandatory endorsement of coach education programmes across 
sports aiming to develop coaching as a profession and develop the role of 
the coach.

How?

Delivered through sports coach UK to the 46 Sport England-funded national 
governing bodies (NGBs), the UKCC is a basic framework which can be 
tailored by sport and endorsed by NGBs at each level.

4 Levels of qualification;

Level 2 – Qualified to lead own coaching session
Level 1 – Qualified to assist other coaches

Level 3 – Qualified to plan, implement and review 

Level 4 - Qualified to plan, implement and review long 
coaching programmes typically over a season

term or specialist coaching programmes 
typically over a 4-year cycle

The cost of acquiring qualifications and maintaining competence acts as a
disincentive for clubs and individuals adversely affected by the current
recession. For example the cost of attending pre-qualification courses, the
three-part Level 1 coaching course, plus the cost of travel and subsistence
to training venues often exceeds £150 per coach….Local authority coach
mark requirements exceed those required by the governing body, and
impose further financial burdens on hard-pressed clubs and individuals.
They provide an income stream for local authorities and little else. Why
should I, as a volunteer coach, put my hand in my own pocket to acquire
qualifications my governing body doesn't require me to have, just so I can
provide a service free of charge to the local authority. If they want my
services badly enough they should ease my path, not erect barriers.

Sports club, East Midlands

For individuals who plan to be paid
for their coaching and treat it as a
profession the increased financial
and time investment at each level of
the governing body UKCC
framework translates into an
increase in their professional status
and the income they can generate.
The structure works with their
needs. For many volunteers a less
formal, less hierarchical level of
coaching qualification is sufficient,
for example, to teach junior
members cricket on a Sunday

“

“

morning. The increasing financial
and time commitment at each level
of the framework can deter
volunteers from embarking on the
coaching journey altogether. If an
individual knows that they will be
unable to progress past the earlier
levels of the program due to cost
and time commitments, the value of
investing in a Level 1 qualification
becomes limited, and so is seen by
some who made a submission to the
Review to be futile. 



UKCC means that costs and access
to coaching courses are now a
barrier to bringing new coaches into
the club, meaning we are lacking
one coach for the current season.
This has a negative impact in that
numbers are low at the session (due
to lack of coaching) which may
result in us having to disband that
team as hire costs are not being met
by subscriptions.

Volleyball club, London

There are 1.1 million coaches in the UK 

76%

24%

3 in 4 are volunteers
76%

Half hold a national governing 
body qualification 

53%

53%47%

Of these, 63% hold qualifications 
up to UKCC Level 2
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Figure three
Coaches in the UK

This may contribute to the fact that
only 53% of the 1.1 million coaches
in the UK hold a governing body of
sport qualification, and that the
majority of these (63%) only hold
qualifications up to Level 2  although
this may be accounted for by the fact
that much coaching takes place at
under-18 level, where NBGs do not
require a qualification above Level 2.
A lack of coaches can mean lower
participation, limited club
development and can place
increasing demands upon the
volunteer time of the more qualified
coaches who are out there. For
some clubs, a lack of available
qualified coaches can mean the end
of a junior division, or rule this
possibility out altogether. A sport
cannot grow and develop without the
new talent that a junior 
division brings.    

The FA has successfully completed
its Level 1 and Level 2 accreditation
of the UKCC. It does not believe it to
have impacted the costs of the
qualifications, nor lowered their
quality. Despite this, The FA
anticipates a decrease in the

number of volunteers attaining
Level 1 and Level 2 qualifications as
funding for these courses has
ceased. Currently the cost of
training volunteers in football is
around £7 million a year with 30,000
Level 1 coaches paying on average
£175 and 8,000 Level 2 coaches
paying £300 per person.   

There is also concern that there is a
lack of joined-up thinking in
education and coaching provision.
For example, there are sports
coaching degrees in further
education which receive central
funding with the aim of up-skilling
the workforce which do not fit in
with national governing body
training plans. In other words, the
student would have to retrain after
completing the degree to get his
UKCC-recognised qualifications. All
coaching qualifications offered in
the UK should be part of a
homogeneous plan owned by the
national governing body which can
identify its sport’s needs and be
supported by further education and
national bodies.

“

“

1

1 sports coach UK (2010), sports coach UK Research 
Essentials: The Coaching Workforce 
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Whilst The FA is a large, organised
national governing body with
sufficient resources to develop its
UKCC accreditation, the positive
experiences it has had with the
UKCC demonstrate an important
finding of the Review. The success of
the UKCC appears to be in part
dependent on the strength of the
relationship between sports coach
UK and a given national governing
body, and the communications from
the governing body to its clubs. A
more holistic approach needs to be
taken by sports coach UK and
national governing bodies moving
forward if the UKCC is to be a
success. sports coach UK works

Figure four
The FA and coach education costs

UKCC Level 1 Qualification

30,000 coaches paying 
an average of £175 
each:

£5.25 million 

UKCC Level 2 Qualification

8,000 coaches paying 
an average £300 each:

£2.4 million 

Total cost of training volunteers in football 

Over £7.5 million per year 

This cost will fall on volunteers

directly with national governing
bodies, who in turn work with their
clubs. The development of each
sport-specific qualification is a joint
effort between, in this instance,
sports coach UK and The FA. It is
then up to The FA to inform its clubs
about what the certificate offers and
why it is of value. Some sports more
than others have worked with sports
coach UK to utilise the flexibility in
the UKCC structure and ensure that
the qualifications deliver what they
need by adapting them. There have
also been varying degrees of
communication to the clubs about
the purpose and scope of the UKCC. 
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Best practice for national governing
bodies is to make clear what their
coaching needs are and for sports
coach UK to work with them to use
the UKCC to meet those needs
without placing higher cost or time
demands on volunteers. For this
mutual relationship to thrive, the
UKCC NGB-delivered qualification
must be more relevant to volunteers
and take less of a top-down approach.   

The content of courses and the
requirements placed on volunteers
needs to be honed and prioritised in
relation to the sport and club needs,

particularly when other training
courses on, for example, child safety
have previously been attended. If
courses are to remain a similar
length they must more clearly
demonstrate to volunteers an added
value which they will get from giving
up their time. There must also be
greater clarification on the purpose
of the Level 1 qualification – it is not
clear to many if it is intended to
support the Level 2 qualification or if
there is value to it in its own right as
an informal introduction to coaching.
All of this information must then be
communicated better to clubs.
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Figure five
StreetGames – Community
sports coach programmes

772 Participants
1,427 Participants

2009

2010

84%

Increase

57%

314 Sessions
494 Sessions

2009

2010

Case Study

England Athletics 
Activator Courses 
have been a 
success 
significantly 
increasing 
sessions and 
participation 
levels in a year.

In partnership with national governing bodies, 
StreetGames have been piloting informal training courses 
for volunteers wanting to run community sports projects – 
could be equivalent to a ‘Level Zero’ under the UKCC.  

Day long courses delivering in doorstep settings aim to:

“up-skill the participant to offer core leadership, mentoring 
and tutoring skills to others.”

Courses completed with England Athletics and the Rugby 
Football League.

Under development with the Lawn Tennis Association, 
Badminton England, English Table Tennis Association and 
England Basketball.

Increase

in sessions

in participants
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Alongside the UKCC qualifications,
best practice for national governing
bodies is to work with sports coach
UK to introduce lower level informal
coaching courses for volunteers
wanting to hold basic training
sessions. These should be primarily
a governing body initiative so that
they remain low-cost, sport-specific
and volunteer-focused, but should
be developed in dialogue with sports
coach UK so that they fit into the
UKCC structure should a volunteer
wish to develop their coaching
qualifications at a later date. The
StreetGames ‘Level Zero’
community sports coach
programmes could make an
excellent model for such a
qualification, although the current
cost of these sessions may still be
prohibitive to many. Working with a
number of sports, StreetGames has
allowed coaches and leaders to

expand the range of skills they offer.
One example of this is their Athletic
Activators course, delivered over the
last six months via a partnership
with England Athletics and
Quadkids. The day-long courses in
local community settings are
designed ‘to up-skill the participant
to offer core leadership, mentoring
and tutoring skills to others’, and
through the twelve sessions so far
150 community sports coaches have
been trained. As a result within the
StreetGames network the number of
athletics sessions has increased
from 314 sessions in 2009 to 494
sessions in 2010, and participation
has almost doubled from 772
participants in 2009 to 1,427 in 2010.
Following the initial ten courses,
which were offered for free, England
Athletics are providing the courses
at a cost of £180.  
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Coaching is the biggest burden 
for our sports clubs, impacting 
negatively on 64% of them, yet 1 
in 5 clubs (22%) reports a 
positive impact  - a good coach 
with the right skills and 
accredited qualifications will be 
key to retaining membership 
numbers and attracting new 
club members. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

There is no clear pathway of 
progression for volunteer coaches – 
this is acting as a barrier to 
volunteers thinking of becoming 
a coach. 

Level 1 does not sit well with 
volunteers – currently it is neither 
an informal introduction nor a step 
to Level 2.

Recommendations: 

NGBs should be encouraged to 
learn from each other’s coaching 
plans and provide best practice in 
the sector. The sports movement 
can facilitate this. 

sports coach UK must decide what a 
Level 1 qualification offers – an 
introductory qualification in its own 
right or a pre-cursor to Level 2 – and 
how their qualification structure can 
allow for volunteer progression.

‘Level Zero’ informal coaching 
qualifications should be introduced 
by NGBs in dialogue with sports 
coach UK to ensure consistency.

Further education courses in 
coaching do not always match the 
coaching qualifications framework, 
meaning graduates need to retrain.

Further education coaching 
programmes should be approved by 
NGBs and work within their 
coaching frameworks.

-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

Coaching – A ‘Marmite topic’

‘What impact have coaching qualifications had on the running of your 
sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in the past?’

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

1 in 5 clubs believes coaching has 
a positive impact on their club 
whilst 2 in 3 see it as having a 
negative impact.

n=Sample size

27%

37%

14%

13%

9%

n=1010

1 in 5
22%

2 in 3
64%

COACHING REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY 
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…[We are a] small club, all coaches are volunteers. Several
have Level 1 qualification plus many years of experience of
sports coaching AND all relevant safeguarding qualifications.
The Level 2 course costs, timings and venues are all prohibitive
– [there are] never any in Herefordshire! Therefore [there are]
high demands on any Level 2 coaches that we do have, but we
cannot afford any remuneration as we live ‘hand to mouth’ in
terms of running costs.

Sports club, West Midlands

COACHING COSTS TO
THE VOLUNTEER – 
FINANCIAL AND TIME

Clubs have told us that coaching
qualifications cost too much and
take too long to complete – this is
preventing volunteers from
progressing their coaching
qualifications. 

The cost of coaching qualifications is
less frequently being covered by
clubs who can simply no longer
afford it. With funding being
increasingly withdrawn this is not
going to change any time soon. On
average, a sports club operates on a
surplus of less than £2,000 a year
making paying for coaching
qualifications unfeasible in many
cases. The cost is therefore being

met by the volunteer although there
are a limited number of funding and
grant opportunities available to
cover costs. Funding opportunities
raise their own burdens and absorb
volunteer time through the
complexity of application forms and
the need to hunt about for the
various funding pots available.
Furthermore, resources can vary
dramatically across different sports
and activities (for more information
see the chapter on Finance and
Funding).Information about funding
which can support coach
development needs to be more
widely promoted by stakeholders
and the application procedures
made as simple and short as
possible. Guidance for national
governing bodies on conducting a
basic cost/benefit analysis when
thinking of engaging with funding
would also be useful. Partnership
work between NCVYS, sports coach
UK and the Sport and Recreation
Alliance should be able to 
produce this.   

“

“

2

2 CCPR (2009), Survey of Sports Clubs

Level 2 Qualification 

Level 1 Qualification 
+

+

£170

£360

£530

Total cost to reach Level 2

Level 3 Qualification £1,200

£1,730

Total cost to reach Level 3

Figure six
Netball coaching costs
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The exact cost of a coaching
qualification varies by sport and
qualification level and is determined
principally by the national governing
body. Some sports report a trend of
increased costs compared to 
pre-UKCC, with qualifications
typically costing hundreds of pounds
per course. Level 1 courses can cost
between £170 and £395. To do all
three courses in some sports can
cost a volunteer £1,730. In addition
to the course costs there is often
then travel and sometimes overnight
accommodation to factor in.

A surprising find for the Review was
that the availability of suitable
training venues for the coaching
courses to take place in contributes
to the burdensome nature of
achieving coaching qualifications. In
order for a venue to be used to
deliver a coaching qualification, it
has to be approved as suitable by the
national governing body of the sport.
In some counties this can seriously
reduce the number of venues where
the training can take place, in turn
resulting in lengthy journeys for
attendees. The availability of the
required space within these venues
then also impacts when coaching
qualification sessions can be held
and made available to volunteers. 

The increase in costs for
undertaking qualifications can in
part be linked to facility hire and
tutor costs. If the licensed tutors
workforce is small for a given sport,

tutors will have to travel and cover
accommodation costs to deliver
qualification courses and they are
also able to charge a premium for
their knowledge. Whilst a venue and
tutor are both essential for the
training, more inventive approaches
must be taken to tackle
disproportionate escalating costs.
Best practice for national governing
bodies is to offer greater flexibility
in approving venues and to consider
the size of the catchment area to be
served by each one. Partnership
agreements should be initiated by
national governing bodies to secure
facilities at reduced rates when
holding coaching programmes.
sports coach UK supports a
structure of lower hire rates in
exchange for a member of facility
staff attending the course. These
savings can then be passed on to
attendees. Increasing the availability
of venues by encouraging the
opening of school facilities 
after-hours would also be 
hugely beneficial.
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The length of programmes for
attaining coaching qualifications
also deters volunteers (many of
whom are normally in paid full-time
employment) from advancing their
qualifications. Seventy-six per cent
of the 1.1 million coaches in the UK
are volunteers . With three in four
coaches devoting their own time to
gaining their qualifications, the
length of programmes is likely to be
a decisive factor for the majority of
people thinking of attending them. In
Scotland, a Level 3 UKCC coaching
qualification for judo will have eight
contact days and last almost a year
from start to finish , representing a
serious time commitment for
a volunteer.  

sports coach UK is exploring the
possibility of offering some of the
more basic knowledge-based
elements to achieving coaching
qualifications online as a way of
tackling some of these issues.
Existing club networks and local
skilled coaches should be able to
play a greater role in supporting the
delivery of coaching certificates to
reduce the amount of expensive
tutor hours currently needed.
sports coach UK should work with
national governing bodies to make
this possible. 
3 sports coach UK (2010), sports coach UK Research 

Essentials: The Coaching Workforce
4 JudoScotland (2009), UKCC Communication 

Update 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=
cache:zR1E6_df8foJ:www.judoscotland.com/archive
site/docs/UKCC-FAQ-Scottish-version-
April_09.doc+ukcc+level+structure&cd=5&hl=en&ct
=clnk&gl=uk&client=firefox-a last accessed
(07/01/2011)

3

4
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‘…Level 2 course costs, timings 
and venues are all prohibitive- 
never any in Herefordshire! 
Therefore high demands on any 
Level 2 coaches that we do 
have, but we cannot afford any 
remuneration as we live ‘hand 
to mouth’ in terms of 
running costs.’

Burdens & Barriers: 

The cost of coaching qualifications 
is met by volunteers. Accompanying 
the adoption of the UK Coaching 
Certificate (UKCC) there has been 
an overall trend of increasing costs 
for coaching qualifications – the 
costs are too high.

The cumulative cost of progressing 
to the upper levels deters 
volunteers from embarking on 
Level 1 qualifications.

Recommendations: 

sports coach UK and NGBs should 
work more closely together to 
understand the coaching needs of 
their clubs and adapt the UKCC 
structure accordingly without 
raising costs or time requirements. 
Larger NGBs are often best-placed 
to own their own national coaching 
plans and should be empowered to 
lead on their national policies.

NGBs should look at approving a 
wider range of facilities for training 
needs so courses can run more 
frequently in greater proximity to 
people’s homes and they should 
also initiate partnership 
agreements with facilities to 
secure them at a low cost.

Information about relevant funding 
pots should be more widely 
promoted. NGBs should be an 
instrumental part of discussions 
concerning how these funds can be 
most effectively distributed.

Time requirements for 
qualifications are too great for what 
is gained, especially for those in 
paid full-time employment – the 
length deters volunteers from 
advancing their qualifications. 

Netball coaching costs

Level 2 Qualification 

Level 1 Qualification 
+

+

£170

£360

£530

Total cost to reach Level 2

Level 3 Qualification £1,200

£1,730

Total cost to reach Level 3

COACHING COSTS SUMMARY
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VETTING AND BARRING
SCHEME AND CRIMINAL
RECORDS BUREAU
CHECKS

Community sports clubs are
intended to benefit the local
community and can play an
essential role in bringing people
from all walks of life together. 

This requires a fun but safe and
welcoming environment for both
participants and volunteers.
Alongside health and safety
legislation which secures a safe
physical environment, the Vetting
and Barring Scheme (VBS) and
Criminal Records Bureau (CRB)
checks are intended to form part of
safeguarding practices that sports
may use to protect children and
vulnerable adults. 

Whilst the views of individual sports
clubs and their volunteers have
been taken into consideration in
conducting this Review, it is
important to acknowledge that the
responsibility for the administration
and management of the CRB system
and the proposed Vetting and
Barring Scheme often sits with the
national governing bodies of sport.
National governing bodies
frequently manage safeguarding

processes for their entire workforce
(paid and unpaid) on a national
basis. We have therefore also
worked with our members and with
the NSPCC Child Protection in Sport
Unit to ensure that the views of the
sports sector overall have been
captured in relation to the
safeguarding options available and
proposed in the future. 
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It is important to strike the right
balance between the safeguarding of
vulnerable adults and children in
sport and managing the bureaucracy
and burdens placed on volunteers
and governing bodies.  

This section examines the
background to both CRB checks and
the Vetting and Barring Scheme in
sport before reviewing the impact of
the recent announcements on
criminal records and the scaling
back of the Vetting and Barring
Scheme for the sport and recreation
sector. This Review then outlines
what it believes is best for sport
moving forward. 

Much of the focus of recent work on
safeguarding has been on children,
with wider work on the safeguarding
of vulnerable adults in its early days. 

Whilst consideration has been given
to all vulnerable groups in the
following section, this Review looks
forward to seeing more work on the
safeguarding of vulnerable adults in
the future, and believes that many of
the principles and suggestions
contained in the following pages will
be of relevance to this too.   

Whilst there is no legal requirement
for CRB disclosures in sport, the
sector has been encouraged to
make use of the eligibility criteria
for CRB disclosures, as set out in
the 1997 Police Act. Following the
tragedy of the Dunblane massacre,
the Cullen Report recommended
that there should be the means to
protect young people attending
clubs from abuse by leaders or
others regularly in contact with
them. The sport and recreation
sector as a whole has recognised
the benefit of using appropriate
safeguarding checks and processes
for the selection of staff and
volunteers. Sport ultimately uses
CRB disclosures to protect
members, meet the expectations of
participants and their parents, and
give confidence to third-party
stakeholders such as funders or
facility owners.  

CRB disclosures have been a crucial
tool for national governing bodies to
use as part of a wider set of
safeguarding procedures. They have
helped national governing bodies to
ensure their sport is governed

THE BACKGROUND TO
CRB CHECKS IN SPORT 
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effectively. Sport England recognises
the value of CRB disclosures to the
sector; they have funded the NSPCC
Child Protection in Sport Unit which
then set up standards of
safeguarding. These standards
relate to the necessary procedures
which should be in place for the safe
recruitment of adults who will be
working with vulnerable adults or
children. CRB checks form a 
well-recognised and important part
of the necessary procedures for
preventing harm to these groups.
Funding contracts from government
via UK Sport or Sport England
increasingly require safeguarding
standards for the recruitment of
staff and volunteers to be met. In
many cases national governing
bodies create a list of roles within
their clubs which meet the eligibility
criteria for requiring a CRB
disclosure – in other words, the
national governing body controls the
use of CRB disclosures within their
sport. Dependent on size and
resource, a national governing body
can provide a central infrastructure
to assist clubs by conducting their

CRB checks on a national level.
Governing bodies can also provide
their clubs with guidance on the
management of CRB disclosures. If
a national governing body doesn’t
have the resources to manage CRB
checks for their clubs it is likely that
they pass this up to a larger
umbrella organisation. Most clubs
themselves simply aren’t large
enough to conduct CRB checks; a
registered body for checking CRBs
must conduct at least 100 CRB
checks a year. A small community
club simply doesn’t have the
capacity to manage this nor is likely
to have that number of people to
check. In sport, the responsibility of
safeguarding recruitment therefore
tends to be held at a national level
because at a local level there isn’t
the necessary infrastructure 
in place. 

Overall the CRB system has the
acceptance of the sport and
recreation sector. The use of CRB
disclosures has enabled sport to
make risk assessments as part of
safe recruitment practices by

CRB checking gives us the
opportunity to prove to
parents that we are a
responsible organisation.

Football club, South East
England

“

“
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providing relevant information. In
addition, advertising that such
measures will be taken where
appropriate for individuals looking to
work or volunteer in sport can act as
a deterrent to potentially dangerous
individuals. This has helped to
create a safe environment for
vulnerable groups to participate in

sport and to feel included and
protected. In regard to the way the
CRB system works, sport has
benefitted from the system having
the ability to support centralised
handling of criminal records vetting
by national governing bodies. This
system has allowed the burden of
making decisions on the suitability

of individuals to be taken away from
the club level volunteers and
protects any sensitive data released
by a CRB disclosure from being
known in the applicant’s community.
The Government should ensure that
national governing bodies are
afforded the opportunity to assist
their clubs in the management of
any safeguarding procedures
developed in the future. 

In addition at present the
Government does not charge for
CRB disclosures for volunteers and
this must remain the case in order
for sports clubs to continue to
function. However, in reality the
checks are not free because of the
administrative process required. The
national governing body must either

become a registered body and
employ an individual or a team to
process the disclosures from their
clubs, or they must pay an umbrella
body to process their disclosures 
for them. 
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However, as with any system or
process, there are flaws which can
be encountered at the national
governing body and the club level.
The issue is that whilst the benefit is
recognised and the motivation
exists, the actual process of
obtaining CRB checks can be
burdensome and convoluted. This
can result in both national governing
bodies and clubs craving a simpler
way of ensuring volunteers are safe
to work with children. The lack of
portability of CRB disclosures can
often result in individuals needing
multiple checks across different
organisations. Whilst it is difficult to
accurately know the extent to which
the need for multiple disclosures
affects volunteers, clubs and

national governing bodies feel that if
volunteers already work with
children or volunteer somewhere
else, the process should be much
easier and there should be a
mechanism for portability. 

This Review notes that increasingly
a larger proportion of CRB checks
will be applied for, managed and

administrated online, with electronic
registered bodies able to assist
national governing bodies in this
process. Online applications have
the potential to significantly reduce
the amount of time and energy
required by all parties to process
and complete a CRB disclosure. Not
waiting on postal deliveries for each
party to receive the forms and the

The governing body is then either
forced to pay the administrative
burden centrally or pass this cost
directly on to applicants, resulting in
volunteers in clubs having to pay an
administrative fee of £10 in some
cases. Volunteers at club level
having to pay for a CRB disclosure is
burdensome enough. If the
Government were to attach a fee
then this cost would significantly
rise and would be beyond the
administrative cost currently
incurred. National governing bodies
should make sure that where their
clubs do incur administrative costs,
the reasons for these are laid out
clearly so that clubs can understand
what they are paying for.

D
.E. P

hotos
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CRB checking, whilst very
necessary, takes way too long
and there is no portability
between organisations. We
have one club member who
now has three CRB checks.
One for work, one for football
and another for cricket. Is this
safeguarding children or poor
delivery of CRB checking? The
cost implication is not too
clever either.

Football club, South East
England

“

“

ability to amend mistakes quickly
increase the speed at which a
correctly completed application can
arrive with the Criminal Records
Bureau. The Review has heard
anecdotally that use of online
applications has reduced the
turnaround time for a CRB
disclosure to typically between five
and nine days, and in some
instances as quick as 24 hours. Such
an efficient system both assists the
recruitment and retention of
volunteers and also reduces any risk
created by the ‘wait’ for a CRB check
to be returned. It is therefore
welcomed by the Review. 
Furthermore, the CRB disclosure is
only a snapshot in time and not
continuously updated. This results in
a number of re-checks at regular

intervals (usually every three years
and only a minority show new
information) which creates
additional administrative burdens
which can be passed to the
individual volunteers and worryingly
can create loopholes allowing those
who are not suitable to be working
with children and vulnerable adults
to slip through. The approved
information disclosed on a CRB also
varies by police force, with some
CRBs now showing irrelevant, petty,
or one-off minor offences. Such
variation in the application of
standards creates both the potential
for children and vulnerable adults to
be put at risk, and for suitable
individuals to be prevented from
volunteering or working for
irrelevant reasons.   

I have about five or six CRBs but this does not necessarily
make me any safer to work with children - a CRB is only good
on the day of the check. 

Cycling club, East England

“ “
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THE BACKGROUND TO
INTRODUCING THE 
VETTING AND BARRING
SCHEME TO SPORT

The Vetting and Barring Scheme
(VBS) is designed to ensure that
anyone who presents a known risk
to vulnerable adults and children is
prevented from working with them -
this is clearly a laudable, indeed
vital, aim which the sport and
recreation sector strongly supports.

Guidance released in 2010 indicated
what the proposed new Vetting and
Barring Scheme would entail and
the introduction of the scheme was
met with mixed feelings 
across sport.  

There were a number of elements to
the VBS that were welcomed by the
national governing bodies. The VBS
intended to introduce a portable

licence which could be used by an
individual in all of their different
roles; this is something that sport
believed to be extremely beneficial
and that would reduce
administrative costs and burdens for
national governing bodies and
volunteers. The proposed VBS also
included the introduction of a
continuous monitoring system which

would inform interested parties
when an individual’s barring status
had changed. This would insert an
additional safeguard for sport to be
informed when someone was
deemed not suitable to work with
vulnerable groups beyond the
sport’s own risk assessments. 

Sports clubs similarly welcomed the
portability and the continuous
updating which would allow for a
volunteer to register only once and
to be able to use that ‘licence’
across different organisations for a
lifetime period. One of the most
frequent complaints from clubs to
this Review was, ‘why can't CRB
checks move with the individual?’ 

It should also be noted that in some
cases the mandatory, legal
requirement for registration was
welcomed by national governing
bodies because it would serve as a
tool for them to be able to raise the
profile of safeguarding and
ultimately ensure their sport was
governed effectively and without the
threat of legal challenge. 

Working with vulnerable
adults and children
registration and barring is
essential in our sport as we
have a lot of physical 
hands-on contact with our
participants.

Gymnastics club, East
England

“

“
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However, there were a number of
elements to the VBS that would have
created burdens for the sports
sector overall. The biggest burden
for sport with the proposed Vetting
and Barring Scheme was that it
introduced a second system which
was not clear for everyone to
understand and which in some
cases did not solve the issues or
problems with the CRB system
outlined above. Sports clubs felt
aggrieved that a new system was
being imposed on them, and that it
would not be integrated with the
existing CRB system, and national
governing bodies of sport spent a lot
of time and resources on developing
understanding of the proposed new
scheme and guidance for clubs.

In any new scheme developed, the
checking processes need
streamlining not expanding and an
additional legislative burden should
not be placed on clubs. The new
scheme must be incorporated into
existing structures. 

Amongst the concerns, national
governing bodies were unclear
where the barring level would be
established and as such the ability
for them to take control of the
appropriate safeguarding level for
their sports was diminished. The
introduction of ‘regulated activity’
attempted to place conditions on
activity instead of allowing experts
within each sport to define the roles
and positions that should be
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required by law to be captured by
the scheme. This is an important
issue for sports where the scope of
roles and the involvement of
volunteers varies dramatically
between different sporting clubs.
Anecdotal evidence indicates that
unsuitable individuals have passed
through the net in a number of
sports as they have not been
considered to be in a role that
‘typically’ requires checking. Each
national governing body is best
placed to know what the needs of its
sport are, and what should be done
to make it safe. Autonomy should be
given to national governing bodies
to decide the nature of relationships
between individuals at their clubs,
which based on risk assessments,

require vetting and barring. The
European Commission has
recognised the ‘specificity of sport’
in regard to the law and the UK
Government needs to allow for this
‘specificity’ to be recognised in any
new system developed.

In addition, the lack of clear,
balanced and timely communication
to the public meant that many
organisations across the sport and
recreation sector were equating the
‘not barred’ decision made by the
Independent Safeguarding Authority
to the idea that the individual was
‘suitable’. This Review is concerned
that the VBS is limited by the high
threshold in place at which an
individual becomes barred from the
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entire workforce. If an individual is
considered to be dangerous, it is
often assumed that they will be
barred from the workforce.
However, the threshold for the
danger and risk that an individual
must represent in order to be barred
is extremely high. Anecdotal
evidence to the Review has shown
instances of sport finding an
individual to present a real risk to
children and vulnerable adults who
is then able to continue working
more generally. This approach and
misunderstandings of the extent of
the barring element of the scheme
threatens the safety of vulnerable
groups within both sport and society
at large. 

A number of national governing
bodies were concerned that the
proposed VBS was pushing the
responsibility to the club level as
opposed to using the better
supported and better trained central
organisation. The proposed VBS
placed the legal burden of
responsibility for safeguarding onto
the club-level volunteer, creating an
extra burden for clubs. Where
national governing bodies of sport
have the resource to do so, the VBS
should allow for them to control and
manage as much safeguarding work
as possible. The responsibility for
conducting checks and processes
should not fall to clubs themselves.
Many sports have developed
significant safeguarding capacity

and expertise to maintain the
integrity of their activity under a
national-level approach to
safeguarding. This resource should
continue to be utilised because it:

• Enables the communication of 
information across an 
entire sport

• Enables an individual deemed 
unsuitable to work in a particular
sports club to be removed from 
the whole sporting workforce, not
just one club

• Reduces the risk of 
communication failure as 
national governing bodies 
possess the resources to ensure 
appropriate information storage

• Reduces the administrative 
burden on local volunteers, who 
will not necessarily have the 
capacity to comply without 
national governing body support.

It is easy to misinterpret this feeling
of frustration from clubs and
national governing bodies as an
indication that sport did not
welcome VBS in any way. In reality
there were some aspects of the
proposed scheme that were
welcomed by sport and these
elements should be included in the
new system developed.
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THE OUTCOMES OF THE
REVIEW OF CRIMINAL
RECORDS AND THE
REVIEW AND SCALING
BACK OF THE VETTING
AND BARRING SCHEME:
THE IMPACT ON SPORT

This Review has run parallel to both
the review of the Vetting and
Barring Scheme and the review into
the criminal records regime and has
been written in light of their
findings as of February 2011.

The current review of the criminal
records regime undertaken by
Sunita Mason was set up to look at
the broad issues around the
disclosure of criminal records
including a view to making use of
the Criminal Records Bureau
service less burdensome. A
Common Sense Approach: Report
on Phase 1 was published in
February 2011 and it contained a
number of recommendations to be
incorporated into the Protection of
Freedoms Bill. In addition, the Home
Office released the outcome of its
review into the Vetting and Barring
Scheme, again with the
recommendations to be
incorporated into the Protection of
Freedoms Bill.

One of the key recommendations of
this Review is that the Government
listens to sport on the attempted

implementation of the Vetting and
Barring Scheme to date, and the
implications of any new scheme. It
is important the sport sector is
consulted with and listened to in
order to get the detail correct at Bill
stage. It may be that the very unique
character of sport needs to be
recognised and the ‘specificity’ of
sport understood to either be
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incorporated in or exempted from
various elements of the Bill, as
appropriate. The infrastructure and
landscape of sport need to be
represented and understood in order
to get the detail right for the sector.
There are, for example,
amendments to the Protection of
Freedoms Bill with regards to the
scaling back of the Vetting and
Barring Scheme that raise specific
concerns for the sport and
recreation sector. 

It is proposed that the definition of
regulated activity within the Vetting
and Barring Scheme should no
longer cover those aged 16-18 years
old. This means that for an
individual to work with any young

people aged 16 or 17 there is no duty
to vet. Therefore a barred person
could legally work with young
people, including disabled and
vulnerable young people under the
age of 18. This equates to no duty to
safeguard 16 and 17 year olds. This
Review believes this could place
young people in danger and
introduce yet more burdens for our

sports clubs. Many clubs would
struggle to manage such a
distinction of age groups in what are
traditionally mixed age
environments and doing so is likely
to incur additional red tape for
volunteers. There is also the risk
that if a club or national governing
body attempts to remove a barred
person from work with 16 and 17
year olds, they will be challenged by
that individual and have to engage
time and resource in fighting this.
The sports sector needs to engage
with the Government on the
Protection of Freedoms Bill to
ensure that amendments are
workable for sport in terms of both
the safety of vulnerable groups and
the burdens placed on clubs and

national governing bodies. As a
starting point, the Government
needs to consult with the sports
sector as widely as possible on the
Protection of Freedoms Bill and at
the very least need to meet with the
Sport and Recreation Alliance and
the Child Protection in Sport Unit.

Whilst some of the
recommendations incorporated into
the Protection of Freedoms Bill can
be welcomed in a number of ways by
sport, the detail of the
recommendations will be crucial in
ensuring that sports clubs and
national governing bodies are not
over-burdened with systems and
processes that do not meet the
sector’s needs. Equally it is
important the recommendations do
not inadvertently take away the tools
that national governing bodies and
sports clubs have found useful in
governing their sports.

A number of the recommendations
can benefit sport. The ability for CRB
disclosures to be portable between
jobs and activities will help reduce
the burden on sports clubs
completing disclosures on
individuals that already hold them.
The filtering of old and minor
conviction information from criminal
records disclosures is something
that will also help sports when
conducting their risk assessments
because they will not be provided
with sometimes irrelevant
information. It should however be
noted that the type of information
removed should be assessed
appropriately to ensure relevant
information is still presented to the
sports and that there is consistency
across police forces in doing so.
Removing irrelevant information
may also encourage younger
participants who would otherwise be
embarrassed by reprimands and
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warnings for minor indiscretions
into volunteering. It is also very
positive to see a recommendation
that comprehensive and 
easily-understood guidance is
developed to fully explain the
criminal records and employment
checking regime.  Guidance and
clarity will help reduce the burden
for national governing bodies and
increase understanding of the
scheme and its processes for sports
clubs and volunteers.

Nevertheless, there are a number of
concerns regarding the outcome of
the reviews which have the potential
to increase the burden on sports
clubs and which may leave
vulnerable groups more at risk.

Under the current CRB system, a
copy of the CRB disclosure is sent
directly to the national governing
body and contains the necessary
information on an individual’s record
to allow the sport to make an
informed decision on the suitability
of each individual. This can be done
quickly, with potentially hazardous
volunteers contacted as soon as the

CRB disclosure has been released to
begin an informed risk
assessment/recruitment process.
The structure of sport also allows a
national governing body to take a
decision across the sport so that if a
real risk is perceived that person
can be removed from work with
vulnerable groups across the sport.
This prevents the migration of
known offenders to other nearby
clubs or regions and is a level of
safety that can only be established
with a national approach to
safeguarding in sport. Further
advantages to this approach are that
volunteers at a club level do not
have to make decisions about fellow
club members nor are they privy to
sensitive personal information about
them. It also allows national
governing bodies to use their
knowledge and expertise in
rehabilitating offenders without
causing panic at a grassroots level. 

CHAPTER THREE

New proposals from A Common
Sense Approach: Report on Phase 1
cause concerns for sport and will
increase the bureaucratic burden on
grassroots volunteers.
Recommendations mean that only
the individual and not the
organisation will get copies of the
CRB check. It is vital that a national
governing body of sport or
recreation has access to the CRB at
the earliest opportunity, through a
secure method, in order to make a
safe recruitment decision. Clear
disclosures are not usually required
by the NGB and should anyway be
destroyed as soon as the
recruitment decision is completed.
In these situations simple
notification of completion may be
sufficient but those with content
must be released to the national
governing body. It is a huge worry
that this Review recommends that
only the applicant is to be sent the
results of the CRB check. The
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national governing body needs the
full range of information in order to
achieve a defensible recruitment
decision and ensure the highest
standards of safety for its sport.
Sending the copy of the CRB
disclosure to only the individual
adds a significant burden on
grassroots sport if the club, not its
governing body, is to deal with this
issue. Here the experience of the
national governing body at a national
level is vital on making a decision
about whether the applicant can be
employed. The Government priority
to devolve decision-making to a
more local level in the case of sport
will create more bureaucracy at a
club level and also negate the good
work that national governing bodies
have been engaged with on the
safeguarding agenda to date.  

Ultimately it could end up pushing a
burden of responsibility onto the
club-level volunteer administering
the disclosures. There is a risk that
volunteers will be deterred from
volunteering for fear of showing
their disclosure information to
individuals within clubs locally and

therefore decreasing confidentiality.
There is also a risk of less-informed
decisions made about recruitment
by clubs who are less 
well-supported and trained. The
Government needs to recognise the
unique structure of sport and
facilitate a secure way for a national
governing body to receive a copy of
the disclosure.

The report also recommends an
online system to allow employers to
check if updated information is held
on an applicant or if any further
offences have been committed since
the original CRB was carried out.
The move to a continuous updating
system is clearly welcomed by sport
and will negate the need to request
repeat disclosures at regular
intervals that waste time and money
when they show up with no new
information. However the
mechanism of updating will be a key
factor in whether this system
reduces the burden fully. If the
national governing body or the club
need to log on to check the
information they hold on an
individual is up-to-date at regular

We still have very grave
concerns about local
operation now putting the
bureaucracy into the
communities rather than
being centralised...the onus is
going to be put on the local
volunteer in his or her
community to manage
everything to do with the
check, as opposed to the
organisation for which they
want to volunteer.

Derek Twine, Chief Executive
of the Scouts Association

“

“
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intervals, then part of the burden of
repeat disclosures still exists.

The Government needs to be clear
about how the ‘online update check’
will work and whether there is a
way for national governing bodies to
receive a notification when new
information on an individual is
added. The Review also alludes to a
fee which will need to be paid by the
applicant for subscribing to the
updating arrangements. It is not
clear if this fee would apply to
volunteers. If it is the case that the
updating arrangements are not free
for volunteers and volunteers as a
result end up using the current
snap-shot in time system then the
burden of continuously requesting
new CRB disclosures will remain
with the sector. Equally if volunteers
choose to pay then there is an
additional financial burden placed
on the volunteer who wants to
become involved with a sports club.
The Government must ensure that
volunteers are offered a free CRB
service which is as burden-free 
as possible.

There is a recommendation for the
scaling back of eligibility for
criminal records disclosures. This is
coupled with a change in the
definition and scope of ‘regulated
activity’ which will place a duty on
the organisation to check if
someone is not barred. CRB has
been a valuable tool for sport to use
and eligibility must remain possible
and be made clearer for sports to
use. At present eligibility is based on
the type of activity the individual is
doing. In addition there are a
number of recognised roles which
have an exemption from the
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act and
hence organisations are able to
request CRB disclosures on
individuals in those roles. Sport is
best-placed to identify the people
that present the most risk to their
environment and governing bodies
should not be denied the opportunity
to check those individuals. The
Sport and Recreation Alliance will
work with the NSPCC Child
Protection in Sport Unit to seek an
exemption for ‘sports coaches’ and
‘sports officials’ from the
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act.
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This would make it easier for clubs
to understand if an individual is
eligible for a check or not and would
also encourage clubs to undertake
checks beyond the mandatory
thresholds dictated under ‘regulated
activity’. In addition if sports clubs
and national governing bodies are
able to request disclosures at the

point of engagement with an
individual then they would also not
waste money training an individual
who they later find out is not
suitable for the role.

Under the scaling back of regulated
activity, the Review recommends
that supervised individuals would
not need to be checked. The concept
of supervision which details that
there is a primary person in a
position of responsibility other than
the supervisor assumes that this
primary person’s presence acts as a
watchful eye and deterrent and that
it is their responsibility to ensure
proper conduct. Whilst this can
regulate immediately apparent
activity it cannot prevent, for

example, watching out for instances
of grooming based on the
relationships that this supervisor
might be able to develop with an
individual. In some cases in sport,
an assistant coach would usually be
supervised but would have the
opportunity to build up individual
relationships with children or

vulnerable adults. The specificity of
sport is crucial in this regard
because the definition of
‘supervised’ will need to be worked
out with each individual sport. 

The Government needs to establish
a mechanism where each sport can
not only identify for itself the posts
where there is a duty to ensure the
person is not barred, but retain the
ability to use enhanced disclosures
to check individuals where there is
no duty to ensure the safety of
vulnerable groups. Sport will be
guided by reasonable parameters
but seeks reassurance that this
facility remains available. 
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REDUCING THE BURDEN
WITHOUT REDUCING THE
SAFEGUARDS

At first glance it would appear that
by reducing the number of people
who are required to be vetted, the
bureaucracy facing sports clubs has
been reduced.

However in reality the burden of
CRB checks and the Vetting and
Barring Scheme was more about
understanding and applying the
system to sport than it was about
the actual system itself. If sport

does not have the ability to use
appropriate safeguarding
procedures then the burden shifts
from an administrative one to a legal
risk and burden. The key
recommendation from this Review
relating to CRB is that the
Government must engage sport in
setting what is required legally, and
sport must retain an ability to go
beyond the legal requirements in
order to govern appropriately.

The Vetting and Barring 
Scheme (VBS) is designed to 
ensure that anyone who 
presents a known risk to 
vulnerable groups is prevented 
from working with them. The 
principles of the scheme are 
deemed sound by the sport and 
recreation sector.

Burdens & Barriers: 

The sports sector is concerned that 
the Protection of Freedoms Bill will 
not take into account the 
infrastructure and nuances of each 
sport. The danger is not only that 
volunteers will suffer from 
unnecessary burdens, but worse, 
that processes will not be effective 
in safeguarding children and 
vulnerable adults.

Each individual sport involves 
different roles of responsibility for 
which vetting is deemed necessary. 
Standardised guidance based on 
‘regulated activity’ is not suitable 
for sufficient safeguarding in sport. 

Recommendations: 

Government needs to consult 
widely with the sports sector on 
the Protection of Freedoms Bill 
and must remain in dialogue with 
the Sport and Recreation Alliance 
and the Child Protection in Sport 
Unit during this process.

NGBs should have the autonomy to 
decide which roles are regulated 
and therefore need vetting before 
appointment to their clubs. The 
basis for these decisions should 
focus on a risk assessment with 
regards to the nature of the 
potential relationships involved. 

In any new system developed the 
UK Government must continue to 
recognise the ‘specificity of sport’ 
with regard to the law already 
acknowledged by the 
European Commission. 

Previous attempts to implement 
the VBS have been confusing and 
convoluted for sport, having not 
considered the specific needs of 
the sport and recreation sector.

dens & Barriers

VETTING AND BARRING SUMMARY
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In theory, CRB checks are 
welcomed by sport and 
recognised as essential tools 
for safe recruitment practices. 
However, the system needs 
streamlining rather than 
expanding and the sport sector 
must have the autonomy to 
make the process effective and 
efficient - not only to reduce 
burdens on volunteers but also 
to ensure safe governance.

Burdens & Barriers: 

The recent review of CRB checks 
recommends that only the 
individual, and not the 
organisation, will receive a copy of 
the CRB disclosure. This would 
make it difficult for safeguarding to 
be sufficiently managed and a 
known offender could remain in the 
sport at a different club. In addition 
it would increase the 
administrative burden on club 
volunteers, cause delays in 
processing applications, difficulties 
in checking the authenticity of 
paperwork and a lack of 
confidentiality at the club level. 

The ‘online update check’ has 
great potential for easing the 
burden of CRB checks for 
volunteers but will only be useful if 
it notifies NGBs and clubs of 
changes in information. Checking 
the system for updates on an 
individual’s status is the same 
burden as reapplying every three 
years, but in another guise and 
more frequent.

Recommendations: 

Sport needs a national approach to 
safeguarding. NGBs must have 
access to CRB checks as soon as 
possible and there needs to be a 
secure way for NGBs to receive 
copies of CRB disclosures given 
their commitment to the 
safeguarding agenda. 

The Sport and Recreation Alliance 
and the Child Protection in Sport 
Unit should work together to seek 
an exemption for ‘sports coaches’ 
and ‘sports officials’ from the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act.

Government needs to be clear 
about how the ‘online update 
check’ will work and devise an 
effective way for updates in 
information to be communicated 
to NGBs.

Volunteers already struggle to 
cover NGB administrative costs for 
running CRB checks. Any 
streamlining of CRBs that incurs a 
cost will not help ease the burden 
for volunteers.

Government must ensure that 
whatever improvements are made 
to the CRB service, this service is 
made free for volunteers.

Where NGBs pass an admin charge 
on to their clubs they should make 
it clear to clubs what they are 
paying for and why.

CRB SUMMARY 
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EMPLOYMENT LAW Employment law impacts on many
people’s daily lives.

It refers to all the legislation that
outlines the legal rights of, and
restrictions on, working people and
their organisation and has rightly
been described by one national
governing body as ‘immense’ for
clubs employing staff. It covers a
wide range of topics such as health
and safety, disciplinary procedures,
harassment policy, equal
opportunities policy, data protection
and minimum wage to name a few. It
is only applicable to those who are
employed by an organisation. Not all
of employment law therefore covers
volunteers. However health and
safety legislation and the Equalities
Act do apply (for more information
on health and safety legislation see
this chapter). For this reason, over
three in five (64%) grassroots clubs
and organisations report no impact
from employment law on their ability
to run their clubs. Despite this,
almost one in three (31%) clubs and
recreational organisations have
experienced a negative impact on
the running of their clubs from this
legislation. These clubs tend to be
larger in membership size and can
therefore sustain a small number of
employees, or have a larger number
of volunteers with whom there is
more opportunity for exposure to
bureaucracy resulting from
employment law. Clubs who
reported employment law to be
burdensome boasted on average 33
volunteers, compared to the figure
of 23 volunteers at an average club
for the overall sample. Whilst
slightly larger in membership size, it
is the informal community clubs
who report this to be an issue as
larger clubs running as businesse
usually have sufficient employment
law policies in place.  

Understanding the relevance of
employment law to grassroots
sporting organisations can be
complicated, particularly when there
are both paid employees and
volunteers. In many instances clubs
simply do not understand that they
are an employer. This is often
caused by the vague terminology in
place for volunteers, employees and
self-employed people, or the trend
within voluntary grassroots sporting
organisations to regard themselves
not as volunteers but as people
pursuing hobbies and passions. With
the coalition Government’s plans for
the Big Society set to increase the
number of volunteers in the UK, and
one in four people (24%) already
volunteering formally at least once a
month , clearer definitions written in
plain English should be put in place
regarding the relationship between a
club and an individual conducting
work for them. Furthermore
national governing bodies should
develop precedents for clubs to
compare themselves to and take
direction from. Sport must develop a
meaningful framework around the
elements of the Employment Rights
Act 1996 which relate to volunteers,
their rights and responsibilities. 

The Review recognises that national
governing bodies are limited in the
support they can offer their clubs
and organisations with regards to
employment law, the status of
relationships with those who work
for the club and the rights and
responsibilities of both parties. For
smaller national governing bodies
this is in part due to a similar lack of
knowledge and certainty on their
part, and insufficient size and
resource to tackle this. 

Employment law is FAR too
onerous; we cannot pay our
bar manager (part-time)
without having to worry about
PAYE/NI/contracts/holiday pay
& SSP/disciplinary procedures
& other employee rights…

Rugby Union club, London

“

“

5 Data taken between April and September 2010
from the Department for Communities and Local
Government (2011), Citizenship Survey: Headline
Findings - April-September 2010, England

5
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Figure seven
Impact of employment law

-Slightly negative
-Other

-Very negative

64%

22%

9%

31%

n= Sample size

n= 669

Over 3 in 5 clubs reports no 
impact from employment law 
whilst almost 1 in 3 sees it as 
having a negative impact.

The average club that reported 
a negative impact from
employment law has 33 
volunteers – this is 10 less than 
the average club of the total 
sample which has 23 volunteers.

‘What impact has employment law had on the running 
of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, 
either now or in the past?’

The Sport and Recreation Alliance
should support runningsports in
tailoring information on
employment law to the sports
sector for national governing
bodies. National governing bodies
must then utilise this in ways that
are relevant for the structures and
issues of their clubs.

Volunteering England has produced
a document entitled, Volunteers and
the Law which is written in a clear
and readable format and focused
solely on the situation for volunteer
managers. It tackles the issue
surrounding whether volunteers

would be entitled to employee
rights, what defines a
volunteer/employee/worker and
covers other areas such as health
and safety obligations and criminal
records checks. This document is a
good resource in its own right but
sport needs something less
technical with more relevant case
studies and examples that is widely
available in a number of formats.  
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The Volunteering England
document, Volunteers and the Law
should be the starting point for a
sport-specific document which
must be in an easy to understand
format; runningsports should
engage with Volunteering England 
and undertake this project.

With regards to employment law, the
responsibilities of a club to an
employee or volunteer, and that
individual’s rights, are ultimately
determined by whether or not there
is a contract between the club and
the individual. A contract between a
club and a volunteer does not have
to be written and signed, or even a
verbal agreement; it can just be a
relationship between two people.
The danger is that the introduction
of a contract makes it more likely
that an individual will be seen as an
employee rather than a volunteer.
With an employee, a contract can
form when payment is given in
exchange for work with the intention
of creating a legally binding
relationship. Payment does not have
to be directly financial but is

anything regarded to have value that
is offered in exchange for the work -
this could be training beyond the
role’s remit for example. To further
complicate matters, an individual
can be not only a volunteer or an
employee in relation to a sports
club, but also a worker. A worker by
definition is conducting work for the
club under contract, but does not
meet the legal definition of an
employee and is not entitled to all
employment rights. For the purpose
of the law, these decisions tend to
be made on a case-by-case basis as
and when they need to be - there are
no precedents to adhere to. You can
see how the water begins to muddy.
Not only is this minefield of
definitions difficult for a club to
negotiate, it also creates the
potential for poor volunteer
management out of a desire to
minimise the risk of volunteers
being regarded as employees.
Grassroots sporting organisations
should not be afraid to manage their
volunteers in a professional manner
– this will not make them employees.  

There is a considerable
amount of legislation [with
respect to employment law]
that needs to be understood
by clubs that are
predominantly run on 
goodwill by volunteers.

British Gymnastics

“

“
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Depending on the relationship that
exists between a club and an
individual, volunteer, worker or
employee and if the nature of the
work is ad hoc and casual or more
regular, there are different
consequences. A worker or
employee has more rights than a
volunteer, and where an 
employer-employee relationship has
evolved inadvertently a club may be
in breach of legislation. A club may
also feel pressured to offer
volunteers the same rights as
employees out of fear of breaking
the law inadvertently, and thereby
place unnecessary drain on club
resource and increase the possibility
that the individual is deemed an
employee and thus entitled to
particular rights (such as minimum
wage). In some instances, clubs are
even at the mercy of volunteers and
need to know their rights as a
volunteer manager - a question
raised in this Review was, ‘how do
you sack a volunteer?’ 

Volunteering England began
conducting an inquiry into volunteer
rights in November 2009. This
inquiry is in its final stages and in
February 2011 asked for
organisations to sign up and commit
to raising standards for volunteer
management. Their inquiry does not
believe that a change in legislation
is needed. It proposes that
organisations should agree and sign
a volunteer promise which outlines
the basic principles that their
relationships with the volunteers
should follow. It is not desirable for
volunteer-employee relationships to
be formalised in the same way as
employment, but this does not
negate the need for volunteers to be
treated with respect in the same
way. The underpinning concept to
this proposal is that volunteers
should be consistently well-enough
treated with mutual responsibility

between the volunteer and employee
in such a manner that neither party
should want, or need, to claim
rights. Whilst this Review supports
the concept underpinning the
volunteer promise, it is concerned
that the need to report back may
increase the burden on smaller,
voluntary-run organisations. Under
the volunteering promise,
organisations will (amongst other
things) agree to provide reports
demonstrating their up-to-date
guidance on good practice and
report publicly on the
implementations of their promise.
This level of formalisation and
paperwork may not be helpful to a
grassroots sports club. Any
recommendations that ask more
reporting of volunteers should be
approached with caution and may be
something that should only apply to
larger volunteer-run organisations. 

The breadth of topics covered by
employment law means that there is
a lot to contend with for a club once
they start paying someone. It can
make it seem as though it is
ultimately not worthwhile to employ
staff, as paying staff requires a club
not only to know about, understand
and act in accordance with
employment laws, but also the
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions)
Act 2003, the National Insurance Act
2008 and the National Minimum
Wage Act 1998. These detail
procedures for tax deductions from
an employee’s income, national
insurance contribution deductions
and the minimum hourly rate for an
employee respectively. For clubs
there can be confusion over who
qualifies for National Minimum
Wage based around the definition of
a ‘worker’. Given that the nature of
volunteering is that it is unpaid, and
that tax and national insurance
contributions should be made on
money earned, clubs also have to

take extra care when reimbursing
volunteers with their expenses,
ensuring that these transactions are
recorded in detail to demonstrate
that the payment is for a genuine
expense and not a disguised
payment to a volunteer.  

An area of the Income Tax (Earnings
and Pensions) Act 2003 which has a
negative impact on the running of
clubs is PAYE: the pay as you earn
system used by HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) to collect income
tax and national insurance
contributions from employees’ pay
directly as they earn it. If an
employee’s earnings reach the
National Insurance Lower Earnings
Limit then an employer is legally
obliged to deduct tax and national
insurance contributions from the
employee’s pay, and to then pay
these amounts to HMRC either
monthly or quarterly. If errors are
found in these payments, or they are
made late, HMRC can claim the
interest on these payments, and
seek to go back a number of years to
claim interest and pursue penalties.
The responsibility to calculate the
correct amounts to deduct falls on
community clubs by using the
employee’s tax code and National
Insurance category letter. Other
forms and deadlines must also be
met throughout for various elements
of employment - for example, with a
new employee at the end of the 
tax year.  
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This process requires time,
someone who is confident with
numbers and methodical systems in
place to manage the paperwork.
There is significant responsibility
placed upon the treasurer and the
club carries the consequences of
their actions. HMRC can choose to
pay monitoring visits to clubs to
check the amounts being paid are
correct. Added complications are
born for sports clubs as a result of
the ‘casual’, less regular nature of
many of their employees. A solution
to reducing the complexity and time
burden of completing PAYE
requirements for voluntary
community organisations is to
expand the remit of the Simplified
PAYE Deduction Scheme for
domestic employees which already
exists. The scheme offers a way of
deducting tax and National
Insurance Contributions from
employees which requires less
form-filling and uses simpler tax
tables. It currently applies to
domestic employees whose taxable
earnings don’t exceed £160 per
week or £700 per month. This
Simplified PAYE Deduction Scheme
should be widened to include 
not-for-profit community-run
member organisations with
employees whose taxable earnings
do not exceed £160 per week or
£700 per month.

This Review has taken stock of the
burdens around employment law
impacting on sports clubs as of
February 2011. For this reason,
there has been no inclusion of the
introduction of the company pension
scheme proposed for October 2012.
Clubs have not reported this to be
having a negative impact on them at
present. However, a number of
national governing bodies are
already concerned about the impact
it will have on their clubs. 

Self-funding clubs employing people
in a small office are not likely to be
able to offer a pension scheme and
bear the additional costs and
administrative requirements. 

1 in 3 clubs (31%) reports a 
negative impact from 
employment law – these clubs 
tend to be larger in membership 
size with larger numbers of 
volunteers and the ability to 
sustain some employees. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

It is unclear what volunteers should 
be adhering to with regards to the 
varying aspects of employment law.

Fear of tribunal around treatment 
of volunteers and their rights 
generates more work for clubs 
overcompensating ‘just in case’. 

Recommendations: 

The Sport and Recreation Alliance 
and runningsports should tailor 
guidance on employment law for 
sports volunteers and provide this 
to NGBs through SmartSport.

Clubs should consistently treat 
volunteers well enough and 
volunteers should practise mutual 
responsibility with their employer 
so that neither party should want, 
or need, to claim rights. 

HMRC should expand the 
Simplified PAYE Deduction Scheme 
to cover not-for-profit 
community-run member 
organisations where their 
employee’s taxable earnings do not 
exceed £160 per week or £700 
per month.

The time required and 
responsibility placed on a volunteer 
for completing PAYE paperwork is 
too onerous.

-Slightly negative
-Other

-Very negative

64%

22%

9%

31%

Impact of employment law

n= Sample size

Over 3 in 5 clubs reports no 
impact from employment law 
whilst almost 1 in 3 sees it as 
having a negative impact.

The average club that reported a 
negative impact from
employment law has 33 volunteers 
– this is 10 less than the average 
club of the total sample which has 
23 volunteers.

‘What impact has employment law had on the running 
of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, 
either now or in the past?’

EMPLOYMENT LAW SUMMARY 

Very small employers who operate
for the benefit of the community,
charity, sporting or arts sector
should be excluded from 
the scheme.      
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WORKING TIME 
DIRECTIVE

Under The EU Working Time
Regulations (1998) an employee
cannot be asked to work more than
48 hours per week unless they
chose to do so, and is entitled to 20
minute rest breaks for every six
hours worked and four weeks paid
annual leave. 

There is again a lack of clarity as to
whether volunteers must comply
with this legislation, but on a 
day-to-day basis there appears to be
minimal impact from this law at a
grassroots level. Where there have
been reported examples of clubs
getting tangled up in red tape it is
from the larger, more organised
clubs, with concerns raised around
major events and international or
overnight trips when for example, a
physiotherapist may be essentially
on duty 24 hours a day with their
team. No major action is required as
this issue is not particularly
burdensome. 

Informing community clubs about
the key points relating to this
legislation will remove doubt and
uncertainty. National governing
bodies should be aware and able to
inform their clubs that: 

• This legislation does not apply 
to volunteers 

• If an individual works for more 
than one employer the 48 
working hours a week limit 
applies to the combined amount 
of hours worked 

• That the limit of 48 working 
hours is applied as an average of 
17 weeks, allowing extra hours to
be worked in one week as long as
the average across the 17 week 
period remains 48 hours or less 

• An individual can choose to work 
more than 48 hours a week but 
must do so in writing.     
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HEALTH AND
SAFETY 

Risk assessments are there
to assess that the
environment is as safe as
necessary, not as safe as
possible.

Expert witness

“

“

Health and safety have become 
dirty words. 

The phrase is seen by many people
as the antithesis of all that is fun
and pure about taking part in sport
and recreation. It should be made as
simple as possible for community
sports clubs to comply with any
legal duties they may have in
relation to health and safety via the
production of tailored sport specific
guidance by national governing
bodies and comprehensive online
tools. With 3 in 5 clubs (57%)
reporting health and safety
legislation to have a negative impact
on their ability to run, health and

safety is the third biggest burden
reportedly affecting clubs. The
phrase ‘health and safety
legislation’ covers a broad range of
laws, procedures and the
accompanying red tape and appears
to have different connotations across
the sporting sector. The Review has
found through extensive research
that whilst clubs perceive health and
safety to be one of the biggest
burdens holding them back, much of
the core health and safety
legislation is not overly burdensome
to clubs. In fact, almost one in four
clubs (23%) acknowledges the
positive impact this legislation has
for them.

Figure one
The impact of health and safety
legislation

-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

‘What impact has health and safety legislation had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

16%

41% 19%

16%

8%

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

3 in 5 clubs believe health and 
safety legislation has a 
negative impact on their club 
whilst almost 1 in 4 see it as 
having a positive impact.

1 in 4
24%

3 in 5
57%

n=1014

n=Sample size
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The biggest problem around health
and safety legislation and
conducting risk assessments
appears to be one of perception.
‘Risk assessment’ is another phrase
under the health and safety banner
which has a very low standing
amongst some of those involved in
sport and recreation. Half (50%) of
all clubs believe conducting risk
assessments impacts negatively on
their ability to deliver their activity.
The value of these procedures is not
lost on sport but far too many
volunteers are clearly feeling the
pressure from them. It is important

that those involved in sport and
recreation (and many other
community organisations) move
away from assessing risks in the
manner of a box ticking exercise,
and instead begin to relate
appropriate risk assessment
procedures as integral to the safe
and professional delivery of their
activity. People involved in sport and
recreation who have a ‘duty of care’
should be trained with the support
of their national governing body to
implement sport specific risk
management systems.
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Figure two
The impact of health and safety
requirements 

‘What impact has each had on the running of your sports club 
or your ability to volunteer, either now or in the past?’

57% 50%

50%

Health and safety legislation Conducting risk assessments

Insurance regulatory requirements 

n=1014 n=959

n=968

-Negative impact
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More tangible burdens for clubs
have stemmed from the fear of
litigation that pervades
contemporary society. The majority
of sports and activities require
appropriate insurance cover, with
appropriate being the key word. A
prevailing fear of litigation along
with unrealistic expectations from
insurance companies has led to
many community sports clubs
having to pay more for their
insurance than is necessary and
created much confusion for
volunteers. Unnecessarily high
insurance costs diminish the
surplus funds available to a club
which will in turn impact on their
ability to invest in club development,
equipment and facilities. Sport and
recreation organisations should
work with the insurance industry to

create realistic packages tailored by
sport and based on the evidence
available; national governing bodies
should provide guidance on risk
management systems, and risk
management frameworks for their
clubs to adopt to help limit
insurance costs.

This fear of litigation also prevents
opportunities for increased
participation in sport and recreation.
The Occupiers Liability Act can, and
is, being used as an excuse to
prevent people from using land
which enables their activity to take
place; for example a rock climbing
wall on privately owned land. There
is however, no evidence showing
that there is a significant threat of
litigation to landowners from those
involved in sport and recreation. 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY AT
WORK ACT

Health and safety has
become so ridiculous that
common sense is no longer
valued. We have asked the
local council for a pass to gain
access to the safest slipway to
recover boats and people in
the case of emergencies and
they have been unable to
provide it - red tape problems
I suspect. Initiative and
developments within the club
are made less likely because
of fears of being sued or held
legally liable if accidents
happen...

Yacht club, North West
England

“

“

Sport and recreation encompasses
an extremely broad range of
activities and can take place in
every environment across the UK. 

This may help to explain the
divergent attitudes to health and
safety across the sector. Many
people involved in the delivery of
sports report frustrations and
confusion around new burdens
being placed on them in relation to
‘health and safety’. This Review
found health and safety legislation
to be the third biggest burden
impacting negatively on sports clubs
with well over half (57%) citing this
to be the case. Yet one in five clubs
(23%) believe health and safety
legislation to be working for them
and The Health and Safety at Work
Act 1974 is recognised by
professionals who work in the field
of sports safety and risk
management as a piece of
legislation that is 
fundamentally working. 

The Health and Safety at Work Act
1974 focuses on the workplace and
employees. It secures health, safety

and welfare within the workplace,
for both those at work and those
they come into contact with. Only
11% of community clubs have part
or full time paid staff . The majority
are run entirely by volunteers, in
which case this legislation does not
apply and so should not pose a
problem for the vast majority of
clubs. However clubs may still
1 CCPR (2009), Sports Club Survey

1
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follow best practice as set out by
their national governing body which
is based on the Act. For these clubs,
and in every part of society, a
common law duty of care applies;
this means an individual must
exercise a reasonable standard of
care for any acts that could
foreseeably harm or endanger
others who are involved with the
sports club or for whom the club has
accepted responsibility. These best
practice requirements combined
with the negative and often
inaccurate reporting of health and
safety legislation and the perceived
rise of the compensation culture has
meant the line between what a
community club is required to do
and what is unnecessary has been

blurred. Volunteers are therefore
experiencing reasonable health and
safety requirements negatively.

Clear guidance is required for
community sports clubs to free
them from the real and perceived
burdens of health and safety
legislation and clarify the
expectations and responsibilities

placed upon them. The Health and
Safety Executive should work with
national governing bodies to create
guidance appropriate for their
sport’s community clubs that can
reduce the burden on volunteers.
Guidance should clearly explain
what requirements must be met
when there is only a volunteer
workforce, when there is a small
number of paid employees, and
when there is a larger number of
paid employees. The national
governing bodies of sport and
recreation are responsible for
making sure that guidance is
implemented by their clubs. Club
development managers should
ensure that the club is meeting the
necessary health and safety

requirements and also ensure it
does not implement unnecessary
procedures that go too far. 

Section 3 of the Health and Safety at
Work Act relates to the duty of all
employers not to expose people who
are not in their employment to risks
to their health and safety. This has a
significant bearing on many sports

clubs who allow the public to use
their facilities and who have public
audiences at games or public
attendance at fundraising events – a
significant portion of clubs! The key
element to Section 3 is that
employers must do what is
‘reasonably practicable’. They are
not obliged to make something as
safe as possible. The concept of
reasonable practicability refers to
considering the extent of a risk in
light of the effort, energy and cost of
controlling it. Preventative action
should then be taken accordingly
and proportionately. This does
require an individual to use their
judgement and many volunteers feel
pressured to over-compensate out
of fear of being liable for an accident.  

With only having a small
number of people actively
running the club it is a
constant worry that we have
missed something that will
therefore leave us exposed as
Trustees to being sued...

Martial Arts and Fitness 
club, London

“

“
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The Health and Safety Executive
itself acknowledges that, ‘it can get
very complicated’,  so it is important
clubs can access help and
information from their national
governing body to clarify this and
ease their workload. For all health
and safety requirements measures
that are ‘reasonably practicable’ are
all that clubs are required to comply
with and best practice for national
governing bodies is to help clubs to
understand what this means in
theory and in practice for their
sport. In order to do this, national
governing bodies will need the help
and support of the Health and Safety
Executive. The Health and Safety
Executive should look to open up

channels of communication between
itself and sport and base its advice
on what will be useful for national
governing bodies. Part of the
solution to making health and safety
more manageable also requires
individuals to take greater personal
responsibility for their actions.
Participants of activities and
members of sports clubs should
accept that an organiser, in this
instance the sports club, can only
take reasonable measures to an
extent, and that the remaining
responsibility for their health and
safety must fall on them.  

2 Health and Safety Executive, ‘ALARP at a glance’
last accessed 04.02.11 online at
http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/theory/alarpglance.htm 

2

Figure three
Managing risks is a 
balancing act

Health and Safety at Work Act, Section 3

Burdensome for volunteers Reasonable practicability 

Preventative action should be 
proportionate - a balance 
between the extent of the risk in 
relation to the sacrifices needed 
to control it. 

-Extent of risk

-Cost/effort/energy to control risk

-Individual judgement

-Extent of risk

-Cost/effort/energy to control risk

-Individual judgement

Many volunteers feel pressured 
to err on the side of extreme 
caution out of fear of being 
personally liable for an accident. 
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Section 4 of the Act relates to the
duty of the person in control of the
premises to take reasonable steps to
make the premises safe for people
who use them. The physicality of
sport and recreational activities may
cause concern amongst facility
managers in relation to what exactly
is ‘reasonable’ action to make the
premises ‘safe’ for this type of
activity. These concerns then place
unnecessary requirements on the
clubs hoping to use the facilities and
puts volunteers under pressure.
Tailoring advice in relation to the
demands and activities involved in
individual sports should help limit
the concerns of facility managers to
the threat of litigation if an accident
occurs. This is explored further in
the section titled ‘Occupiers Liability’.

National governing bodies have
ultimate responsibility for
disseminating guidance to their
clubs and need to do so using
language their clubs will respond to;
the terminology surrounding health
and safety has put up barriers in
volunteers minds and led to
widespread perceptions which are
often incorrect. Guidance from
national governing bodies should be
based on the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974 where it applies to
community clubs. However, it is

important to separate the
requirements of volunteer only
organisations and clubs which rely
primarily on volunteers but do have
employed staff. The Health and
Safety Executive should work with
national governing bodies to ensure
that the guidance the governing
bodies are providing is an accurate
interpretation of the Act and that
messages are delivered clearly. An
overarching approach will not work
– this is the cause of so much
existing confusion. Individual sports
must manage their own risks
appropriately and frame these
processes in their own sporting
language to help shed negative
perceptions of health and 
safety requirements.  

Accidents infrequently happen. The answer lies in the
combination of training, based on the accepted code of
technique and safety, and experience gathered over a number
of years, where techniques are acquired and practiced under
the shadow of a leader. However, part of the pleasure of
canoeing is for some to experience the adrenalin rush of white
water or catching a wave when surfing and participants
should have the freedom to make the decision.

British Canoe Union 

“

“
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3 in 5 clubs (57%) report health 
and safety legislation to have a 
negative impact on them,  
making health and safety the 
third biggest burden reportedly 
affecting our community sports 
clubs. However 1 in 4 clubs 
(23%) acknowledges this 
legislation has a positive impact 
for them. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Many health and safety burdens 
are borne out of confusion and 
misunderstanding, propagated by 
the bad press ‘health and safety’ 
has received and the negative 
connotations attached to 
the phrase. 

The majority of clubs are run 
solely by volunteers and so are not 
actually subject to the provisions 
of the Health and Safety at Work 
Act 1974 – however national 
governing bodies’ best practice 
standards tend to be based on 
this Act.

Recommendations: 

The sport sector needs to move 
away from the phrase ‘health and 
safety’. Individual sports and 
recreational activities must 
manage their own risks 
appropriately and frame these 
processes in their own sporting 
language to help shed negative 
perceptions of health and safety 
requirements. 

National governing bodies should  
create guidance specific to their 
clubs on the Health and Safety at 
Work Act 1974. The Health and 
Safety Executive must support this 
process to ensure accuracy 
of interpretation. 

Measures that are ‘reasonably 
practicable’ are all that clubs are 
required to comply with - national 
governing bodies must help clubs 
to understand what this means in 
theory and in practice for 
their sport. 

The principle of ‘reasonable 
practicability’ has been lost – 
individuals concerned that they 
will be personally liable for an 
accident overcompensate in risk 
assessment and health and safety 
measures because of this fear 
of litigation. 

The line between what a 
community club is required to do 
for health and safety and what is 
an unnecessary burden to a 
volunteer has become blurred 
leading to a negative experience of 
reasonable health and safety 
requirements. 

Individuals and participants must 
take greater personal responsibility 
for their actions. 

-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

‘What impact has health and safety legislation had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

16%

41% 19%

16%

8%

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

3 in 5 clubs believe health and 
safety legislation has a 
negative impact on their club 
whilst almost 1 in 4 see it as 
having a positive impact.

1 in 4
24%

3 in 5
57%

n=1014

n=Sample size

HEALTH AND SAFETY SUMMARY 
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RISK MANAGEMENTThe requirement, or perceived
requirement, to carry out risk
assessments for every activity is
seen as a significant burden to
people involved with 
community clubs.

‘Risk assessments are just box
ticking exercises’ was a common
phrase used amongst responses
from community clubs. Clubs
frequently struggle to evaluate for
themselves how well they are
meeting the goals set out by the
various regulations. Under the duty
of care, sports clubs with employees
must exercise a reasonable standard
of care for any acts that could
foreseeably harm or endanger
others who are involved with the
sports club or for whom the club has
accepted responsibility. This
requires risk assessments to be
conducted, both in the day to day
running of the sports club, and for
any sport specific risks or ad hoc
activities, followed by the
implementation of appropriate
control measures to manage these
risks. Those with five or more
employees must record the
significant findings of that risk
assessment, including the measures
they intend to take to address the
risks and information on any group
of employees identified by it as being
especially at risk.

Clubs run solely by volunteers are
not subject to the provisions of such
regulations but must still adhere to
the common law duty of care. This
Review has found that it is often
volunteers involved in sport and
recreational activities that do not
need to consider risk management
as part of the essential delivery of
their activity who see it as
burdensome. As mentioned, half of
all clubs (50%) believe conducting
risk assessments to be impacting
negatively on their ability to deliver
their activity. Paradoxically one in
five (21%) reports it to have a
positive impact, demonstrating an
appreciation of the important role it
plays in safely delivering sport. The
sports that tend to recognise the
need for risk management are those
that the public perceive to be higher
risk, including flying sports, diving,
shooting and motorsports. For these
sports, risk assessments are an
intrinsic part of preparing for a
flight/dive/shoot/race and as such
have moved away from the
perception of a ‘pointless box ticking
exercise’ to become incorporated as
an essential, practical part of the
sport. One of the reasons this is so
successful is that the risk
assessment requirements and
procedures are framed in the
context and language of the sport. 
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Figure four
The impact of conducting 
risk assessments 

-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

‘What impact has conducting risk assessments had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

13%

37% 29%

15%

6%

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

Half of all clubs report risk 
assessments to have a negative 
impact on their club whilst 1 in 5 
sees it as having a positive impact.

1 in 5
21%

1 in 2
50%

n=959

n=sample

The phrase ‘risk assessment' has
certain connotations associated with
it and often provokes negative
reactions amongst volunteers. To
counter this, sports clubs should
integrate risk assessment
procedures within sport specific
guidance so that it becomes part of
the routine of running a community
club and is incorporated in best
practice for delivering that sport.
For example, the processes
described within the British Sub
Aqua Club training to ‘Plan the Dive,
Dive the Plan' does assess risks but
without the negative associations.
Changes made to the dive training in
2002 did introduce the term ‘risk
assessment’ but only within the
context of ‘dive planning’ to
introduce the terminology but not to
alienate participants.

With support from the sport and
recreation sector, national
governing bodies should work at
breaking down the stigma attached
to risk assessments and encourage
focus to move instead to the
practical management of present
risks in a proportionate manner.
Such an approach will truly
influence people’s safety rather than
paying lip service to bureaucracy.
People should not be dissuaded
from volunteering because of
unnecessary procedures and
national governing bodies must look
at the future of their sports clubs in
a more professional light that
includes equipping them with the
skills to implement risk
management techniques in their
sport as part of their clubs essential

Many groups [equivalent of a
local club] already
demonstrate good practice in
this field – for example
conducting a risk assessment
(which they call a recce) and
providing training for new
Leaders. Gradually steps are
very slowly being taken to
introduce more uniform
approaches that will help to
ensure a better consistency
across Great Britain. We
believe that these will help to
deliver a quality experience
for participants, who
ultimately we hope will
become members, and so
keep the Ramblers as
Britain’s premier 
walking charity.

The Ramblers

“

“
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existence. Where clubs feel they
need additional support the Health
and Safety Executive should create
guidance that is specific to
community clubs and organisations.
Such steps will enable voluntary
organisations to be confident that
they are taking a proportionate
approach to health and safety issues
and create second nature good
practice with regards to safety.

National governing bodies must be
cautious in their attempts to
professionalise the experience for
clubs and participants and do so in a
way that avoids placing significant
new burdens on volunteers. The
Ramblers put on 28,000 volunteer
led walks each year and are seeking
to improve the quality and
participant experience in a
proportionate manner.

Half of all clubs (50%) report 
conducting risk assessments as 
having a negative impact on 
their ability to deliver their 
activity. 

Conversely, 1 in 5 (21%) reports 
a positive impact demonstrating 
appreciation of the beneficial 
role risk assessment can have 
in the safe delivery of a sport. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Adhering to the common law duty 
of care by conducting risk 
assessments and taking efforts to 
manage any identified risks is seen 
as burdensome for clubs who do 
not need to consider risk 
management as part of the 
essential delivery of their sport 
or activity. 

Recommendations: 

The Health and Safety Executive 
needs to create myth-busting 
advice that is specific to community 
clubs and organisations. 

With support from the sport and 
recreation movement, national 
governing bodies should work at 
breaking down the stigma attached 
to risk assessments and encourage 
focus to move instead to the 
practical management of present 
risks in a proportionate manner.

Risk assessment procedures 
should be an intrinsic part of 
sport-specific guidance for best 
practice - this will help risk 
management to become part of the 
routine of running a community 
club and should truly influence 
people’s safety rather than paying 
lip-service to bureaucracy.

The phrase ‘risk assessment’ 
frequently provokes negative 
reactions from volunteers who 
understand it to be a box-ticking 
exercise rather than a 
useful measure.  

50%

-Very positive
-Slightly positive
-No impact

‘What impact has conducting risk assessments had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either 
now or in the past?’

13%

37% 29%

15%

6%

-Slightly negative
-Very negative

Half of all clubs report risk 
assessments to have a negative 
impact on their club whilst 1 in 5 
sees it as having a positive impact.

1 in 5
21%

1 in 2
50%

n=959

n=sample

RISK MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
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INSURANCE Regulatory requirements around
insurance packages are a
significant burden for 50% of
community clubs.

National governing body, the British
Sub Aqua Club, revealed that the
organisation is paying up to 20% of
their annual turnover to insurers,
significantly reducing the amount of
money they have to develop their
clubs and invest in their sport. The
Review has found that there is a lack
of understanding at a community
club level as to what their insurance
needs are, and what should be
covered. This has gone to both
extremes with some clubs
overpaying for unnecessary policies
at the mercy of insurers without
specialised sports insurance
knowledge and others believing
their national governing body
insurance schemes are too

expensive. The club will instead opt
for an alternative, cheaper policy
that may leave them uncovered
should an accident occur and leave
individuals open to potential
personal liability. Insurance
companies naturally look to reduce
their own risks and maximise their
profit margins, but this means that
they may ask clubs to implement
additional procedures over and
above what is reasonable for their
sport in order to secure the cover.
This can place unnecessary burdens
on volunteers and coaches, further
propagates misconceptions about
the health and safety expectations
that apply to a community sports
club and highlights the importance
of specialist sports insurers. There
are therefore a number of ways in
which insurance can be burdensome
for community clubs.

Our insurance premiums are always increasing and are a
significant element of our unavoidable annual costs.

Sailing club, Scotland

“

“

PUBLIC LIABILITY
INSURANCE

Public liability insurance is not a
legal requirement for sports clubs. 

However, our litigious civil liability
legal system means that it would be
unwise for clubs not to take this
cover. It is true that insurance costs
tend to increase year on year but
this is as a result of ever-increasing
damages awards – increasing both
in numbers and in the level of
settlement. This is something Lord
Young’s report, Common Sense,
Common Safety, is seeking to
address. Additionally, if the club is
without employers’ liability
insurance and has voluntary
workers, the situation is currently
unclear and national governing
bodies typically advise seeking
appropriate legal and insurance

advice – this in itself is burdensome
for clubs but it is understandable
that governing bodies do not want to
give incorrect or unlawful advice.
This Review strongly believes that a
club should ensure that, at some
level, expert insurance advice is
taken. Whilst this has potential to be
somewhat burdensome for a small
club in the first instance, the
consequences of insufficient
insurance cover further down the
line could be far more problematic
and costly. There is no doubt that
understanding their insurance
needs can be confusing for clubs.
Each club must consider the most
simple and cost-effective way to
achieve the appropriate amount of
cover for all of its insurance needs.
This is a process that is further
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complicated by conflicting quotes for
insurance cover (which will offer
different levels of insurance as a
result), and the demands placed on
a club by local authorities, schools
or facilities which may insist upon
high levels of cover in order to use
their playing areas.

Public liability insurance provides an
indemnity for legal liability arising
out of the running of a club,
including its sport activity and social
events. The limits for indemnity
cover typically offered with public
liability insurance are £1 million, £2
million or £5 million (although it is
possible to negotiate higher cover),
and the limit chosen will directly
influence the price of the insurance
policy. One of the primary factors in
influencing which limit to choose is
the potential to cause lifelong injury.
Local authorities and schools insist
on an indemnity limit of at least £5
million and, in some instances,
requirements are as high as £10
million. Sixty-eight percent of clubs
have to hire their playing facilities
and half of these do so from local
authorities . A significant portion of

clubs may therefore be asked to
make sure they have such cover in
place. An individual club will most
likely have one limit in place for all
events, so establishing a different
limit will be burdensome for a club
as it must seek to understand why it
is being asked for additional cover,
what cover it actually has, what
cover it really needs, and at what
cost to the club!    

A good public liability policy for a
sports club will automatically cover
for circumstances relating to hiring
or using third-party facilities, but
there is a wide range of policies
available to clubs at a wide range of
costs. Often, because of the power of
bulk buying, an NGB will be able to
persuade insurers to add in other
activities that they agree are critical
to the development of its sport. It
may not be possible for individual
instructors to achieve this. Small
clubs looking to reduce their
expenses by opting for lower
indemnity cover of £1 million or £2
million may be putting themselves

3 CCPR (2009), Survey of Sports Clubs 
3
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The cost of insurance is prohibitive [for disabled participants]. I am being
quoted over £450 to insure the club for employer’s liability and public
liability of just £2million. Most facilities are now asking for £10m. For
example, for our two-hour session a person may start playing badminton,
then change to boccia, then change again, etc. They are the same people. I
am the same person. The venue is the same. The time is the same. The
only difference is that instead of running around the badminton hall
playing badminton, they sit down on a chair and play boccia. To allow them
to do this means I have to spend another £450 a year. I can't afford it so my
disabled players are being penalised.

Badminton club, South East England

“

“

at risk. Worryingly, even the
smallest club can be open to
unexpectedly large claims. As a
result of this, and given the nature of
sport and recreational activities,
specialist sports brokers tend to
strongly advise clubs that it is a false
economy to have an indemnity limit
of less than £5 million. This Review

has also heard that some specialists
sports brokers advise clubs to take
out a civil liability policy which will
go beyond a public liability policy to
provide additional liability cover for
committee members’ decisions. This
is a critical cover called directors
and officers cover.

This Review is concerned that many
sports clubs suffer from the cost
and complexity of their insurance
needs. It is equally concerned that
this may result in clubs being
without the right types and level of
insurance to protect both the future
of the club and the individual
committee members. Sports clubs
should be better informed about
their insurance needs, and helped
to understand the cost benefit to
what may seem like an unnecessary
expense. National governing bodies
are best placed to feed this
information to their clubs, but the
expertise must come from
specialist sports brokers and the

sports movement. Whilst it is
important to ensure that clubs are
insuring themselves appropriately,
the sports movement must make
sure that there is some
accountability of insurance
providers. Insurers not specialising
in sport should not be able to prey
on sports clubs that are unsure of
the cover they need. As discussed in
the next section, where possible,
national governing bodies should
provide insurance for their clubs as
this means a club can be sure of a
good level of cover at a reduced cost,
with less direct burden on club
volunteers. Sport should be aware of
the different types of cover required. 
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Figure five
Perkins Slade 12 step insurance
test 

Does the policy include for:

1.   Liability arising out of the sport including away match and tours? 

2.   Liability arising out of social events?

3.   Liability for injury to volunteers?

5.   Liability for advice given by coaches and instructors?

6.   Liability for members’ injury to other members? 

7.   Liability whilst practising/playing on school/local authority premises? 

8.   Liability for decisions made by committee members (directors and 

 and officers cover)?

9.   Manslaughter defence cover?

10. Liability for libel and slander (for comments in committee meetings/on 
club websites? 

11. Liability for failure to protect members/children from actions of mental 
or physical abuse?

12. Liability for injury caused to employees (if you have any)?

N.B. This list is not exhaustive and no substitute for individual clubs’ advice.
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The phrase ‘risk assessment’ 
frequently provokes negative 
reactions from volunteers who 
understand it to be a box-ticking 
exercise rather than a 
useful measure.  

50%50% n=968

Half of all clubs (50%) report 
regulatory requirements around 
insurance to be having a 
negative impact on their ability 
to deliver their activity – many 
clubs are confused about their 
insurance needs.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Public liability insurance is not a 
legal requirement for sports clubs 
but it has effectively become 
compulsory, particularly if a sports 
club wishes to hire facilities from 
the local authority or a school.

Recommendations: 

The Department for Communities 
and Local Government should 
ensure that local authorities step 
back from an overly cautious 
approach of setting high indemnity 
limits, ‘just in case’, and base their 
requirements on the evidence of 
claims made previously at 
their facility.

Local authorities should be 
prepared to accept indemnity 
limits set by the national 
governing body of a sport to be 
sufficient for that club to use 
their facilities. 

-Negative impact

-Other

PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE SUMMARY
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ARRANGING INSURANCE
COVER

National governing bodies are 
well placed to understand their
member’s needs.

As a result, some organise
insurance for their members, often
as part of their accreditation to the
national governing body. This can be
a good way of reducing red tape for
volunteers and invariably national
governing body insurance has the
advantage of providing a broad level
of insurance protection at a reduced
premium cost, thanks to their bulk
purchasing power. However, the
Review has heard from some clubs
that they perceive their national
governing body’s recommended
insurance packages to be too high,
or too broad for their needs. This
can be problematic if a genuine lack
of understanding on the club’s part
leads to cost cutting swaps with
their insurance provider that may
result in obtaining an 
inadequate policy. 

Anecdotal evidence submitted to the
Review has detailed a number of
examples of this happening and, in

all cases, individuals at the clubs
have been exposed to potential
personal liability. The importance of
insurance and the cost/benefits to
paying for the right level of
insurance must be communicated to
clubs by their national governing
bodies. Transparency is key – clubs
must understand that the insurance
is for their protection, not the
governing body’s profit, and that the
costs have been kept as low as is
reasonably possible. At the same
time, national governing bodies
must seek out specialist insurance
deals, taking into account both
cover and cost. The sport and
recreation sector should increase
its awareness of its insurance
needs and its bargaining power with
insurance companies. The Sport
and Recreation Alliance has a
commercial partnership with
Perkins Slade insurance brokers
and through this is looking to offer
more expert insurance help and
advice to national governing bodies
which they in turn can pass on to 
their clubs.  

[We suffer a] high expense
due to compulsory personal
and public liability insurance -
we have no option other than
to use our NGB approved
provider. We could and did, get
a better cover for less cost.

Sports club, South East
England

“

“
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National governing body insurance
cover for clubs will not always
include insurance cover for coaches
and more often than not coaches are
responsible for organising their own
suitable insurance policies. This
places a financial burden on
coaches but also requires them to
understand and source suitable
insurance after they have gone to
significant effort to attain their
coaching qualifications. This is often
the case where a coach is charging a
fee and seeking to make a profit -
the higher the turnover, the greater
the risk and premium. It will be
difficult therefore for NGBs to
arrange blanket cover which is fair
to everyone, so individual cover will
therefore often have to be arranged.
As with clubs, it can be complicated
and unclear for a coach trying to
understand and organise his or her
own insurance needs and there is a
danger that a coach will not get the
right cover, especially given any
understandable concerns he or she
may have over additional costs. 

National governing bodies should
endeavor to provide suitable
insurance options for coaches of
their sport or activity. Coaches
active in more than one sport have
shown concern at a duplication of
cost. Where activities take place in
similar environments (such as
badminton and boccia) specialist
sports brokers should look to
provide coaches with combined
cover – be this through cover for the
coach or cover for a facility. This will
particularly benefit sports with

smaller national governing bodies
who are otherwise unable to provide
such services to their clubs. Crucial
to this approach will be dialogue
between the sports sector and an
insurance provider which can
understand the needs and risks
associated with different sports and
which will respond to them
accordingly rather than with a
blanket approach. Insurers will,
however, ask coaches to abide by
the licensing standards laid down by
the NGB to ensure claims (and
costs) are minimised, so NGBs must
ensure these standards are suitable
for both their coaches’ and 
insurer’s needs.

Lord Young, in his review of health
and safety, called on insurance
companies to provide voluntary
organisations with appropriate
guidance in order to comply with
their insurance requirements, and
not to be overly restrictive or
expensive in the cover they provide.
The recommendation that insurance
companies should consult with
businesses and the voluntary sector
on how best to achieve this  should
be carried out with the inclusion of
specific focus on community sport
and recreation clubs. Sport and
recreation must respond to this
consultation to outline the nuances
and needs of different activities and
in turn, insurers must listen and
offer appropriate, affordable,
proportionate policies.  

4 Cabinet Office (2010), Lord Young’s Report;          
Common Sense, Common Safety 

4

Cost / benefit of becoming an
archery coach is totally
disproportionate. For me to
move from level 1 to level 2
archery coach will cost me
about £600. However my
governing body insurance
does not allow me to be paid
for coaching. This would entail
me spending at least another
£60 per year for insurance.
Whilst I am happy in general
to coach for free I would like
the ability to recoup some of
the coach training costs
without having to fork 
out even more for 
additional insurance.

Archery club, Scotland 

“

“

CHAPTER FOUR
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Figure six
Common Sense, Common Safety
– Lord Young’s Review of health
and safety legislation (2010)

What?

Insurance companies should consult with businesses and 
the voluntary sector to draw up a code of practice 
(legislation should be considered if they are unable to do 
so). Worthwhile activities should not be unnecessarily 
curtailed on health and safety grounds. 

Clarification is needed (through legislation if necessary) 
that people will not be held liable for any consequences 
due to well-intentioned voluntary acts on their part.

The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 should be 
considered for review with a view to separating out play 
and leisure from workplace contexts. A shift is needed 
from a system of risk assessment to a system of 
risk/benefit assessment.

1

2

3

Local authorities should face greater accountability over 
health and safety decisions (for example organisations 
should have a right to appeal decisions).

4

A Whitehall-wide review of health and safety legislation and the 
compensation culture

Recommendations relevant for sport and recreation:

Health and safety  regulations should be consolidated 
into a single set of accessible regulations.5

Employers should be exempt from risk assessments for 
employees working from home in a low-hazard 
environment.

6

The Adventure Activities Licensing Authority should be 
abolished and replaced with a code of practice. 7

A single consent form that covers all activities a child 
may undertake should be introduced. 8

HEALTH AND SAFETY
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In the event of an accident, if a 
club doesn’t have the right 
insurance or right level of cover, 
the club will have to try to bear 
the costs and individuals are 
likely to be targeted as 
personally responsible.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Some clubs believe that the 
insurance their national governing 
body arranges for them is too high 
in cost, or broader in cover than 
their needs. This can lead to a club 
looking to save money by changing 
insurers, in which case they may 
end up with the wrong type of 
insurance policy and/or the wrong 
level of cover.

Recommendations: 

The insurance market must 
understand what the sport and 
recreation sector needs and offer 
appropriate, affordable and 
proportionate policies.

National governing bodies must 
communicate to their clubs how 
important the right level of 
insurance is and demonstrate the 
costing behind any insurance 
offers they provide.

The sport and recreation sector 
should increase its awareness of 
its insurance needs and 
strengthen its bargaining power 
with insurance companies so that 
national governing bodies can 
seek out the best insurance deals 
for their clubs. 

Through its partnership with 
Perkins Slade, the Sport and 
Recreation Alliance will play a 
more active role in offering expert 
insurance help and advice to 
national governing bodies which 
they in turn can pass on to 
their clubs. 

National governing bodies should 
provide suitable insurance options 
for coaches of their sport and 
activities and look to give coaches 
the most cover for their money, be 
this through cover for the coach or 
cover for a facility. 

Insurance cover from national 
governing bodies doesn’t always 
stretch to coaches who must 
attempt to source suitable cover at 
a reasonable cost themselves. 
Where coaches are active in more 
than one sport there may be a 
duplication of cost for similar 
insurance provision, unfairly 
penalising volunteer coaches.

ARRANGING INSURANCE SUMMARY
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INSURANCE AND 
LITIGATION 

The Review has found that the rise
of ‘no win, no fee’ legal companies
(known to operate under conditional
fee arrangements) and the high
costs of claimants solicitors means
relatively impoverished sports clubs
are vulnerable to claims and, in
some instances, individual
volunteers targeted for remuneration. 

The Ministry of Justice should
introduce a proportional limit
between the legal costs of the
claimant and defendant to help cap
the legal costs so that there is less
for claimant solicitors to gain. The
claimant’s costs tend to be so high
that it forces the defendant to settle
out of court even if they have a
strong case. ‘No win, no fee’
solicitors should also be forbidden
from targeting sports clubs and
other community organisations –
the majority of trade for these
solicitors is generated by targeting

people who may have been injured
and enticing them with the offer of
compensation at no cost to the
individual. Lord Young’s review also
examined our ‘compensation
culture’, and recommended that
clarification is needed, ‘that people
will not be held liable for any
consequences due to 
well-intentioned voluntary acts on
their part.’ Despite public
perceptions that there is a risk of
litigation for individuals, there is in
fact no liability unless negligence
can be proved. This Review supports
Lord Young’s recommendation and
believes that national governing
bodies have a responsibility to
promote this message to 
their clubs.    

5 Cabinet Office (2010), Lord Young’s Report;          
Common Sense, Common Safety 

5

The risk of litigation on so
many levels means people say
'why bother?'

Lacrosse club, North West
England

“ “
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OCCUPIERS’ LIABILITY The Occupiers’ Liability Act 1953
sets out an occupier’s duty of care
to all visitors on their land. 

This means that in all sensible
circumstances the visitor will be
reasonably safe in using the
premises for the purposes for which
he is invited or permitted. The
essence of this requirement is
captured in Section 4 of the Health
and Safety at Work Act 1974. Those
wishing to take part in sport and
recreational activities on private
land are being denied access by
landowners because of the threat of
litigation in case of an accident
under the Occupiers’ Liability Act. In
many instances, this rationale for
denying access is an excuse being
utilised by private landowners who
do not want others on their land. 

There is no evidence showing that
there is a significant threat of
litigation to landowners from those
involved in sport and recreation. The
only major study of the threat of
litigation and to landowners from
those involved in sport and
recreation activities was conducted
by Sheffield Hallam University
(Bennett and Crowe (2008)
Landowners' liability? Is perception
of the risk of liability for visitor’s
accidents a barrier to countryside
access?). The study found limited UK
evidence to suggest that the fear of
liability may be a much lesser
influence in denying access than
perceptions of privacy and control
and that the actual level of liability
risk is low and of an equivalent level
across the UK. Landowners’
perception of risk is also broadly
comparable across the UK, although
it is slightly higher in Northern
Ireland and rising in England.

‘In Scotland the focus appears more
sober and pragmatic - reflecting the
fact that the access regime is now

largely in place, and current
dialogue concerns matters of
practical implementation, rather
than the fundamental debating of
principles which evidently ran long
and deep in the run up to the
implementation of the Scottish ‘right
of responsible access.’   

As outlined in the Facilities and
Access section of this report, the
confusing access situation across
England, Wales and Northern
Ireland creates uncertainties for
landowners and participants.
Creating a clearer and simpler
access system appears to help
reduce the fear of litigation amongst
landowners, as demonstrated 
in Scotland. 

A controversial option to help reduce
the threat of litigation is to establish
in statute the notion of ‘reckless
disregard’ as the standard in civil
negligence claims for sport and
recreation activities. This would
raise the bar considerably for such
claims as there must be proof of
intent which is not the case in
‘negligence’ cases. This is common
in many U.S. states, for example in
Wisconsin, participants are obliged
to accept the risks inherent in the
activity and have responsibility to act
within the limit of their ability; while
landowners are not legally obliged
to keep their property safe for
recreational activity or give warning
of unsafe conditions (Wisconsin
Statute 895.525 and 895.52).

Sport and recreation should work
with landowners/facility managers
and the public sector to limit any
misconceptions about the risk of
litigation from participants; the
responsibility of the landowner must
be balanced with individual
responsibility of the participant and
activity provider. Giving greater
confidence to land managers as to

7

Public liability and the
demand that recreational
users provide indemnity to
others has and certainly
continues to deny access to
waterways. Many landowners
who should be willing to allow
access stop access on the
pretext that they do not want
to have the liability for
accidents etc.

British Canoe Union

“

“

6
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6 Bennett and Crowe (2008), Landowners' liability? 
Is perception of the risk of liability for visitor’s 
accidents a barrier to countryside access?

7 Brazier, J (2010), Risk and Lost Opportunities

their legal responsibilities would
make it easier for clubs to organise
events and help increase
participation. The Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) should collaborate
with national governing bodies to
assist community clubs in building
relationships with landowners –
landowners and clubs need to know

their responsibilities to each other
and communicate these
appropriately. This should help
expand opportunities for sport 
and recreation.  

There is no evidence that there 
is a significant threat of 
litigation to landowners from 
those involved in sport 
and recreation.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Those wishing to take part in sport 
and recreational activities on 
private land are being denied 
access by landowners who fear 
litigation under the Occupiers’ 
Liability Act 1953. For some 
landowners this is a real fear. For 
others it is a convenient excuse to 
keep the public off their land. 

Recommendations: 

The Health and Safety Executive 
should collaborate with national 
governing bodies to assist 
community clubs in building 
relationships with landowners. 
Landowners and clubs need to 
know their responsibilities to each 
other and communicate these 
appropriately. This should help 
break down misconceptions and 
expand opportunities for sport 
and recreation. 

OCCUPIERS’ LIABILITY SUMMARY
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ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES Adventurous activities often offer
the first opportunity for young
people to show leadership qualities
and learn to manage risks in
challenging environments. 

Providers of such activities should
be encouraged into the sector by
minimising financial and regulatory
burdens. Equally, it is important that
customers (parents and teachers)
receive assurances that providers
are operating at the highest
standards. To reduce burdens and
increase participation a consistent
system of accreditation should be
introduced for all adventure
activities not under the umbrella of
a national governing body.

The current system is not conducive
to increasing participation in
adventure activities because it is
confusing to both providers and
customers. The 2004 regulations of
the Activity Centres (Young Persons’
Safety) Act 1995, state that a person
who provides facilities for adventure
activities is required to hold a
licence. Adventure activities that fall
in scope as defined are caving,
climbing, trekking or water sports
and only if the participants are
under the age of 18. National
governing bodies have their own
accreditation systems. However if a
club allows non-members to
participate then they will need 
a licence.

The Adventure Activity Licensing
Authority is the body responsible for
administering the statutory scheme.
At a cost of £715 a licence, many
clubs will not even consider applying
when they find they need one to hold
additional activities. The
requirement for a licence and its
cost is a disincentive for many clubs
who offer this type of activity to
provide opportunities for young
people who are not affiliated with

the club. This will severely limit their
ability to increase membership and
raise participation and puts another
barrier in the path of volunteers
looking to promote their activity. In
response to this position, the
Department for Education
commissioned the Adventure Activity
Industry Advisory Committee
(AAIAC) to produce a non-statutory
scheme to cover activities beyond
the scope of statutory licensing, its
restricted age range and
geographical coverage and with a
possibility of replacing licensing
when necessary. This non-statutory
scheme is called Adventuremark.

Lord Young’s review, Common
Sense, Common Safety called for
the abolition of licensing through the
Adventure Activity Licensing
Authority and in its place to
introduce a ‘code of practice’
administered by the Health and
Safety Executive. Lord Young argued
that the cost of a licence was a
disincentive to new providers,
especially small companies. He also
felt it was important to give
confidence to those planning trips to
Scotland and Wales that a provider
is compliant with the code so would
be working with the devolved
administrations to take this forward.
Evidence shows that sport and
recreation play a significant role in
peoples trips within the UK. Walking
is the most popular activity for UK
visitors to Scotland, with 47% of
trips (5.7 million trips) involving
some walking . This Review
supports Lord Young’s findings that
the licence is a disincentive to new
providers entering the market place
and that UK-wide confidence in
safety standards is important.

Under certain circumstances
when providing instruction or
leadership training to young 
non-members, a club may
need to obtain a licence from
the Adventure Activities
Licensing Authority.

Royal Yachting Association 

“

“
AAIAC believes that the

current system is now
inadequate and anomalous
where a provider requires a
licence if they cater for young
people and for activities within
scope, yet the same provider
can supply the same services
to those outside the 5-18 age
range or beyond the scope, of
licensing without one, though
its own Adventuremark can
cover that.

Adventure Activity Industry
Advisory Committee 

“

“

8
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The current licensing system 
under the Adventure Activity 
Licensing Authority is confusing 
to both providers and customers 
and, at a cost of £715, a licence 
does not appeal to community 
sports clubs.

Burdens & Barriers: 

The cost and the lack of standing 
of the accreditation means that 
community clubs for adventurous 
activities are not seeking to 
engage non-members and new 
activity providers are put off from 
entering the marketplace. 

Recommendations: 

Replace the current licence with a 
single, non-statutory accreditation 
scheme that is UK-wide and not 
restricted by activity or age. Any 
new system and its accompanying 
regulation will need to strike the 
right balance between the 
demands it places on the providers 
and clubs and what is deemed 
necessary to achieve due care in 
accrediting the provider. 

715

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES SUMMARY

Replacing the current licence with a
single, non-statutory accreditation
scheme that is UK wide and not
restricted by activity or age would
allow community activity clubs to
engage non-members more easily.
It should also increase standards for
private providers if it operates as a
consistent system looking at safety
for all adventurous activities
throughout the UK.

A non-compulsory accreditation
scheme can then operate more as a
marketing tool for those wishing to
inform the public just how safe they
are. A single system would allow

customers, be they schools,
community groups or individuals, to
easily decide whether a provider
meets the required standard for the
activity they provide. It is important
that any new system is neither too
onerous for providers, nor too
hands-off to allow poorly run
organisations to operate without
due care and attention. Such a
system would give greater
confidence to participants and be an
effective way of promoting adventure
activities across the UK and to
overseas visitors. 

8 Visit Scotland 2009
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Given the financial cuts that the
Government must make following
the 2010 Comprehensive Spending
Review, funding opportunities for
the sporting sector and for sports
clubs will be scarce with more
pressure than ever being placed on
clubs to fight for survival.

In 2009, half (49%) of all sports
clubs made a surplus, although the
amount was negligible, averaging at
£1,986 per club, whilst one in four
(26%) made a loss . The survival of
many community sports clubs will
now come down to their ability to
either raise funds themselves, or
access funding pots. The good news
is that the Gift Aid scheme is sound
and can bring enormous financial
benefits to the 6,000 or so clubs
registered as charities or
Community Amateur Sports Clubs
(CASCs). However it is currently
being underutilised by clubs.
Legislation surrounding traditional
lotteries and raffles may be
responsible for the reduction in
frequency of these activities, adding
further pressure to a club’s struggle

to raise funds. However processes
around acquiring funding signify a
serious problem for clubs and
represent the second biggest issue
for many with almost two in three
(63%) clubs reporting it to have a
negative impact on them. 

Many sports clubs are small
clubs with very little finance.
Some of the bureaucratic
procedures add to the
operational difficulties and
take up a tremendous amount
of volunteer time, which could
best be used in other ways.
Operational costs are
increasing all the time and
clubs, with limited income,
need financial help to enable
them to continue to operate.

Cricket club, North West
England 

“

“

Health and Safety legislationn= 1014
Coaching qualification requirements
Funding processes

n= 1010
n= 971

Coaching qualification requirements
Funding processes

010
71

63%

64%

57%

“What impact has each of the below had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability 
to volunteer, either now or in the past?”

Figure one
Top three burdens for clubs

1

1  CCPR (2009), Survey of Sports Clubs
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It is crucial that clubs have as much
practical support as possible to
survive these difficult financial
times. This section looks at why
acquiring funding is such a burden
to clubs and what steps can be taken
to smooth the way at a time when
funding is at its most vulnerable. It
also identifies elements of
fundraising at a club level that can
be improved, namely regarding
awareness and use of Gift Aid, and
relaxing legislation around raffles
and lotteries. Funding for facility
development in particular is tangled
up in unnecessary red tape and

application forms for funding just do
not cut it. However there is also no
escaping from the fact that some
sports clubs need to start playing
the long game, ensure that they
plan for their own sustainability
should public sector funding run out
and look to generate their own
funding. Clubs also need to make
sure that they know how to create
and stick to a budget in these
difficult times – it is good practice
for national governing bodies to
offer support and guidance in 
this area.  

APPLYING FOR FUNDING No one likes filling in forms - it is
part of human nature. 

We do not process information and
the world around us in small 
box-like compartments. Yet
applications for almost everything
require us to complete forms in a
standardised manner. When the
distribution of money is involved this
is more important than ever and a
great deal of detailed information is
deemed necessary. Funders want to
know that their money is going to
the right place for the right
purposes and are justified in seeking
this information, but overly
complicated application forms which
ease the work of the funder at the
expense of the volunteer are not the
way to monitor this. 

Not only are forms a burden to
complete and vary dramatically
depending on the source of the
funding, but the current system
frequently means that funding goes
to those who can complete an
application form the best as
opposed to those who need it the
most – an observation made
repeatedly to the Review by clubs
and national governing bodies alike.

Application forms for funding
should be made as simple as
possible by funders. Real-world
terminology should be used and the
focus should be as much on
addressing club needs as achieving
the performance targets of 
the funders.
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It is felt at a grassroots level with
regards to forms that there are, ‘too
many people, with too much time on
their hands dreaming up too many
new words’ (anonymous national
governing body). Clubs report
funding application processes which
are so complex and require such
detailed evidence that an external
consultant is needed to complete
them. This will obviously cost a club
money whilst there is no guarantee
that the funding will be secured. A
club most in need of funding is
unlikely to be in a position to spend
the money they do have on a
consultant whose work they may not
ultimately benefit from. Terminology
based on political targets, acronyms
and unnecessarily convoluted

language on funding application
forms is off-putting to volunteers
and difficult to understand. The
concept that a difficult application
form will test the club’s need for
funding following the assumption
that if they really want the money
they will persevere with a difficult
application process unfairly
punishes volunteers. Harsher times
for our community clubs will mean

more applications to the same
funding pot, even if the application
procedure is difficult. Complex
application processes do not
ultimately help funders collect a
more refined selection of applicants
to process but use up more valuable
volunteer time than should 
be necessary.   

To give an example of how the
process could be simplified, take the
three targets of Sport England’s
current strategy; grow, sustain and
excel. Clubs regard these as 
‘buzz-words’ not relevant to their
world. On a funding application form
there is a section that asks the
applicant to detail how their project
is relevant to the ‘excel’ target. The

guidance notes then explain that
‘excel’ refers to developing and
accelerating talent. Writing these
words in the first instance would be
a minor change that would make a
real difference for the volunteers
completing the forms. When made
throughout the application
document it would simplify the
whole experience. Those processing
the application forms at Sport

Funding paperwork and
application procedures seem
designed to make you fail.
Repeated referrals and
additional bits of paper to fill
in make you want to give up.

Sports club, South West
England 

“

“
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England know that the section on
developing and accelerating talent
links to their excel target. The onus
should be on Sport England and
other funders to tie the information
in to their targets, not on the
volunteer completing the form.
Sport England is currently looking to
review this process and make it
simpler for clubs to apply. 

Applications for big projects that
involve large amounts of money
should be thorough. Clubs should
have already thought through what
they will do with the money, how it is
intended to benefit the club and
what the necessary stages of the
process will be. Asking for details of
this on an application should not be  

The available funding created
from the Lottery pot can be
positive but can be quite
complicated and this runs
against voluntary groups with
less expertise and can in the
end become a negative
experience if you fail to be
granted funding…I recently
had a negative experience
after putting work into an
Awards for All application and
being rejected - as I saw it,
mainly because I had not
selected the correct
language/wording.

Cycling club, East England

“

“
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burdensome for a club and should
help them to ensure they have
prepared properly for what could be
the influx of a large amount of
money to their club finances. What
is not helpful for clubs is that every
application asks for this information
in different formats, and often
against different criteria. Having to
re-word and re-write the
information time and time again
becomes a drain on volunteer time.
Application forms vary depending on
who is the holder of the funding, and
where they acquired that funding
money from. The Government
should produce documentation on
the essential criteria for funding
application forms depending on the
size of grant; for example, criteria
for funding/grants below £5,000,
funding between £5,000 and
£25,000, between £25,000 and
£50,000 and funding over £50,000
could be used. These could be used
across all sectors to give
consistency to the process; but
common sense must still come into
play - a grant of just over £5,000 is
still quite different to one of £25,000,
after all, and the essential criteria
for applications must reflect this.
The amount and depth of detail
requested should increase
proportionally with the amount of
funding available and required
information should be kept to what
is strictly necessary in the first
instance. Additional information may
be collected at later stages once an
application is deemed a likely
worthwhile cause and monitoring for
the funders’ records that does not
impact on the application process
should be kept to a minimum.   

Evidence submitted to this Review
suggests that feedback surrounding
unsuccessful application forms
exists but is currently not good
enough. Accompanying the message
that funding goes to those who best

complete an application rather than
the worthiest causes, it is felt that
some funders struggle to justify the
decisions they have made when
faced with a high number of
applications. This struggle makes it
difficult to honestly feedback on how
the application should be improved
and clubs often find it difficult to
progress. It has been suggested that
some national governing bodies
have experienced this difficulty,
borne out of their attempts to make
funding as available as possible to
clubs. An influx of applications and
imposed constraints based on
government targets for sport then
make it difficult for each application
to be considered equally and for
governing bodies to be honest with
their clubs out of a desire to 
appear supportive. 

Honest feedback and direction on
why their applications have not been
successful will offer clubs more
support. If national governing bodies
ultimately need to comply with
government criteria for the use of
their available funding, this should
be specified in the application
process to prevent clubs from
investing their volunteer time
unproductively. With more clubs
likely to be in need of financial help
and therefore applying to fewer
sources of funding, honesty and
transparency on the intended
recipients of the funding, the
application scoring criteria and
procedure and feedback on
unsuccessful applications is more
vital than ever. Funders should 
re-evaluate how they score and
process applications for funding so
that the strength of the proposal
itself is central and the ability to
include buzz-words and tick
political boxes is secondary.
Grassroots sport knows it is in for a
hard time but honesty will help.  
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APPLYING FOR FUNDING SUMMARY 

Funding processes are the 
second biggest burden for our 
sports club– they impact 
negatively on 63% of them. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

‘Political’ agendas and buzzwords in 
funding application forms 
unnecessarily overcomplicate, 
creating additional work for 
volunteers making a number 
of applications.

Funding goes to those who best 
complete application forms, not 
where the money is most needed.

Recommendations: 

The Government should produce 
guidance on the essential criteria to 
be included in funding applications 
for grants, for example, below 
£5,000; between £5,000 and £25,000; 
between £25,000 and £50,000; and 
over £50,000. 

The onus should be on funders to tie 
information on applications into their 
targets, not on the volunteer 
completing the form – plain English 
should be used in application 
form questions.

Governing bodies and other funders 
should re-evaluate how they score 
and process applications for funding 
so that the strength of the proposal 
itself is central and the ability to 
include buzzwords and tick political 
boxes is secondary.

Health and Safety legislationn= 1014
Coaching qualification requirements
Funding processes

n= 1010
n= 971

Coaching qualification requirements
Funding processes

010
71

63%

64%

57%

Top three burdens for clubs

“What impact has each of the below had on the 
running of your sports club or your ability 
to volunteer, either now or in the past?”
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FINDING FUNDING In addition to the onerous process
of completing application forms for
funding, hunting down relevant
funding opportunities and
deciphering whether their club is
eligible can become a preoccupation
in a volunteer’s life. 

Volunteers who are passionate
about the future of their club and
eager to secure funding spend hours
focusing on this goal whilst the 
day-to-day enjoyment of being a
volunteer at a sports club can ebb
into the background. The availability
of information on the internet can
swamp volunteers with so many
potential options and choices to
investigate. A central portal of all
available funding opportunities that
are open to a sports club at any
given time is logistically and
financially unfeasible. 

A more practical solution is for the
Sport and Recreation Alliance,
through its Smart Sport
programme, to offer basic support
and signposting on where to start
when looking for funding, and
advise applicants as their
application continues. This could be
used by national governing bodies
who could actively assess which
funding opportunities are most
relevant to their clubs.

  The Sport England webpage listing
funding opportunities should be
more widely promoted and
organisations with funding available
should ensure that they provide
detailed but simple information on
who the funding is targeted at.
Funders should devise a simple
questionnaire or flow chart that
asks what an organisation would
like funding for and then directs
them to the most suitable funding
opportunities they have available.
This should be the first port of call in
the funding section of their websites
and included in all documentation
sent out on the funding
opportunities available. Sport
England’s small grants programme
has a useful flowchart, while an
excellent example of a series of
simple questions which will help a
club find the right grant can be
found on the Football Foundation
website. Its homepage for applying
for a grant lists the potential grant
schemes down the left hand side,
and also includes a question that
you can answer if you don’t know
which grant scheme you should be
applying to. While flow charts help,
they do have limitations for unusual
projects that cannot be
pigeon-holed, so clear sign-posting
for open applications must 
also exist.
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Figure two
Simplifying finding funding – A
Football Foundation example

A series of simple questions on the Football Foundation website 
helps volunteers determine easily which funding pot they should 
focus on and apply for. Each question moves through a page of the 
website and when a grant is suggested a link is given to 
further information. 

Do you want a grant for a facility, such as a changing room, an artificial pitch or 
drainage to your grass pitches?

Do you want a grant to improve facilities 
for first team adult football only?

Apply for the Football Stadia 
Improvement Fund.

Approximately, how much money would 
you like from us?

£1-£20,000

Apply for a facilities grant over £20,000.Apply to Build the Game.

Apply for a Grow the Game Grant.

YESNO

NO

£20,000+

YES

See for yourself at www.footballfoundation.org.uk/apply/
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With limited funding and more
applications from clubs, investment
must, now more than ever, be
strategic - money cannot just go to
those who shout loudest. National
governing bodies can target specific
needs and help identify clubs for
investment - this can help to prevent
clubs that would not have met
necessary criteria from filling in
unsuccessful applications. Good
practice is for governing bodies to
make sure that they promote
opportunities for funding to their
clubs outside the sport-specific
routes - something particularly

important for those outside of the 46
Sport England funded sports. Club
development officers who are on the
ground and in regular contact with
clubs should ensure that they are
up-to-date with the funding
opportunities available from various
sources and sectors, and that they
understand club needs for funding.
Ascertaining this information on a
regular basis will allow them to
marry up the financial needs of
clubs with funding opportunities,
and then signpost these to the
relevant clubs. 

Funding opportunities for the 
sporting sector and for sports 
clubs will be scarce with more 
pressure than ever being placed 
on clubs to fight for survival. 
Accessing the right funds could 
make the difference between 
survival and going under for 
many community clubs.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Volunteers spend hours looking for 
pots of funding they may be eligible 
for, only to get halfway through an 
application and find they do not meet 
all  the criteria.

Recommendations: 

The Sport and Recreation Alliance 
should signpost where to start when 
looking for funding through its 
Smart Sport programme.

National governing bodies must 
actively assess which funding 
opportunities are most relevant to 
the appropriate clubs and be more 
definitive on where money is most 
needed by their clubs.

Funders should devise a simple 
questionnaire or flow chart that 
asks what an organisation would 
like funding for and directs them to 
the most suitable funding 
opportunities.

FINDING FUNDING SUMMARY      

CHAPTER FIVE
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REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR
FUNDING

Even after a club has expended time
and energy on securing funding,
meeting reporting requirements
can be onerous and often
disproportionate to the amount of
money awarded.

Again, they can also vary wildly
based on who the funder is and
where the money originated from.
Monitoring and evaluating the
success of the project for which
funding was given is important for
the funder to demonstrate the value
of their work and to know that their
funds are being distributed
appropriately. However, the
requirements placed on the club can
be significantly burdensome for
what is sometimes only a relatively
small amount of money. Completing
monitoring and/or evaluation forms
will either be part of the terms and
conditions of the funding or in some
instances be required before funds
are released. 

Most clubs cannot afford to turn
down funding based on the prospect
of being further burdened with
evaluations and record keeping, and
funders should be entitled to track
how well their money is being used.
But reporting expectations need to
be more sensible. Being awarded
funding can mean in some instances
that financial records must be
available for up to seven years
afterwards should they be required. 
The likelihood of a funder asking for
these records seven years after a
project is very slim. Sport England’s
grants of less than £10,000 require
just one report during the cycle of
the project; this should be sufficient
for other funders too. One-off grants
of less than £1,000 should require
even less evaluation. Funders must
make reporting requirements
proportional to the size of the grant
given and the scope of the project
being undertaken and make those
requirements entirely clear at the
point of application. 

Funding application, 
follow-up, monitoring… Clubs’
coaches become required to
fundraise and administrate
more than they teach/coach
sport.

Sports club, West Midlands

“

“

FINANCE AND FUNDING 
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‘Funding application, follow-up, 
monitoring… Club coaches 
become required to fundraise and
administrate more than they 
teach/coach sport.’ 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Reporting requirements are 
disproportionately large in relation 
to the size of grants given and 
absorb too much volunteer time.

Recommendations: 

Funders must make reporting 
requirements proportional to the 
size of the grant given and the scope 
of the project being undertaken and 
they should be made entirely clear 
at the point of application.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR 
FUNDING SUMMARY        
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MATCHED-FUNDING 
REQUIREMENTS 

Our football club started in 1923 and has been on its current site since 1948. We have a 25 year
lease on a council-owned sports ground with three full-size pitches, two mini soccer pitches,

cricket square, bowls green, changing rooms, bar/social area, tea bar, six derelict tennis courts
and car park. We are totally funded by members and all work is carried out by volunteers. As a

club that has football, bowls and cricket members, the majority of our members and usage
come from footballing activities. We have attempted in the past to get funding for redeveloping

the 1948-built building, improving car parking and building an all-weather training pitch. The
main stumbling block is the requirement for matched-funding, normally 32%. A volunteer-run

sports club will not be able to raise this large percentage with traditional fund-raising activities.
Finding funding streams from other agencies takes too much time and the paperwork required

is outside of the average person’s skill set, meaning an expensive consultant needs to be
employed. Without our local authority fully funding the matched-funding we have no chance of

getting the funding that will enable us to modernise and become financially independent and
give a quality legacy to those who follow us. Lottery money was originally supposed to filter
down to grassroots football to raise quality of facilities for all those who play. By having the

restrictive matched funding requirement, most funding goes to schools, colleges and
universities who promise community use but often find reasons to exclude the local community.                 

Football club, South West England

Raising large amounts of money is
difficult for clubs run by volunteers.

Typical means of generating income
include member subscription fees,
match fees, bar income, spectator
fees and the renting out of facilities.
As this list indicates, clubs with
facilities tend to have more options
available to them through which to
generate income, but it is still a
tough challenge for both facility
owning, and non-facility owning
clubs. When a club turns to funding
to provide them with the money to
build or improve a facility, buy new
equipment or undertake another
specific project, they are often asked
to contribute a proportion of the
funding themselves. Sometimes this
can be because the grant or funding
will only cover a certain percentage
of the overall total cost, for example
80%, leaving the club to find the
remaining 20%.    

“

“
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On other occasions this will be
specifically through matched
funding specifications 
- that is that the money will only be
awarded if the club has secured the
same amount of money as the
amount of funding they wish 
to receive.

Asking clubs to contribute
financially to a project helps to give
them a sense of ownership over it
and increases the responsibility they
hold for its success. The problem
with this method of funding over
others is that criteria around
matched funding are often quite
strict. This makes it harder for clubs
to raise large amounts of money, a
task that is already no easy feat. Not

being able to raise additional money
which meets these strict criteria
means they often miss out
altogether. There is a role here for
an independent central body such
as JustGiving to collect donations
for a matched funding pot online in
a controlled way that would ensure
legitimacy. This would make it
easier for clubs to arrange the
money ahead of a deadline imposed
by the funder, but more importantly
would allow money to enter the
‘matched funding pot’ from a wider
variety of sources (club members,
fundraising events, personal
donations) and still be deemed
legitimate and suitable. 

The Review notes that Sport
England re-opened its Sportsmatch
funding programme in January 2011
and has relaxed the criteria which
clubs must meet for matched
funding. This year, for the first time,
matched funding from sponsors
who had previously donated to the
club and who are not increasing the
amount they invest will qualify as
appropriate on the condition that
the money is for a new project. In
previous Sportsmatch funding
rounds this was not allowed and
requirements detailed that a donor
must be new to the organisation
(defined as having not sponsored
them in the previous three years), a
first time sponsor of grassroots
sport or an existing sponsor
increasing their investment, in
which instance only the difference
between the previous and current

When we recently applied for
funding for a new club house,
the amount of work the
volunteers had to put in was
tremendous…Whilst the end
product is hugely beneficial, if
I hadn't been self-employed at
the time I don't think it would
have happened due to the
time involved.

Football club, South East
England  

“

“



‘…The main stumbling block is 
the requirement for 
matched-funding, normally 32%. 
A volunteer-run sports club will 
not be able to raise this large 
percentage with traditional 
fundraising activities…’

Burdens & Barriers: 

Criteria for matched-funding are 
overly strict making it even harder 
for a club to raise large amounts 
of money.

Once matched-funding is secured, 
organising and finalising payments 
into a bank account for the given 
date whilst engaging with the official 
funding application is a logistical 
nightmare for a volunteer.

Recommendations: 

In accordance with the new 2011 
Sport England Sportsmatch criteria, 
matched-funding requirements 
should be relaxed so that sponsors 
who have previously donated to the 
club and are not increasing the 
amount they are investing will 
still qualify.

JustGiving (or another independent 
central body) should allow for 
donations to be made to an online
matched-funding pot.
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investment can be matched. This
made it difficult for clubs to source
the money from known supporters
of their club. Sport England has
amended its requirements in
recognition of the hard work sports
clubs put into maintaining
relationships with local businesses
and the difficulties clubs might have
sourcing new sponsors in
challenging economic times. This
Review commends this change and
proposes that all matched funding
requirements are 
relaxed accordingly. 

Once the club has secured matched
funding which complies with the
existing criteria, this must then be in

MATCHED-FUNDING SUMMARY      

the club bank account within a
certain date before funding will be
released. Sourcing, organising and
finalising numerous sources of
matched funding alongside applying
for official sources of funding is
exhausting for a volunteer. Often
success comes down to an individual
involved with the club who has the
time and expertise to devote to this
mission. So many of the successes
of grassroots club development
come down to the dedication of a
small number of volunteers driven
by their passion. If these volunteers
could put their time and energy into
delivering their activity and
promoting the club it would do
wonders for sport.  
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FACILITY FUNDING   Funding intended specifically for
sports facilities is accompanied by
its own unique roll of red tape. 

This Review has identified three
main issues - legal fees, VAT
charges and length of leases (for
further information on VAT, please
see the section on Financing and
Taxation). In addition to the burdens
around applying for funding for
facilities, there is also the knock-on
impact that any improvement to
facility provision will have on a club’s
rateable value and subsequently
their utility costs, both of which can
rocket as a result (for more
information on this, please also see
the section on Financing 
and Taxation). 

When a grant is given from Sport
England, through a national
governing body to a club for
improving or building a new facility,
strict legal procedures must be
followed. These eat into the money
that a club will receive despite, in
reality, serving little function. The
national governing body is required
to secure ownership of the land
should the club, for example, fold.
This costs around £1,000 in legal
fees each time. Most national
governing bodies cannot afford to
absorb this cost and in many
instances it is deducted from the
total amount of funding passed on to
the clubs. Often the club will also
need to cover legal costs that it
incurs paying professionals to
review the contract on their behalf.
This requirement is ultimately
imposed by the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) to
ensure that their money is being
used appropriately. However for a
national governing body to actually
recover land from a club in this
manner is rare. DCMS should relax

the legal processes on securing the
land for facility funding – there
must be a better way to ensure the
security of the grant.   

Funding for facility building is
further eaten into by VAT charges as
sports clubs cannot fully reclaim
VAT on capital expenditure. Facility
grants from Sport England originate

Clubs are the lifeblood of the
nation's moral and physical
fibre and we would be an
abject country without them
and as such they should be
collecting the money from the
state, for the boost they give,
not collecting it for the
taxman and taking voluntary
time away...

Rugby club, Wales  

“

“

from HM Treasury. The club who
builds the facility must then pay
VAT back to HM Treasury because
the construction cost bears VAT at
20% which cannot be fully
recovered – an unnecessary
circular process. Making clubs
reclaim VAT from the Government
on funds given to them by the
Government is pure bureaucracy.
The solution is simple - VAT should
not be levied on capital
expenditure which has been
funded through Sport England
grants and CASCs should be given
the same zero-rating reliefs on
construction expenditure as
charities. If clubs cannot improve
existing facilities or build new
ones, they will not be able to grow
and neither participation levels nor
satisfaction will increase.

CHAPTER FIVE
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-£79,000 to improve facility
-£1,000 NGB legal fee
-£20,000 VAT

£100,000 Grant -£20,000  VAT 
-    1,000  NGB legal fee

£100,000  Grant

£79,000 to improve facility

£79,000 on facility improvements

Increase in rateable value of club site

Increase in utility costs

Figure three
Cost of facility funding

funding being given. Over one in four
clubs (29%) lease their playing
facilities . 42% of these clubs have
leases with six years or less to run ,
meaning that they would not qualify
for Sport England facility funding. 

In order for a club to secure a grant
for a facility they must be able to
demonstrate legal security of tenure
on the site of the intended
development. A club must either
own the land or have a lease which
runs for a minimum of seven years
up to a maximum requirement of 21
years based on the amount of

2

2  CCPR (2009), Sports Club Survey
3  IBID

FINANCE AND FUNDING 

3
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Length varies by size of grant

£99,999 and under -7 years
£100,000-£249,999 -10 years
£250,000-£1million -15 years
£1million -£5million -20 years
£5million and over -21 years

Sport England Application for Funding (Iconic Facilities) 

Figure four
Minimum lease requirements for
Sport England facility funding

There have even been examples of
clubs that have been developed with
Sport England money which are now
being lost due to the expiration of
the lease. These have completed
their minimum lease period stated
at the time of funding and the local
authority is no longer willing to
retain the benefit of the facility
despite earlier investment. Whilst
requirements on length of lease
during the funding application

should remain the same, the award
of Sport England facility funding
should protect the site for at least
25 years. If the site must be used for
something else, suitable and
equivalent provision should be
made. Local authorities should not
be scared of making long-term
commitments to support community
provision and should extend leases
to make development through
funding possible.



Continual volunteer fight for lease renewal: 
Black Swan Sailing Club (BSSC),                                          
South East England

25 year lease to be 
renewed in 2007.

2 year lease to be 
renewed in 2009.

9 month lease to 
be renewed in 

september 2010.

October 2010 club 
gets licence to use 

water with 
restrictions to be 
renewed once a 

year.

No bidders due to the contractual 
restrictions proposed by the council. 

The short lease made it easier for the 
council to get rid of the club.

BSSC refused to 
run the 

multi-sport club 
as they are a 

sailing club and 
didn’t feel they had 
the required skills 

to run a 
multi-sport site.

Only having a 
licence restricts 

the club’s ability to 
apply for funding 
and creates an 

uncertain future.

The council didn’t 
want to renew the 

lease, hoping 
instead to get the 
site regenerated 

as a private 
multi-sport club 

so offered shorter 
lease.

Council tried again 
to get private 

bidders to take 
over the site 

offering only a 9 
month lease to the 

club.

Council received a 
bid on the site but 
it broke down after 
negotiations. BSSC 

was offered the 
multisport club to 
run – they refused.

Licence restricts 
the use of water 

and buildings; this 
licence and its 

limitation do not 
offer the same 

access and 
security of tenure 

as a lease.

3 years of volunteer time and energy invested and still an unsatisfactory situation 
for the club! More volunteer resources will be needed in the future for Black 

Swan Sailing Club simply to fight for access to water. 
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LEASE RENEWAL FIGHT, 
BLACK SWAN SAILING CLUB: CASE STUDY 
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FACILITY FUNDING SUMMARY         

Funding processes are the 
second biggest burden for our 
sports clubs – they impact 
negatively on 63% of them. 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Facility funding is rife with additional 
costs and burdens for clubs that 
ultimately lead to an increase in the 
rateable value of the site and the 
club’s utility costs! 

VAT charges – clubs can’t fully 
reclaim VAT on capital expenditure. 
The tax can be up to 20% of the 
overall construction costs and where 
it can be reclaimed the club must 
complete and submit the relevant 
paperwork to HM Treasury 
– the ultimate source of government 
funding in the first instance!    

Recommendations: 

Capital expenditure funded through 
Sport England grants should not 
incur VAT charges and CASCs 
should be given the same 
zero-rating reliefs on construction 
costs as charities. 

If land that is leased has 
experienced club facility 
development as a result of Sport 
England funding, the lease of that 
site should be automatically secured 
for at least 25 years.

DCMS should relax the legal 
processes on securing the land for 
facility funding. Length of lease – when a club 

applies for facility funding they must 
demonstrate that they have the right 
to occupy the land either through 
ownership or with a lease that runs 
for a minimum of seven years up to 
a maximum of 21 years based on the 
amount of funding being given.              

Legal fees – for facility funding, 
NGBs must pay a legal charge of 
around £1,000 to secure ownership 
of the land should the club that has 
received the money fold. These costs 
typically come out of the 
overall grant.

-£79,000 to improve facility
-£1,000 NGB legal fee
-£20,000 VAT

£100,000 Grant

The “cost” of facility funding

-£20,000  VAT 
-    1,000  NGB legal fee

£100,000  Grant

£79,000 to improve facility

£79,000 on facility improvements

Increase in rateable value of club site

Increase in utility costs
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FUNDRAISING AND 
GIFT AID

Fundraising is extremely important
for clubs given that only 2% of
sports clubs operate to make a
profit  and the remainder, which
operate as non-profit making clubs,
must struggle to generate sufficient
funds to re-invest in themselves and
sustain their existence. 

Burdens relating to fundraising can
therefore have huge consequences
for clubs. Forty-one per cent
currently report them to have a
negative impact on their ability to
run and on volunteers spending
their time effectively.  

Gift Aid can be vital for clubs
registered as Community Amateur
Sports Clubs (CASCs) or charities in
their efforts to fundraise as it
enables them to generate more
funds at no extra cost to the donor.
Gift Aid encourages individuals to
make donations to voluntary
organisations by offering tax credit
on the donation. It further enables
the club to reclaim the income tax
paid on the donation at a ratio of 25p
for every £1 donated (from April
2011). More details on the Gift Aid
scheme can be found in the
Financing and Taxation section of
this Review and in the Clubs chapter.

Gift Aid has long been available to
charities and with the introduction of
the Community Amateur Sports
Club (CASC) scheme in 2002 was
made available to sports clubs
which chose to register as CASCs.
This has had an incredibly positive
impact on sports clubs, with 22% of
clubs reporting this to be the case
through the Review. However Gift
Aid legislation only allows for Gift
Aid to be claimed on donations
made by individuals and not on
commercial donations such as
donations from local business,
shops and so on.

Providing for Gift Aid on these
donations would mean that
commercial organisations are able
to recognise and support the work
done by many volunteers in the local
community and allow the club to
keep receiving more money. The
benefit of Gift Aid as a fundraising
tool would increase dramatically if
the administration related to
claiming back the money was
simplified and more clubs were able
to make use of it. HMRC is looking
to do this with the help of its newly
established Charity Tax Forum.   

4

4  CCPR (2009), Sports Club Survey

The introduction of the Gift
Aid scheme for helping clubs
claim on donations, has been
a god-send to our club, as we
have very high rental costs at
our ground. The CASC status
gives us the means to utilise
the Gift Aid scheme...

Cricket club, South East
England

“
“

Gift Aid has been made
easier over the years but can
still be time-consuming when
collecting the information
necessary.

Sports club, South West
England

“

“
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One of the more traditional means
by which a club can fundraise is
through lotteries and raffles.

In the United Kingdom the Gambling
Act 2005 regulates all lotteries and
raffles. Lotteries and raffles are
defined as arrangements where a
person pays to participate for the
chance of winning a prize.

The Gambling Act has three
objectives:

• To keep gambling crime-free

• To ensure that gambling is fair 
and open

• To protect children and 
vulnerable adults. 

Lotteries are not allowed to be run
with the purpose of private or
commercial gain and the Act
distinguishes between several types
of lotteries and raffles. Club
lotteries are allowed as long as the
club is run as a non-commercial
organisation and with the purpose of
using the money for charitable
means, supporting sport or athletics
or for cultural purposes.

There are no restrictions on the
maximum prices a club can charge
for a ticket to a lottery but all tickets
need to be priced the same to
ensure that everyone has the same
chance of winning for the same
outlay. Clubs need to apply for a
licence with the local council if the
lottery is set to make more than
£20,000 in a single draw or £250,000
over a year. For Small Society
Lotteries or Private Societies
Lotteries (lotteries with an income
of less than £20,000 in a single
draw) a club will need to register at
the local council for a small fee. If
the lottery is bigger than this, then
the club will need to register it with
the Gambling Commission.

If running an incidental
non-commercial lottery – which
does not have to be registered at the
local council - the club will not be
allowed to sell the tickets in any
other circumstances than on the
premises on which the connected
event is taking place and while the
connected event is taking place in
accordance with the Gambling Act
2005 Schedule 11 Part 1. This
obviously limits the opportunities
that the club has to generate funds
from the sale of tickets through both
reducing the amount of time they
have to sell the tickets and the
potential audience which they can
reach. The legislation surrounding
lotteries and raffles prohibits the
club from selling any tickets in
advance of the day of the draw.
Should the club wish to sell any
lottery tickets in advance of the day
of the draw it will have to adhere to
regulations set out in the Gambling
Act 2005 which require clubs to
produce formal tickets for sale, keep
a register of who has purchased the
tickets and set out legal terms and 
conditions on the tickets 
– significantly more work for

LOTTERIES AND
RAFFLES 
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volunteers who will already be busy
organising the fundraiser itself.      

Lotteries and raffles, even in small
local clubs, therefore need to be on
a certain scale to make it worth the
effort. The restrictions around the
sale of tickets therefore place an
unnecessary burden on many clubs,
either eliminating them legally from

using lotteries and raffles as a
fundraising tool or restricting the
amount of money they can generate
this way. As a result this Review
questions the extent to which clubs
will be able to continue to fundraise
this way. 

Informal ticket sales in advance of
fundraising events should be

Many clubs are very confused about
what is and what isn’t allowed in
relation to lotteries and raffles. This
area, therefore, also calls for
greater clarity of information for
clubs and plainer language in
outlining the rules. National
governing bodies may have to
translate the official legislation for
clubs and ensure that information is

allowed for small lotteries and
raffles by organisations which are
not commercially driven, which are
run by volunteers, are community
focused and are raising funds for
sports, cultural or charitable
purposes. Exemptions should be
granted to clubs and societies which
are organised either as CASCs or as
charities with a surplus of less than
£5,000 a year. Achieving the status of
a CASC or charity demonstrates that
the authorities (HMRC and the
Charity Commission respectively)
are satisfied that the work and aims
of the club are to the benefits of the
community and are for 
non-commercial purposes.  

cascaded downwards. Volunteers
are not specialists in reading legally
formulated texts and will not
necessarily always be able to
correctly interpret what measures
they should be taking to stay within
the law. If governing bodies do not
have the capacity to do this (and not
all will) there is a role for sports
organisations such as Sport England
and the Sport and Recreation
Alliance to provide clear and simple
information about current rules 
and regulations. 
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Lotteries and raffles will in some
instances constitute part of a larger
fundraising event such as summer
parties or dances. If a club would
like to serve alcohol, provide
entertainment or play music at a
fundraising event it will have to
comply with all the applicable sets
of legislation such as the Licensing
Act 2003 and music licensing
legislation. Implementing the
Licensing Act 2003 has meant that
many clubs have seen their 
costs rocket. 

The burdens of these additional
licensing regulations are fully
explained in the section on
Financing and Taxation. The
licensing authorities should
recognise the specific nature of
sport and that sports clubs operate
on a limited surplus and cannot
afford such extreme price rises. All
sports clubs should automatically
be placed in Band A when evaluated
for alcohol licensing. For clubs
which do not have an events licence
a temporary event licence can be
applied for. Such a licence is
provided by the local council and
needs to be applied for in

accordance to the Licensing Act
2003 Part 5 – yet more form-filling
for volunteers. Temporary event
licensing can only be issued to the
same club 12 times within a year
and if the club wishes to have any
more fundraising events or provide
entertainment more generally it has
to apply for a permanent licence.

As touched upon already, questions
have been raised as to the
effectiveness of lotteries and raffles
as fundraising tools. This is both due
to the limitation in scale that is built
into such local anchored fundraising
tools and also due to restraints on
who is being asked to donate under
current legislation – often the same
members and their social circles are
the only ones who can be targeted
for raffle ticket sales in a hassle-
free way. New tools which could be
used for clubs in the future to raise
funds could to a much larger extent
become orientated around social
media. Large organisations have
already explored the possibilities of
online giving and social media offers
the possibility for smaller clubs to
reach wider audiences.   

Licensing Act - temporary events notices have caused issues
with how sports clubs operate with regard to doing what they
do best which is providing social networks with opportunities to
run events and income generating activities to sustain the club.
The same goes for fundraising regulations.

Cricket club, West Midlands

“

“
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An online fundraising website 
providing tools for fundraisers 
to raise the most amount of 
money possible.

How it works:

Community Amateur Sports Clubs sign up at 
Justgiving.com at no cost – the £180 annual 
subscription fee does not apply to CASCs.

Inform potential donors that donations can 
be made by using JustGiving. 

JustGiving sends the club its donations and 
automatically reclaims Gift Aid for the club 
at only a 5% fee.

1

2

3

For example: 

 someone donates

They tick the box to Gift Aid it

JustGiving charge a 5% fee

A 1.3% credit card fee 

Total cost to the club

Total money the club receives

+
-
-

=

£2.82

£10.00

£0.64

£0.13

£0.77

£12.05

Figure five
JustGiving
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The anticipated trend for fundraising
behaviour to increasingly include
internet and social media tools
reflects the importance of an
effective campaign to promote the
‘JustGiving’ scheme. Sport England,
JustGiving and the Sport and
Recreation Alliance (then known as
the Central Council of Physical
Recreation or CCPR) have been
working together to do just this. 
JustGiving has agreed that CASCs
can join the scheme without having
to pay the subscription fee (£180 a
year) but to date only 56 sports clubs
have joined - less than 1% of clubs

who are eligible to register. The
JustGiving scheme allows clubs to
receive donations on the internet
and at the same time significantly
eases the administration of
reclaiming tax on the donation since
it is processed by the third-party at a
nominal cost of 5% on each
donation. Such initiatives
desperately need to be promoted
more to clubs by national governing
bodies and provide an excellent
incentive for clubs who are not
facility owning to benefit from
becoming a CASC. 
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2 in 5 clubs (41%) suffer from 
burdens around fundraising. With 
only 2% of clubs existing to make 
a profit, generating enough 
income to survive is essential for 
almost every club.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Community Amateur Sports Clubs 
(CASCs) can’t claim Gift Aid on 
member subscriptions and 
processes where it can be claimed to 
be time-consuming.

Restrictions on ticket sales for 
lotteries or raffles make it difficult 
for a small club to put on an event 
large enough in scale to be worth the 
volunteer time and energy invested.

Recommendations: 

Allow Gift Aid on junior subscriptions 
and for Community Amateur Sports 
Clubs (CASCs).

The JustGiving scheme should be 
championed by NGBs as a means to 
remove the administrative burden 
from claiming Gift Aid. 

Informal ticket sales in advance of 
small lotteries and raffles at 
fundraising events should be 
allowed for clubs and societies 
organised as CASCs or charities with 
a surplus of less than £5,000 a year. 

Efforts to fundraise suffer from 
additional legislative burdens from 
health and safety to licensing laws. 

Burdens must be removed across a 
wide range of legislation – it is the 
cumulative effect of bureaucracy 
that is hitting our clubs so hard.   

2 in 5
41%

41%

FUNDRAISING, LOTTERIES AND RAFFLES SUMMARY     
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FINANCE AND
TAXATION 

CHAPTER SIX

Taxation is taxing by name and often
taxing by nature.

Not only do volunteer clubs have to
pay tax under tax laws that often
treat them more harshly than
businesses, but it is also taxing for a
volunteer to fill out the paperwork,
returns and declarations too. A
double tax whammy. Clubs face all
of the taxes which major companies
face: PAYE, NIC, corporation tax, VAT
and stamp duty, with few reliefs.
While one might advocate a tax-free
existence for non-profit voluntary
sports clubs, it is our view that this
utopian solution will never get out of
the starting blocks. 

However, grassroots voluntary
sports clubs provide an invaluable
service to society and should not be
so harshly taxed. This section will
look at the taxation red tape that ties
up both volunteers’ time and clubs’
resources. It will look at club
taxation, but for a full view of the
legislation affecting sports clubs,
please see the Club Chapter too.
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£6.4 billion
£7.1 billion

£5.7 
billion

Net Surplus to 
Government

Tax contribution to government from sport
Central government direct expenditure on sport

In 2008 central government made a net surplus of £5.7 billion from sport. For 
every £1 the Government contributes to sport, £5 is taken in tax.

Figure one
Net contribution of sport 
to Government 
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Sport makes a net financial
contribution to government every
year - in 2008 central government
made a net surplus of £5.7 billion
from sport . This has been
increasing over the years with the
latest data detailing the tax take
from sport rising from £6.4 billion in
2005  to £7.1 billion in 2008 . Central
government’s direct expenditure on
sport meanwhile increased less
during the period from £1.3 billion
to only £1.4billion . 

This represents a ratio of £5 taken
for every £1 contributed and a net
surplus of £5.1 billion to 
government from sport in 2005 ,
rising to £5.7 billion in 2008.
Through elite sport, major events

create huge income streams for
Treasury. A single event like the
tennis ATP World Tour Finals is
estimated to have netted the taxman
£8.3m in 2010 - without considering
the wider benefit to the economy.

According to a UK 
Sport-commissioned feasibility
study into bidding for and hosting a
World Athletics Championships the
economic impact of hosting the 2017
World Athletics Championship could
total some £102.6 million .  Sport’s
VAT costs are huge with the grants
made to sport for facility
improvement more than clawed
back through irrecoverable VAT on
the improvement expenditure.

1 Calculated using data from Sport England (2010), Economic Value of Sport in England 1985-2008 focusing 
on central government income and expenditure from sport only

2 Sport England (2007), The Economic Importance of Sport in England 1985-2005
3 Sport England (2010), Economic Value of Sport in England 1985-2008
4 Sport England (2007), The Economic Importance of Sport in England 1985-2005
5 Sport England (2010), Economic Value of Sport in England  1985-2008
6 Calculated using data from Sport England (2007), The Economic Importance of Sport in England 

1985-2005 focusing on central government income and expenditure from sport only
7 House of Commons (December 2010),written answer
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In these constrained economic times
it will be difficult to justify additional
tax benefits for grassroots sport. Yet
grassroots sport should not
continue to be punished for
delivering community provision
through the dedication of volunteers.
Sport faces a difficult financial
climate with public expenditure cuts,
increases in tax and less disposable
income for supporters 
and participants.

Self-help is likely to be important if
sport at all levels is to sustain itself
financially. The Secretary of State for
Culture, Media and Sport has
already indicated that one of his
priorities is to help create a culture

of giving by the public, reinforcing
the lack of public funding at national
and local level.

Whilst concessions are available for
charities and clubs registered under
the Community Amateur Sports
Club (CASC) scheme, few sports
organisations have taken advantage
of either status (around 350 for the
former and just under 6,000 for the
latter). The UK is the only country in
Europe that doesn’t provide
corporation tax exemptions or
partial exemptions for national
governing bodies and this disparity
is compounded in the UK where
sport’s counterparts in the arts are
tax exempt as charities. 

At club level treasurers are often
surprised that they can be
personally liable for corporation tax
on income from non-members
including bar income or
sponsorship where the club is 
not incorporated.

This is so even where the levels of
income are relatively small.

A nil-rate band for Community
Amateur Sports Clubs’ corporation
tax should be introduced to ease
this burden for clubs with taxable
profits of less than £15,000. Filing
tax returns is a huge burden on both
sport and the Treasury. The nil-rate
band under which no tax was
charged on annual taxable profits of
£10,000 and under was removed for
all businesses in 2006. Even if no tax
is due a club must make an annual
self-assessment return (using
approved HMRC software from this
year), with the exception that if a
club’s tax liability is less than £100 it

can apply to be exempt from
completing this return. The Review
heard anecdotally that Treasury
doesn’t chase small claims and it is
likely that the income Treasury
receives from small claims is 
less than the costs incurred 
in pursuing them. This makes the
filing of tax returns and payments
for sports clubs bureaucratic for
both the volunteer and Government.
Adding a nil-rate band for CASCs
would add to the benefits of
becoming a CASC and reduce the
burden on small sports clubs. 

Meanwhile CASC-registered clubs
are able to claim a tax exemption on
trade income if it is below £30,000
annually and rental income below
£20,000. These thresholds were set
in 2004 and should be increased in
line with inflation to £37,400 and
£25,000 respectively. Furthermore,
when exceeding these limits, only
the excess and not the full income
should be taxed.

CORPORATION TAX
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Because community sports clubs
are often funded by their national
governing bodies, corporation tax
exemptions for national governing
bodies would significantly help not
only in reducing tax costs but also
the huge administrative effort in
dealing with returns. The fact that a

lot of funding for some NGBs comes
from Government grants, means tax
returns return the money
Government gave in the first place
back to Treasury. This problem is
compounded by the additional VAT
cost on facility 
improvement expenditure.  

Even when levels of income are 
small, club treasurers can be 
personally liable for corporation 
tax on income from 
non-members, including bar 
income or sponsorship where the 
club is not incorporated –‘…tax 
takes money away from sports 
and health and fitness in the 
community…’ 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Non-profit amateur sports clubs 
often have a worse tax position than 
businesses despite existing to 
benefit the community. 

Tax exemption thresholds for CASCs 
have remained the same since 2004 
with tax exemption on trade income 
less than £30,000 annually and 
rental income less than £20,000. 

Recommendations: 

A nil-rate band for Community 
Amateur Sports Clubs’ corporation 
tax should be introduced to better 
the position of clubs with taxable 
profits of less than £15,000 - at this 
level the paperwork costs more than 
the Treasury takes.

Thresholds for tax exemptions 
should rise in line with inflation. 
Exemptions on trade income should 
rise to £37,400 and exemptions on 
rental income to £25,000.

Make national governing bodies 
exempt from corporation tax.

The UK is the only country in 
Europe which does not offer 
exemptions on corporation tax for 
its National Olympic Committee or 
sports bodies.

CORPORATION TAX SUMMARY
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VALUE ADDED TAX Value Added Tax is pan-European,
but the EU VAT Directive actually
affords member states a great deal
of flexibility in applying 
the legislation.

Article 132 of the VAT Directive
2006/112/EC gives an exemption for
sports and Annex III offers a reduced
rate VAT (5%) which can be used by
member states for admission to
sporting events and use of sporting
facilities. These exemptions are not
employed by the UK, so while for
example Dutch fans and participants
enjoy these rates, in the UK 20% is
still levied. In fact, in the UK, there is
an exemption for multiple lettings of
a sports facility to and by clubs, but
this exists through a general
multiple renting exemption for land.

burdens around VAT as having a
negative impact on them. 

Value Added Tax is far from being
‘the simple tax’ which it was
intended to be when it was
introduced. It imposes huge burdens
on volunteer treasurers who find it
difficult to follow and its principles
are strictly applied by VAT
inspectors. There is no doubt that
sport suffers financially as a result.
VAT concessions could be made to
reduce the burden of the tax on
sport. Two suggestions would be to
create a reduced 5% rate on facility
hire costs and a zero rating of clubs’
construction costs for sports
facilities. By reducing the rate of VAT
to 5% on hiring sports facilities
more clubs will be able to afford to

‘What impact have VAT regulations 
had on the running of your sports 
club or your ability to volunteer, 
either now or in the past?’

-Negative impact
-Other

54%46% n = 783

Figure two
VAT impact

make more bookings on a regular
basis. Whilst further analysis is
needed into a cost model around
this, the Review believes that there
would be no loss of income to 
HM Treasury.

The Annex of the EU VAT Directive
also describes many other areas
which the UK could discount for
sports clubs such as match fees,
catering and transport, parking,
social events and non-playing
memberships, but again these are
not taken up. VAT is extremely
burdensome for community clubs as
a result. Over half of all clubs
surveyed (54%) cite bureaucracy and
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On balance VAT for sports clubs is
an area which should be revisited in
the light of recent legislative
changes and case law and the
increase in the standard rate to 20%.
Sport has an important role to play
and should make guidance available
to clubs so that they are prepared to
deal with VAT and have a source to
refer to with their problems. The
RFU has already produced a VAT
guide which is available on their
website but HMRC could do more to
assist NGBs to educate clubs to
make dealing with VAT easier.

The de minimus amount CASCs are
allowed to reclaim on VAT
attributable to exempt income
should rise in line with inflation.

  The de minimus provisions allow
VAT registered businesses to
reclaim all their input VAT where
exempt input VAT is less than £7,500
a year. However, this figure should
be updated as it has not been
changed since 1994. If the figure had
increased in line with the retail price
index, the current level now would
be over £11,000 a year. This higher
figure should be offered to CASCs to
further recognise their special role
in promoting community sport.
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VAT ON CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
CIRENCESTER RFC: CASE STUDY

Cirencester 
RFC

500 players aged 6–60, around 1,000 friends/family 
supporters.

£110,000 annual income mainly from subscriptions, bar 
profit and sponsorship. The club is run as not for profit 
and barely breaks even.

The Project

To invest in a new rugby pitch. A budget of £60,000 
financed by RFU grants and other fundraising activities, 
2 year build.

Consulted HMRC about the VAT costs – they were told 
they could reclaim VAT on building a pitch.

Barriers

Filed tax claim October 2006.

Cirencester RFC twice asked HMRC to reconsider before 
taking them to a VAT tribunal.

November 2008 HMRC rejected the application despite 
their earlier advice, instead asking for additional VAT 
arguing the club had moved up a tax bracket – resulting 
in costs in excess of £20,000 to the club.

VAT tribunal took place August 2010 and ruled in favour 
of the club – this had cost them 4 years of volunteer 
time, resources and some legal fees.

As of January 2011 the club is still waiting to receive the 
final balance.
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Sports clubs usually cannot reclaim
VAT on all of their capital
expenditure – in effect they are
taxed on making improvements.
Businesses, however, can reclaim
VAT on purchases ‘in furtherance of
their business’ where they are fully
standard rated. This problem arises
because a sports club is generally
partially exempt. 

Membership subscriptions and
charges to members for playing are
exempt from VAT and hence VAT on
the associated costs including
capital expenditure to provide
services to those playing members
cannot be recovered. Thus 
re-claiming VAT on capital
expenditure can be achieved on a
bar, but not a pitch. This problem
would be reduced and the CASC
scheme encouraged if CASCs were
given the same zero-rating reliefs
on construction expenditure 
as charities.

When we recently applied 
for funding for a new club
house, the amount of work 
the volunteers had to put in
was tremendous. We needed
to organise planning
permission from the council,
even though it was on council
property, arrange a land 
lease agreement with the
council (and pay for the
pleasure) … The VAT on the
club house almost equalled
all of the funds we as a club
had raised.

Girl’s football club, South East
England 

“

“
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Providing zero-rating for CASCs
would not address all of the above
concerns and more is required to be
done. Best practice for national
governing bodies of sport is to help
their members. Specifically by
providing guidance and help on VAT
and facility improvement. Recent
cases have demonstrated that by
advance planning significant
improvements in VAT recovery can
be achieved whilst at the same time
avoiding nasty surprises which leave
the club short of funds because
expected VAT refunds do 
not materialise.

VAT on capital expenditure for local
authority state schools also
presents a problem for grassroots
sport. Whilst VAT does not need to
be paid on construction costs by
local authority schools, under the
VAT Act 1994 when a school opens
up its facilities to community use

We spend and lose a
thousand pounds or so a year
in VAT on our purchases. I'm
not expecting to not pay VAT
on alcohol, just match balls,
coaching equipment, essential
facilities like sight screens,
practice nets, rollers, mowers,
etc. If once a year we could
present our VAT invoices for
cricket-related costs (not
driving costs), it would greatly
help offset the costs our
volunteers incur in their
volunteer roles.

Cricket club, South East
England 

“

“
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then it must then pay all of the VAT
costs on the construction. This
prevents schools that wish to open
their doors for wider community use
(and who wish to raise revenue from
it) from being able to do so and
offers a convenient excuse for
schools that aren’t interested in
letting the community in. Such
legislation means that new, high
quality facilities are sitting in local
communities unused at times whilst
clubs struggle to find affordable,
available facilities. A complete
paradox. With half of all clubs (49%)
reporting access (or lack of it) to
school facilities as having a negative
impact on their ability to run it is no
surprise that the Government target
for 2010 that all schools would

provide access to a range of
'extended services' allowing
community use of facilities has not
been met. 

Amending the VAT Act 1994 so that
even when open for community use
VAT does not need to be paid on the
construction costs would be
beneficial to schools, clubs and even
the Treasury - it is far more valuable
to take a cut of income generated by
people using the facilities than not
taking a cut on facilities left
dormant. For more on access to
school facilities please see the
relevant section under the Facilities
and Access Chapter.

With a forthcoming project to
invest in the club and grow
participation in sport, the
volunteers will have to raise
over £45,000 just to pay VAT on
the works. This is a significant
additional burden for fund
raisers.

Canoe club, West Midlands

“

“
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GUIDANCE ON TAXATION Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs’ (HMRC) guidance on
taxation for sports clubs was
described as like ‘wading through
treacle’, by one of the 
Review contributors.

This lack of understanding on what
taxes apply and a lack of clear
advice on taxation is not just
confined to Government
publications. While some sports

provide fantastic advice for their
clubs (for example the RFU on
charities, CASCs and VAT), no 
one-stop-shop covering all the
bases appears to exist. Best 
practice for national governing
bodies is to advise their clubs and
help promote schemes such as
CASC possibly using a central 
web-based portal to direct them to
guidance on particular areas of tax. 

Anything that requires specialist knowledge to complete
forms such as tax rebates (i.e. safety boat fuel rebates) causes
problems. A club run by members for members may be
fortunate enough to have that expertise but often does not. It
then may miss out. Forms for completion should be seriously
vetted so that they make sense to amateurs.

Sailing club, South West England

“

“
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Bureaucracy and burdens around 
VAT have a negative impact 
on over half (54%) of all clubs, 
placing greater financial 
pressure on them.‘…With a 
forthcoming project to invest in 
the club and grow participation in 
sport,  the volunteers will have to 
raise over £45,000 just to pay VAT 
on the works.’

Burdens & Barriers: 

VAT exemptions for sport outlined in 
the EU VAT Directive are not 
implemented in the UK.

VAT charged on buildings serve as 
taxes on improving facilities. Where 
funding has originally come from 
Government anyway, charging the 
VAT means 20% of any Government 
grant returns to Government.

Recommendations: 

Implement the VAT concessions 
allowed by the EU VAT Directive - for 
example by creating a reduced 5% 
rate on facility hire costs. 

CASCs to be given the same 
zero-rating reliefs on construction 
expenditure as charities.

The de minimus amount CASCs are 
allowed to reclaim on VAT 
attributable to exempt income 
should rise in line with inflation.

Local authority state schools do not 
open their sports facilities for 
community use as doing so means 
they must pay the VAT costs on the 
construction, from which they are 
otherwise exempt.

Paperwork is complicated for 
non-expert volunteers.

Amend the VAT Act 1994 so that, 
even when open for community use, 
VAT does not need to be paid on the 
construction costs.

National governing bodies of sport 
could do more to help their 
members, specifically by providing 
guidance.

‘What impact have VAT regulations 
had on the running of your sports 
club or your ability to volunteer, 
either now or in the past?’

-Negative impact
-Other

54%46% n = 783

VAT SUMMARY   
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RATEABLE VALUE OF
CLUB SITE 

Non-domestic properties must pay
business rates in order to
contribute to the costs of local
authority services.

In order to calculate the costs of
these rates, all business and 
non-domestic property is assessed
and given a rateable value.  This is
calculated based on a professional
view of the annual market rent for 
a property.  

The Valuation Office Agency (VOA) is
responsible for assessing the rental
value of all non-domestic and
business properties in England and
Wales. In Scotland this responsibility
falls to the Scottish Assessors
Association (SAA). This value is a key
factor in the calculation of business
rates. Rateable values are

reassessed every five years, bringing
them into line with current 
market values.

If a club is registered as a
Community Amateur Sports Club
(CASC) or as a charity, it will be
entitled to a mandatory 80%
discount on its business rates. Local
authorities can offer up to 100%
relief to non-registered clubs at
their discretion, but this is not
mandatory. Such discretionary rates
have increasingly been withdrawn,
with clubs sometimes seeing their
rateable value increase by as much
as 1500% based on the
improvements made to their
facilities. Currently two in five clubs
(41%) report a negative impact
resulting from the rateable value of
their club site.  

2 in 5 sports clubs (41%) say the 
rateable value of their club site has 
a negative impact on them.

2 in 5
41%

41%

-Negative impact

Figure three
Rateable value impact



For years the council had offered all 
clubs in the area a 100% rate relief on 
business rates. 

The club proactively engaged with the 
council asking for the decision to be 
revoked – writing to the Head of Revenue 
and Benefits to highlight that the 
increases would mean;
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 The council decided to withdraw 
all rate relief from clubs forcing 

them to pay full rates.

Could not immediately take effect 
- 1 years notice required.

 After the years notice the council 
removed rate relief for their sports 

clubs, Reading RFC received an 
£11,000 per year rates bill.

2009:

April 2010:
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1. Doubling membership fees

2. Contradicting the council’s sport 
strategy 2006-2016 to support and 

value grassroots sports clubs! 

Outcome: Only partial rate relief

Costs are now £6,000 a year, 
equivalent to an additional £500 a 

month for the club & likely to 
increase in the future
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REMOVAL OF RATE RELIEF 
READING RFC  : CASE STUDY
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Furthermore, clubs have been
subjected to increases in rateable
values following improvements
made from grants from bodies such
as Sport England. This means that a
club can create a net deficit for itself
by accepting a Sport England grant
and actually give itself a far greater
financial burden by providing a
community facility. The increased
value of the site can impact clubs on
a number of costs. For example,
utility costs are calculated according
to the rentable value of the sites.

The burden of being treated as a
business due to the value of their
sites will hit certain clubs more than
others. For example, in our survey,
rugby and gliding seemed
particularly affected as they need
larger sites. The review revealed
that some gliding clubs have been
considered in the same bracket as
commercial airports for their
rateable values – a ludicrous
example of unreasonable bureaucracy.

The main problem is meeting
the cost. The licence is based
on rateable value and our Club
having recently built an
extension finds itself having to
pay £190. The extension is
purely for sporting purposes
and therefore has not
increased our income to make
the demand more affordable.

Sports club, Midlands

“

“
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The VOA and the SAA should
introduce a ‘social tariff’ in their
assessment of business rates which
account not only for the potential
annual rent of the property but also
the intended use of the property.
Local authorities must be
encouraged to see the value of
offering rate relief to voluntary run
community organisations and,
where suitable, clubs should be
educated about, and encouraged to
become CASCs so that they can
qualify for the 80% mandatory 
rate relief.  

[The] rateable value of our
hangar has only just been
assessed and is now being
back-dated for two years (no
rates previously paid). This is
possibly going to cause our
club to fold as it is looking like
thousands of pounds that we
do not have.

Gliding club, North West
England

“

“
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RATEABLE VALUE SUMMARY FIGURE  

2 in 5 clubs (41%) suffer as a 
result of the rateable value of 
their club site. Local authorities 
can offer rate relief  to sports 
clubs at their discretion but this 
is increasingly being withdrawn 
and any club that has improved 
its facilities will experience an 
increase in the rateable value of 
its site.        

Burdens & Barriers: 

In essence, when improvements are 
made to a local sports club’s 
facilities, the club is taxed 
three times: 

No or restricted VAT recovery on 
construction costs.

Recommendations: 

The VOA and the SAA should 
introduce a ‘social tariff’ in their 
assessment of business rates.

Local authorities should be 
encouraged by the Department for 
Communities and Local Government 
to see the value of offering rate 
relief to voluntary-run community 
organisations. 

National governing bodies, local 
authorities and the Department for 
Communities and Local Government 
should encourage clubs to become 
CASCs so that they can qualify for 
the 80% mandatory rate relief.

Corporation tax on the income 
generated (with little if any 
relief for the cost).

Increase in rateable value and a 
higher rates bill.

1

2

3

2 in 5 sports clubs (41%) say the 
rateable value of their club site has 
a negative impact on them.

2 in 5
41%

41%

- Negative impact
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GIFT AIDGift Aid was introduced as part of
the Finance Act 1990.

It enables charities and CASCs to
reclaim the basic rate of income tax
from certain donations made by UK
taxpayers, thus increasing the value
of the cash gift. In addition, higher
rate income tax-payers are able to

reclaim the difference between the
basic rate and higher rates 
for themselves. 

Charities and Community Amateur
Sports Clubs are allowed to claim
Gift Aid on certain types of donation.
However, whereas historic
buildings, museums and zoos can 

Gift Aid is a tax incentive to encourage individuals to make donations to charities. 
Community Amateur Sports Clubs can also claim Gift Aid on donations – clubs 
receive more money at less cost to the individual. 

Any donations from an individual UK taxpayer can be 
Gift Aided but the club must have a written copy of 
confirmation that the individual has declared Gift Aid on 
the donation.

The club can claim back from HMRC income tax that 
the taxpayer has paid on the gift already – for every 
£100 donated this will be £25 from April 2011 as a basic 
rate taxpayer would need to earn £125 to receive £100 
after tax.

Individuals who pay the higher rate of tax can claim 
income tax relief beyond the amount claimed by a club 
– typically 20%. 

Individual donates to club£100

HMRC refunds income tax 
to club

£25+

£125 Total to club

Figure four
Gift Aid
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Gift Aid entrance fees, sports clubs
cannot Gift Aid subscriptions.
Normally, Gift Aid is not allowed
where the donation is in exchange
for goods and services. However
entrance to a museum which is just
as much a receipt of a service as a
member’s subscription is permitted
because of favourable tax reliefs
introduced specifically for property
preservation charities.

Allowing Gift Aid for Community
Amateur Sports Clubs on junior
subscriptions would re-invigorate
the CASC scheme and provide funds
where they are most needed. Other
technical amendments to the rules
would make it more attractive to
clubs. For example, removing the
capital gains charge on
deregistration and inflation-linking
the corporation tax exemption
thresholds. For more on amending

the CASC scheme please see the
chapter on Clubs. 

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
has been hugely helpful to sport in
its work on Gift Aid and on CASCs
generally. Indeed HMRC is currently
creating further guidance on Gift Aid
in consultation with the newly
established Charity Tax Forum.
However, it is estimated that about
£700m of Gift Aid is left unclaimed
by charities every year . Although
sport has been promoting online
programmes through sites such as
Just Giving which allow claiming Gift
Aid to be much simplified, the take
up has so far been poor. Where used
it has been very successful though 
- for example one cricket club
earned £6,000 in Gift Aid in this way
in 2010 - a significant amount when
the average club surplus is only
around £2,000.

CASC [status] does not
permit us to treat monies
obtained by subscription as
Gift Aid like it does with
charities meaning that there
is a lost revenue source for
clubs.

Cricket club, South East
England

“

“

Despite the financial gains that 
Gift Aid offers Community 
Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCs) – 
an extra £25 for every £100  
donated from April 2011 - Gift Aid 
could offer clubs more and 
CASCs could take greater 
advantage of the ability to claim 
it on individual donations.  

Burdens & Barriers: 

Sports clubs do not have parity with 
charities on Gift Aid.

Recommendations: 

Sport, national governing bodies 
and local authorities need to do 
more to promote Gift Aid.

The JustGiving scheme should be 
championed by NGBs and local 
authorities as a means to remove 
the administrative burden from 
claiming Gift Aid. 

Allow Gift Aid on junior 
subscriptions for Community 
Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCs).

The paperwork for Gift Aid is often 
considered convoluted and a burden. 

Community Amateur Sports Clubs 
can’t claim Gift Aid on member 
subscriptions.

GIFT AID SUMMARY

8 The National Museums Directors’ Conference et 
al (2008), Private Giving for Public Good

8
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NATIONAL SPORTS
FOUNDATION

Grassroots sport in the UK doesn’t
receive the bumper philanthropic
donations which you often see in the
arts or heritage.

  However, it may be a surprise to find
that this does happen in other
countries. The Australian Sports
Foundation (ASF) was set up in 1986
to encourage philanthropic giving to
sport and has raised A$170 million
(c. £107 million) for sport, A$100
million (c. £63 million) of which has
been raised since 2001/2. It accepts
charitable donations and directs
them to qualifying sports projects,
making larger donations very

simple. It also provides the capacity
for large donations which clubs are
not always able to receive, making it
a far more sensible route for major
donors. Projects are submitted to
the ASF for approval which, when
given, will allow the sports club to
seek donations with the certainty of
tax relief for the donor. A national
sports foundation should be set up
in the UK or existing national
governing body charitable
foundations encouraged to mirror
the ASF approach. There is no legal
reason not to and firm evidence that
it will raise more money for
grassroots sport.  

MUSIC LICENSINGThere are two separate fees that are
generally required when a sound
recording is played in public
(Copyright, Designs and Patent Act
1988). 

1) A copyright in the actual sound 
recording, for which a licence fee 
from the Phonographic 
Performance Limited (PPL) is 
needed. These fees are then 
distributed to record companies 
and performers.

2) A separate copyright in the 
musical and lyrical composition 
for which a licence from the 
Performing Rights Society (PRS) 
is needed. These fees are then 
distributed, in the main, to 
composers and publishers.

Currently sports clubs and other
organisations that are not
established or conducted for profit
and whose main objects are
charitable are exempt from paying
PPL music licensing. However, a
change in the law in 2010

overturned this exemption and clubs
will have to pay from 2012. Music
licensing legislation already has a
negative impact on two in five clubs
(41%). This is only set to increase
given the proposed changes. It is
important that these fees do not
cripple sports clubs. 

     Current proposals suggest that
clubs should pay 1% of their defined
income if it exceeds £10,000 just to
have a radio on in the stock room.
Some sports have high incomes
without making any profit - a
yachting club which pays for
mooring fees for example. Most
clubs would throw their radio away
rather than be forced to pay such
charges. A cap on the level of music
licensing should be introduced and
a zero rate for Community Amateur
Sports Clubs established. Clubs
should receive just one combined
bill from PPL and PRS and the fee
should be proportional not to
defined income, but to income
related to the playing of music.

We do not have a music
licence from PPL, although we
did have one each year until
last year when I did not renew
it as we no longer played
music on our club premises.
We had been paying about £40
a year, and it seems that
under the current proposals,
should we wish to have a
musical function, it would cost
us £400 for a licence. Clearly
we are not going to do this.

Yachting club, South West
England

“

“
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Music licensing legislation 
already impacts negatively on 2 
in 5 clubs (41%). Proposed 
changes to the legislation for 
2012 will result in fees that 
cripple sports clubs unless 
changes are made. ‘…We had 
been paying about £40 a year, 
and it seems that under the 
current proposals, should we 
wish to have a musical function, 
it would cost us £400 for a 
licence. Clearly we are not going 
to do this.’ 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Non-profit sports clubs pay music 
licence fees in a way that does not 
take into account their 
non-profit status. 

Recommendations: 

Music licensing fees should be 
proportional not to defined income, 
but to income related to the playing 
of music.

A zero-rate fee for Community 
Amateur Sports Clubs should 
be introduced.

A cap should be placed on the 
maximum music licence fee for 
sports clubs.

MUSIC LICENSING SUMMARY

Music licensing is just an
excuse for a private
subcontracted company to
make a lot of money by trying
to bully 'enforcement' of
music rights even when it is
not justified. The cost has
stopped many competitions.
Government has done nothing
to intervene.

Sports club, South East
England

“

“
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CHARITABLE STATUS
AND THE CHARITIES ACT
(SEE ALSO CHARITABLE
STATUS UNDER THE
CLUBS CHAPTER) 

Unlike in other European countries
(for example under Association
1901 in France) a sports club has no
obligation to have a particular 
legal form.

Many forms are available to clubs in
the UK such as unincorporated,
limited company or Industrial and
Provident Society. There is no legal
difference between amateur and
professional clubs; similar forms
can be used by all. It is also open to
a club to achieve CASC or charitable
status and take advantage of the tax
reliefs which go with them. To be
recognised as having charitable
status a sports club must usually
have as its purpose the
advancement of amateur sport
(Charities Act 2006).

The Corporation Tax Act 2010 allows
sports clubs to have a specific tax
beneficial status as a Community
Amateur Sports Club (CASC). CASCs
do not, however, have charitable
status and while Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs recognises

the scheme, a CASC club specifically
has no legal status as a 
social enterprise. 

While sports organisations often
provide a non-profit community
service, non-profit voluntary sports
organisations do not automatically
receive the benefits charitable
organisations do in the UK. This
includes tax relief on donations and
fund-raising, automatic reductions
of business rates and corporation
tax and relief on VAT on 
construction costs.

Sports clubs can become charities
but both becoming a charity and
maintaining the status requires
burdensome paperwork and
monitoring. Both the benefits and
the burdens can be greater than for
CASCs. Some clubs are actively
looking at charity registration and
have registered due to the particular
benefits for their club. For example,
a charitable club has an exemption
from Stamp Duty Land Tax whereas
as a CASC does not.  

  Our club also has a related charitable organisation which has
been almost dormant for a few years. The regulations
surrounding the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator
(OSCR) mean that two sets of accounts have to be produced
(one for Companies House and one for OSCR). The effect of
this is that the costs of producing the accounts (even though
there is nothing to report apart from bank interest) mean that
the assets of the charitable trust are declining. Simply a waste
of money and bureaucracy that achieves nothing.

Sports club, Scotland

“

“
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Clubs registered as charities must
comply with charity law. For
example, unless the turnover is low
it will be necessary to set up a
separate wholly owned trading
subsidiary to run the bar and any
other non-charitable activities, such
as hiring out facilities for weddings
and parties. It is important that the
relationship between the charity and
trading subsidiary is structured
correctly so that the charity’s funds
are not being used to subsidise the
activities of the trading subsidiary. 

This means that any money loaned
to the trading subsidiary must be
secured by a legal charge over the
trading subsidiary’s assets and
interest at a market rate must be
paid on the loan. The charity should
also have an agreement in place
with the trading subsidiary detailing

the charges it will make on an
arm’s-length basis for:

• use of any shared facilities or 
resources 

• a licence of the club’s name and 
logo 

• a licence to use any intellectual 
property or data owned by the 
club.

Registering as a charity needs to be
given serious consideration because
it is not possible to de-register.  

Sports clubs should carefully
consider the benefits of both
charitable and CASC status, but best
practise for national governing
bodies of sport is to provide
information, advice and support to
enable clubs to choose wisely. 

CHARITABLE STATUS SUMMARY

The benefits of becoming a 
charity for a sports club outweigh 
those of being a Community 
Amateur Sports Club (CASC). 
However, the burden of the 
application procedure and 
reporting requirements also 
outweigh those of becoming 
a CASC.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Becoming a charity is complicated 
for voluntary sports clubs and 
reporting is burdensome.

It is difficult for national governing 
bodies to provide up to date guidance 
on becoming a charity as the Charity 
Commission has yet to publish 
guidance on charitable status and 
sport in light of the Charities 
Act 2006.

Recommendations: 

CASC status should have more of 
the advantages that charitable 
status has.

The Charity Commission must 
update RR11 ‘Charitable Status and 
Sport’ to reflect the Charities 
Act 2006.

National governing bodies should 
provide information, advice and 
support to enable clubs to choose 
wisely which status suits them best 
and help them through the 
paperwork. 
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ALCOHOL LICENSINGThe Licensing Act includes law on
alcohol provision largely designed
for bars, clubs and pubs that
adversely affects voluntary 
non-profit sports organisations.

Sports clubs exist for the community
and for sport, not to make money to
distribute to members. Therefore
any slight change in the delicately
balanced equilibrium of a sports
club’s income could be devastating.
The average club makes just under
£2,000 surplus per year - a paltry
amount to reinvest in facilities or
expand. Indeed over 50% of clubs
make no profit at all .

On average, 25% of a facility-owning
amateur club’s income comes from
bar/catering/hospitality; this figure
of just under £10,500 is slightly less
than the income from membership
fees which has traditionally been a
sports club’s biggest income 

stream  . The latest licensing stream
bands impact on all venues which
sell drinks, but do not take into
account the community status of
organisations such as sports clubs.

Research conducted by the Sport
and Recreation Alliance in 2005
indicated that the average cost of
converting to the new licensing
scheme was over £400, with the
lowest cost being £100 and the
highest £6,000. Given the £2,000
operating surplus of an average
sports club, the mathematics of the
importance of a bar is very simple.
The costs of the new licensing
scheme are jeopardising this
important income stream and
currently alcohol licensing
legislation has a negative impact on
over a third of all clubs (38%).

9  CCPR (2009), Sports Club Survey
10  CCPR (2009), Sports Club Survey

9

10
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Prior to the Licensing Act 2003 Seafarers Sailing 
Club (SSC) held a licence to serve alcohol on its 
premises and held numerous social events.  

To be sure the club 
could keep its licence 

it applied well in 
advance under the 

new rules.

Received and 
approved by 

council in May 
2005.

Licensing Act came 
into force November 

2005.

The club applied for a similar 
licence knowing it would be 

accepted, then decided to extend it 
having been told that extending the 

licence would only cost £23.

Extending the licence would actually cost the 
club £190 and the club would also have to:

     Print and distribute 7 copies of a 20 page                  

Place add in local paper to inform about it
‘Application to vary.’

Total cost to club more 
than £500!

SSC’s bar income is only £1,000 a year. Before the 
Licensing Act 2003 it cost the club £16 for a 5 year 

licence (0.32% of their bar income) after the Licensing 
Act 2003 a licence would cost £180 yearly (18% of the 

annual bar income).

£3.20 
A year

£180
A year

Council wanted the club to 
renew its licence every year in 

May and not November, 
resulting in the club paying 
£180 for only half a years 

licence.

LICENSING ACT COSTS 
SEAFARERS SAILING CLUB: CASE STUDY
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The specific nature of sport should
be recognised and all sports clubs
should automatically be placed in
Band A, the best level for licensing
costs, when evaluated for alcohol
licensing.  

Proposals also exist for a late night
levy for venues serving alcohol.
Again this is a blanket proposal
which groups sports clubs with night
clubs. Sports clubs should not be
subject to a late-night levy if they
are holding only small, 
social functions. 

The club went to lot of bother
to make sure everything was
in place for the licensing
board. Paid all bills, all
requirements, etc. and then
we had to wait around two
years for the premises
licence. Not acceptable.

Golf club, Scotland

“

“

Alcohol licensing summary 

Burdens & Barriers: 

Sports clubs are often subject to the 
same rules and regulations as profit 
making high street bars.

Recommendations: 

Sports clubs should automatically be 
placed in Band A, the lowest level for 
licensing costs, when evaluated for 
alcohol licensing.

Sports clubs should not be subject to a 
late night levy.

The Licensing Act impacts negatively 
on over a third of all clubs (38%), 
unfairly penalising their attempts to 
generate enough income to survive 
– on average 25% of an amateur 
club’s income comes from 
bar/catering/hospitality.

ALCOHOL LICENSING SUMMARY
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UTILITIES Clubs frequently report sharp
increases in their utility costs and
these put increasing strain on their
finances, especially those of 
small clubs.

This Review found that utility costs
detrimentally impact on 35% of
clubs. There is often no
acknowledgement of charitable or
community club status in
regulations. Utility companies have
two charging categories - domestic
and commercial. This has resulted

in not-for-profit clubs being charged
in line with for-profit organisations.

These utility costs are a barrier for
community clubs to improving, or
even sustaining their existing
facilities. Often the large increases
in utility costs are based on
increases in the rateable value of
the sites, doubling both the burden
of improving facilities and the
burden of being treated as a
commercial organisation when
being assessed for their
rateable value.

Water drainage charges pre-Flood and Water Management Act 2010, Bowling 
club, North West England.
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Phase 1 site area charging 

+503%

+1,304%
£

Figure five
Utilities 

Electricity is a classic. We
were recently landed with a
100% price increase because
of 'a contract'. After refusing
to pay and being more than
happy to go to court we settled
for a 30% increase.

Golf club, Scotland  

“

“
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Over 1 in 3 clubs (35%) suffer 
from the detrimental impact of 
utility costs. Whilst water 
charges are being tackled via 
concessionary schemes, 
installation and supply costs for 
gas and electricity remains 
dangerously high for many clubs.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Utility companies have two charging 
categories, domestic and 
commercial. Sports clubs fall into 
the commercial category and as 
such are often subject to the same 
rules and regulations as businesses 
despite their not-for-profit
nature.

Recommendations: 

Utility companies should set a 
‘social tariff’ for voluntary and 
not-for-profit groups which is lower 
than for private businesses.

National governing bodies should 
help clubs reduce their utility bills 
and provide them with the 
information needed to do so. 

How to get concessions on utility 
costs is not clear to clubs.

32.5%

35%

1 in 3
35%

FINANCE AND TAXATION 

The issue of water drainage charges
for community clubs came into
sharp focus when OFWAT (the Water
Services Regulation Authority) urged
water companies to move to site
area charging for surface water
drainage. Although the Department
for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs’ (DEFRA) guidance to the
Water Act 1999 para 2.44 states that,
‘It would be inappropriate to charge
all such customers as if they were
businesses’, some sports clubs saw
their drainage costs rise
dramatically. For example, Penrith
Rugby Club’s bill increased by 511%
and Carlisle Subscription Bowling
Club’s by 1304%.

To combat this development the
Flood and Water Management Act

2010 enables water and sewerage
companies to operate concessionary
schemes for community groups on
surface water drainage charges.
However, clubs have to fill out
another form from utilities firms to
claim their discretionary rates and
this has not been communicated to
clubs sufficiently yet.

Reasonable installation and supply
costs for gas and electricity still
remain something of a lottery. Utility
companies should set a ‘social
tariff’ for voluntary and 
not-for-profit groups which is
significantly lower than for private
businesses. Addressing the issues
around the rateable value of the club
site will also help to reduce the
impact of this financial burden. 

UTILITIES SUMMARY 

The cost of utility supplies is
having a serious negative
impact, adding to the
workload of volunteers in
having to constantly remind
members of the cost of
heating, lighting and the use
of water. Utility and insurance
costs are our major headache,
for which there is no relief.

Sports club, South East
England

“

“
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FACILITIES AND
ACCESS
INTRODUCTION

Sport and recreation cannot take
place without the right facilities to
enable them to happen. 

Fortunately, there is a diverse arena
in which to participate in sport and
recreation - rivers, quarries,
mountains, cliffs, playing fields,
roads, the sky, footpaths,
playgrounds, leisure centres,
community sports clubs and many
more besides. Sadly, though, not all
of these are easy to access - even
the sky has its limits. This chapter
suggests areas where participation
levels could be increased if a
different approach is taken. Freeing
volunteers up from the fight for
spaces to participate gives them
more time for the development of

their sport or activity, and easily
accessible facilities make it easier
for new people to get involved. 

Playing fields often offer our first
experience of organised sport and
there has been protection to playing
fields since the early 1990s. This
protection should be extended and
improved so that playing fields are
safe for future generations.

Currently three in ten clubs (29%)
report access to playing fields as a
negative impact on them, indicating
that more needs to be done to
extend the good progress that has
already been made.  

Many clubs struggle week-in and
week-out to find suitable facilities to
use at the right time, for the right
length of time. To meet future
demand, new and improved facilities
are required. The planning system
should encourage such
development. Half of our community
clubs (53%) report difficulties with
planning regulations. Often clubs
struggle to obtain planning
permission for certain types of
developments but this review has

found that the decision to refuse
permission is based more on myth
than reality. Decisions regarding the
development of sport and recreation
facilities should be based on
evidence of the benefits that
increased levels of participation
would bring and such considerations
should be given greater emphasis in
the planning process.

CHAPTER SEVEN
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Accessing land, water and air is
fundamental to many sport and
recreation activities. However, the
complexity and inconsistency of
accessing the great outdoors is
often cited as the biggest deterrent
for people wanting to take part and
be involved. Many otherwise useful
routes such as footpaths or
bridleways do not link up with the
wider network - insufficient
information deters people because
they worry about where they can go
- maintenance problems mean you
may not be able to complete your
route and many areas lack the most
basic access facilities. Whilst there
are some passionate volunteers out
there persevering with the current
state of play, if we are going to
increase participation in
recreational pursuits we need to
provide the right environments and
information - certainty of routes,
more consistent standards in public
access and a network that is as
accessible to as many different
activities and people as possible are
all necessary.

The greater use of school facilities
by the community also offers a way
to provide clubs with more options
using existing facilities. In many
locations the school is the main, or
even only, place that can provide the
local community with facilities for
sport and recreation. Half of all
community clubs (49%) believe the
issue of access to school facilities is
having a negative impact on them.
Easy access to local facilities at the
required times simplifies things for
volunteers and strengthens the
clubs’ offer and appeal. More people
will be able to participate and the
club can deliver its sport and grow.
It should be made as simple as
possible for schools to open their
facilities to the community.

FACILITIES AND ACCESS
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FACILITIES:
PLAYING FIELDS

Note: This section applies to all 
non-school playing fields. School
playing fields are protected under
the School Standards and 
Framework Act 1998 and the 
Education Act 1996.

The phrase ‘jumpers for goalposts’
conjures up fondly-held memories
of impromptu games on the local
playing field. 

These open spaces are key facilities
which enable many of our most
popular sports to happen. Publicly
accessible playing fields provide a
facility for informal play, competitive
games and green space for other
forms of outdoor recreation.

Playing fields are a recognised
feature under planning law and so
have some protection from
development. Planning authorities
should consider the existing and
future needs of their communities
before granting permission for a

playing field to be removed. This
protection was extended in 1996
when it was made a requirement to
consult Sport England prior to
deciding to develop a playing field.
The results have been impressive. In
2006-2007 97.5% of 1,186
applications resulted in improved or
protected sports provision . Sport
England’s role as the playing fields
watchdog is widely recognised as
pivotal to the improvement in
playing field protection over the last
15 years. However, this is not the
whole picture. Three in ten clubs
(29%) have told us that the
protection of playing fields, or lack
of, is having a negative impact 
on them. 

Figure one
Playing fields

The current guidance which
planning authorities should take
account of when considering
developments which affect playing
fields is contained in ‘Planning
Policy Guidance 17: Planning for
Open Space, Sport and Recreation’
(PPG17). It states that, ‘existing open
space, sports and recreational

buildings and land should not be
built on unless an assessment has
been undertaken which has clearly
shown the open space or the
buildings and land to be surplus to
requirements.’ An assessment of
needs ‘should include an
assessment of the existing and
future needs of communities for

1 Sportscoach

1

29%

3 in 10
29%

More needs to be done to extend the good progress already made in 
protecting playing fields

3 in 10 clubs reports a 
negative impact from 
playing fields
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open space, sports and recreational
facilities.’ If such an assessment has
not taken place the guidance states
that planning permission for a
development affecting a playing field
should not be allowed unless the
field is incapable of forming a
playing pitch (or part of one), the
development affects ancillary
features or the playing field is
replaced with one of equal or better
quality in a suitable location.

The guidance is clear. Playing fields
and other forms of open space
which are suitable for sport and
recreation should not be built on
unless they can be shown to be
surplus to requirements. However,
the enactment of the Town and
Country Planning (General
Development Procedure)
(Amendment) Order 1996 No. 1817
(as amended by Statutory
Instrument 2010/2184) has allowed
for ways around this. The Order,
while conferring greater protection
to some playing fields, failed to
recognise the full breadth of
sporting provision. 

Under this order playing fields are
defined as a site which
encompasses at least one ‘playing
pitch’. A ‘playing pitch’ is defined as
a delineated area which is used for
association football, American
football, rugby, cricket, hockey,
lacrosse, rounders, baseball,
softball, Australian football, Gaelic
football, shinty, hurling, polo or
cycle polo. The definition was
recently amended and reduced the
minimum size of a playing pitch
from 0.4 to 0.2 hectares. It excludes
many sports that also use playing
fields including bowls, tennis, golf
and athletics to name but a few. This
means that if a playing field is used
for one of these sports it is not given
the same level of protection from
development. There is no

requirement to consult Sport
England thus increasing the chance
of a successful planning application
and the loss of a place for sport. The
Conservative Party pledged to
protect playing fields in its 2010
election manifesto. If the
Government is serious about
protecting the places where people
play then non-grass facilities such
as tennis courts and other sports
facilities like bowling greens must
also be protected.

Sport is constantly evolving and so
are the communities who use
playing fields but the one constant is
the value of sport and open spaces
to society. A static list is not useful.
Definition which encompasses all
organised sport and recreation
activities which use a defined
playing area is needed.

The Town and Country Planning
(General Development Procedure)
(Amendment) Order 1996 No. 1817
also requires the playing field to be
used as such in the five years prior
to the making of the planning
application. Section 2 (z)(ii)(aa)
states that consultation must occur
for a development which is on land
that has been, ‘used as a playing
field at any time in the five years
before the making of the relevant
application and which remains
undeveloped.’ This means that there
is no requirement to consult Sport
England if a playing field has not
been used as one in the previous five
years – this is commonly referred to
as the ‘five year loophole’. This
loophole provides a means for 
well-informed landowners to 
‘land-bank’ fields by closing them
off to the public and thus increasing
the chance of a successful planning
application five years in the future,
regardless of demand for the playing
field. This is a double blow because
clubs and the community are denied

There seems to be an
increasing tendency to try to
plonk housing on sports
grounds and airfields merely
because they are flat and not
built on….if we lose these
open spaces everybody's
leisure opportunities will be
permanently reduced.

Gliding club, East England

“

“
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access to a valuable facility and then
it is developed with little chance of it
ever returning to an open space. The
extent of the problem is difficult to
judge because by removing the
definition of ‘playing field’ the
application can no longer be
categorised. The words, ‘at any time
in the five years’ should be removed
from the Order to negate the five
year loophole. This suggestion is
widely supported having previously

2 Facilities Inquiry (2010), Report and 
Recommendations 

2

Consultation with Sport England is necessary for a development on land 
that has been, ‘used as a playing field at any time in the five years before 
the making of the relevant application and which remains undeveloped’ 

Private landowner 
purchases playing field

Closes the field for 
5 years

Planning application does 
not then need to go to

Sport England

Significantly increased 
likelihood of successful 

planning application 
Clubs and the 
community denied 
access to open space

Clubs and the 
community completely 
lose an open space

The Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) 
(Amendment) Order 1996 No. 1817

Figure two
Playing fields & the five year 
loophole

been made by the Facilities Inquiry
which outlines that, amongst others
the Rugby Football League, the
Football Association and Sport
England believe there to be
legitimate concerns around
loopholes in legislation and that
these loopholes should be closed by
Statutory Instrument .



playing fields (and other sport and
recreation facilities) are based on
evidence of current and future need.
New Neighbourhood Plans must
include sport and should
incorporate this needs-based
approach to facilities to ensure they
meet the requirements of 
the community.

Problems may arise around the cost
and resource required to assess this
need. It is estimated that for a local
authority to take stock of the
situation with playing fields and
devise a playing pitch strategy costs
£20,000 . This process must be
made more cost effective given
increasing financial constraints for
local authorities, and they should be
educated about the value of
conducting such work.
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Playing fields are essential
for a number of sports and
should be protected for the
enjoyment of current and
future generations.

Hockey club, South East
England

“

“

3   Sport England 

3

The existing guidance (PPG17)
states that a competent planning
authority should undertake robust
assessments of the existing and
future needs of their communities
for open space, sports and
recreational facilities. Whether the
playing field is in use, or not in use,
should be of little relevance. What
matters is understanding the level of
the demand and supply of outdoor
sports facilities. 

This review has heard anecdotally
that many local authorities do not
carry out the required assessment.
However no robust data exists in this
area. The lack of information makes
it difficult for planners to make an
informed decision in relation to a
playing field affected by a planning
application. The solution is to ensure
that all planning decisions affecting
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Despite successes and 
improvements in the 
protection of playing fields, 3 in 
10 clubs (29%) believe the lack 
of protection for playing fields 
to have a negative impact 
on them.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Under the Town and Country 
Planning (General Development 
Procedure) Order 1996 No. 1817 
the definition of a playing field 
does not cover all community 
sporting facilities and so tennis 
courts and bowling greens 
(amongst other facilities) do not 
receive the same level of 
protection from redevelopment.  

If a playing field has not been used 
in the 5 years leading up to a 
planning application, there is no 
requirement to consult Sport 
England. This allows 
well-informed landowners to 
land-bank a playing field and then 
develop it.

Recommendations: 

A static list in the Town and 
Country Planning (General 
Development Procedure) Order 
1996 No. 1817 is not useful and 
needs to be revised. The new 
definition must encompass all 
organised community sport and 
recreation activities.

The words, ‘at any time in the last 
5 years’ should be removed from 
section 2(1) SI 1996 No 1817, of the 
General Development Procedure 
Order so that Sport England is 
consulted if there is an application 
for development on a site that was 
once a playing field.

New Neighbourhood Plans must 
include sport and should 
incorporate an approach to 
facilities that examines the 
evidence for current and 
future need.

Current and future sport and 
recreational needs are not given 
enough consideration in local 
planning assessments. 

29%

3 in 10
29%

More needs to be done to extend the good progress already 
made in protecting playing fields

PLAYING FIELDS SUMMARY 



compared to other sports-related
appeals . 

The draft wording used in Planning
Policy Statement: Planning for a
natural and healthy environment
(2010) asks planners to consider the
benefits to health and wellbeing to
those participating in sport and
recreation, and the increased provision
of sport and recreation that
floodlighting would create. Similar
wording should be incorporated into
the new national planning policy
framework or supplementary
guidance. Planning authorities should
be made aware of the latest floodlight
technology and communities should
be allowed to request modern
floodlighting which minimises light
spill and so decreases the loss of
amenity in the area. The FA has
excellent guidance on floodlighting
which could be disseminated across
the sector. 
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FLOODLIGHTINGThe addition of floodlights is a huge
benefit to clubs as it allows for
extended participation by increasing
playing time, particularly in the
winter months.

Gaining planning permission for
floodlights is recognised as a
problem due to misconceptions
about potential negative impacts
that they may bring. Improved
lighting technology means that light
‘spill’ and the size of pylon towers
has been significantly reduced. New,
retractable floodlighting also means
that floodlights are only visible when
in use. The benefits of increased
participation are also believed not
be given sufficient weight in the
decision-making process of whether
to grant planning permission.

Guidance for floodlighting sports
facilities is also included in PPG17. It
states that ‘in considering applications
for floodlighting, local authorities
should ensure that local amenity is
protected. The impact on the openness
of the Green Belt, or on the character
of the countryside, of floodlight towers
or pylons should be a key factor in
determining whether planning
permission should be granted.’ The
emphasis of this paragraph is on the
negative impact of floodlights and
protecting the existing amenity rather
than the benefits that floodlighting
would bring in providing extended use
of the facility. This has resulted in a
notably high occurrence of
floodlighting-related appeals when

4   Sport England 2009

4

Trying to improve our club
facilities, we have been met
with negative responses
regarding the owners of our
facilities, [the] council.
Specifically we are
encountering problems
regarding the erection of
permanent floodlighting 
and signage.

Rugby football club, South
East England

“

“
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DAYLIGHT SAVING There is of course another way to
help illuminate playing fields in the
evening and that is to alter the way
we currently change our clocks.

By keeping British Summer Time
throughout the year, or extending it
for a longer period, we would have
much more light to participate in our

favourite sports. A full analysis of
the effect of changing our clocks
should be carried out and positive
change supported by government.
The Private Member’s Bill currently
going through Parliament gives
government the perfect springboard
to take this option forward. 

DEMOLITION OF 
FACILITIES

The powers contained in the 2011
Localism Bill contain new
challenges and opportunities for
community sport and 
recreation provision. 

The ability for communities to be
able to designate local assets could
be an opportunity to give greater
protection to sport and recreation
facilities. A new owner must apply
for the asset to be de-listed to
remove the designation restriction.
It is important that the criteria of
these powers recognises the value
of community facilities.

The sport sector has long been
concerned that there is inadequate
protection for sports buildings from
demolition. This was recognised as a
result of an Appeal Court case
(1998) relating to Thames Ditton
Lawn Tennis Club which highlighted
the fact that sports buildings are not
specifically protected under the

terms of the current demolition
direction. The Government
recognised this issue and consulted
twice on the subject in 2000 and
2006 but neither consultation
resulted in positive change. The
Department for Communities and
Local Government’s proposed
amendments to the demolition
direction would mean that the
demolition of sports buildings would
be viewed as development and so
allowed without needing to seek
further permissions. Amending Part
31 of the General Permitted
Development Order 1995 so that
development rights for the
demolition of sports buildings are
removed would then mean that
planning permission is required for
any such demolition . This would
give greater protection to sport and
recreation facilities. 

5   Communities and Local Government (2009), 
General Permitted Development Order 1995 
(Demolition of Sports Buildings): Summary 
Report on Consultation Responses

5
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Figure three
Impact of planning regulations

‘What impact have planning regulations had on the running of your 
sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in the past?’

Over half of all clubs report 
an adverse effect from 
planning regulations.

-Slightly negative
-Other

-Very negative

33%

20%

47%

n=709

n=Sample size

“

“

Planning regulations are reported to
have an adverse impact on over half
(53%) of clubs. The cost of planning
and development and objections
from local authorities on the
grounds of planning regulations
form a significant barrier to many
community clubs being able to
reinvest in their facilities. Planning
applications fees and the cost of
other compulsory surveys
associated with development can be
excessively high due to the large
area that many sports clubs need to
enable their activity to take place.
New powers given to local planning
authorities under Section 199 of the

Planning Act 2008 will allow each
authority to determine their
planning fees. This could leave
community clubs even more
vulnerable to unreasonably high
costs. Local planning authorities
should recognise the public benefit
that investment in community sport
and recreational facilities brings to
the local area and introduce
discretionary discounts from
planning and development fees for
these organisations. The CASC
scheme offers a simple way of
identifying community clubs to 
this end.

[There are] not enough playing fields with any standard 
of facilities.

Football club, West Midlands

PLANNING OBLIGATIONS
AND DEVELOPMENT
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PLANNING PERMISSION 
AMPTHILL RFC: CASE STUDY

Many outdoor sport and recreational
activities require only modest
ancillary features to widen their
suitability and appeal to clubs and
participants. The addition of a
changing facility can transform the
attractiveness of a community
playing field, while the introduction
of steps down to a river can provide
new opportunities for water sport
enthusiasts. The hardened few may
still take part in these activities
without such facilities but sport and
recreation will not increase its
appeal if it does not meet
expectations of participants and
clubs will struggle to thrive when
offering second-rate facilities. It
therefore must be easier for clubs
and volunteers to make minor
improvements to facilities. 

Small ancillary features which help
enable sport and recreation
activities to take place should be
made exempt from requiring
planning permission. This
mechanism could be included
within Neighbourhood Plans and
allowed using the Community Right
to Build Scheme. 

CHAPTER SEVEN

Planning permission problems: 
Ampthill RUFC, 
East England.

Club applied for planning permission to turn 
unused agricultural field into a rugby pitch. 

Objection from council who demanded an 
archaeological dig before the application could 

proceed.

Objection from Natural England who demanded an 
ecologist report to be conducted. 

Overall applying for planning permission cost the club £42,000 and 2 volunteers 
had to work on the case for 2 years! The club had to finance this cost themselves 
as a grant could not be applied for until the club had planning permission. The cost 
came from planning, archaeology and ecology fees, project management, 
consultancy, engineering, ground investigation works, gas monitoring and an 
irrigation proposal. 

Outcome

Cost to 
Club
£10,000

Cost to 
Club
£6,000
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Clubs also need to be better 
sign-posted to the existing guidance
such as, Making a Planning
Application: a guide for sports clubs
(Sport England (2009)), which is a
practical guide for sports clubs
preparing and applying for 
planning permission.

To encourage investment in
community facilities community
clubs should work more closely with
the private sector sports and fitness
industry and share resources.
Planning policy currently inhibits the
development of facilities in town
centres, which can prevent
investment in sport and recreation
facilities. Planning Policy Statement
4 (Planning for Town Centres)
defines ‘health and fitness centres’
as a ‘town centre use’ and is
interpreted so that any change
involving the provision of health and
fitness equipment or studios for
dance requires clubs to undertake a
Sequential Test or Impact

Assessments. This places limits on
the number of facilities in a
particular area. This distinction
should be removed as the guidance
is often mis-interpreted which can
prevent the development of
community facilities and create
unnecessary challenges for
volunteers to tackle. Guidance
contained in PPG17 can encompass
both private and community sport
and it is based on the needs of the
local community. To encourage
investment in sport and recreation
facilities it is vital that the private
sector works closely with
community clubs. Any new national
planning policy should not prescribe
‘health and fitness’ as a town centre
use, removing the need for a
Sequential Test or Impact
Assessments. Rather than limit the
number of facilities in a particular
area there should be a holistic
approach to sport and 
recreation facilities. 

FACILITIES AND ACCESS
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Planning regulations are 
reported to have a negative 
impact on over half (53%) of 
clubs – high fees and planning 
objections are problematic 
for clubs.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Planning Policy Statement 4 
(Planning for Town Centres) 
defines ‘health and fitness centres’ 
as a ‘town centre use’. The 
provision of health and fitness 
equipment or studios for dance is 
limited in any particular area and 
assessments are needed for 
changes in provision. 
Misinterpretation of the guidance 
can prevent the development of 
community facilities. 

Planning permission is needed for 
the smallest ancillary facilities 
making it difficult for volunteers to 
bring about small changes to 
improve their club.

Recommendations: 

Any new national planning policy 
should not prescribe ‘health and 
fitness’ as a town centre use, 
removing the need for a Sequential 
Test or Impact Assessments. 
Rather than limit the number of 
facilities in a particular area there 
should be a holistic approach to 
sport and recreation facilities.

Small ancillary features which 
help enable sport and recreation 
activities to take place should be 
made exempt from requiring 
planning permission. This 
mechanism could be included 
within Neighbourhood Plans and 
allowed using the Community 
Right to Build scheme.

Local planning authorities should 
recognise the public benefit that 
investment in community sport and 
recreational facilities brings to the 
local area and introduce 
discretionary discounts from 
planning and development fees for 
these organisations.

Under the Planning Act 2008 local 
authorities will be responsible for 
determining planning fees – 
community clubs will be more 
vulnerable than ever to 
unreasonably high costs.

‘What impact have planning regulations had on the running of your 
sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in the past?’

Over half of all clubs report 
an adverse effect from 
planning regulations.

-Slightly negative
-Other

-Very negative

33%

20%

47%

n=709

n=Sample size

PLANNING OBLIGATIONS AND 
DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY 
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COMMUNITY ASSET
TRANSFER SCHEME

Community Asset Transfer (CAT)
involves handing over assets, such
as land and buildings, from public
sector organisations to 
community ownership.

The transfer of assets can happen by
leasehold or by the community
taking full ownership over the asset
(freehold). It is designed to empower
local people and organisations to
transform land and buildings into
vibrant community spaces whilst
supporting the development of a
thriving third sector.

The 2007 Quirk Review (Making
Assets Work: The Quirk Review of
Community Management and
Ownership of Public Assets) is
recognised as the foundation of
contemporary government policy
concerning Community Asset
Transfers. The review identified
clear benefits to local groups
managing and owning assets, both
as a means of empowering
communities and as an effective
mechanism to support local
government in achieving its goals. It
details that, ‘the benefits of
community management and
ownership of public assets can
outweigh the risks and often the
opportunity costs in 
appropriate circumstances.’

The Asset Transfer Unit was opened
in 2009 as the leading provider of
expert advice, guidance and support
concerning Community Asset
Transfers, helping organisations to
develop those assets in order to
deliver long-term social, economic
and environmental benefits. The
Unit is led and managed by the

Development Trusts Association -
the UK's leading network of
community enterprise practitioners
- in association with Community
Matters and the Local Government
Association. To date it has been
funded by The Department for
Communities and Local Government.

Allowing under-utilised land and
facilities to be transferred into
community ownership and be taken
over by the diverse landscape of
community organisations which
exist in the UK could ensure much
greater use and could bring new life
to many, previously fading
communities. The Community Asset
Transfer possibility will contribute to
the Big Society idea and promote
such aims. It would ensure that
people take centre stage in the
formation of local policies and that
individuals take a much greater
responsibility for the service
provision locally. 

The Review heard reports, however,
that the Community Asset Transfer
scheme is being used by councils to
unload unwanted assets with failing
finances to different community
groups. The scheme does then not
live up to the initial idea of
community empowerment, but
functions as a fire-sale for local
councils that directly places a
burden on volunteers. Volunteers
may not have the required expertise
and would certainly not have the
same economic resources when it
comes to running previously 
public-owned facilities. The Review
would therefore emphasise the need
for support when assets are
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transferred from public ownership
into community ownership. Clubs
will need help training to
successfully utilise the new assets
which have just come into their
possession. In addition to this, the
Asset Transfer Unit should continue
to work with Sport England and
national governing bodies of sport to
produce facility-specific guidance
such as the documentation
produced with the Amateur
Swimming Association which guides
the community ownership and
management of swimming pools –
an alternative for local authorities
looking to close facilities for which
there is still a need.

The Community Asset Transfer 
(CAT) scheme is designed to 
empower local people and 
organisations to transform land 
and buildings into vibrant 
community spaces whilst 
supporting the development of 
a thriving third sector.

Burdens & Barriers: 

The Community Asset Transfer 
scheme is being used in some 
instances as a means for councils 
to offload unwanted assets with 
failing finances to different 
community groups. This does not 
empower the community but 
directly burdens volunteers.
 

Recommendations: 

It is vital that there is help, support 
and training for clubs when assets 
are transferred from public 
ownership into community 
ownership. The Asset Transfer Unit 
should continue to work with Sport 
England and national governing 
bodies of sport to produce 
facility-specific guidance on 
community ownership and 
management. As recommended in 
the Quirk Review, councils should 
consider the purpose of the asset 
before entering the transferring 
process to ensure that the 
ownership and management needs 
are in place.

COMMUNITY ASSET TRANSFER SCHEME SUMMARY 

Alongside this, as recommended in
the Quirk Review, councils should
consider the purpose of the asset
before entering the transferring
process to ensure that the
ownership and management needs
are in place. This should be done for
two reasons. First to ensure that no
wider public interest is neglected
and secondly to ensure that the
operational side of the asset does
not become too burdensome for the
community groups which have 
taken over.
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SCHOOL FACILITIESMany clubs report difficulties in
gaining access to school sports
facilities for out-of-hours use even
though such an arrangement can
bring significant benefits to 
both parties.

This Review found access to school
facilities to have a negative impact
on half (49%) of clubs. In inner-city
and rural areas school facilities are
often the only sports facilities
available in the local community,
and if the facility is unsuitable or the
employees are uncooperative, there

may be nowhere for some sports
and clubs to go. While there may be
legitimate reasons that a school
cannot open its facilities to the
community it often comes down to
the willingness of individuals at
schools to make it happen. The
Government must do its utmost to
remove barriers for schools wishing
to share sports facilities with the
local community which will create
new opportunities for sport and
recreation and also increase
community cohesion.

Figure four
Impact of school-related
regulations

‘What impact have school-related regulations had on the running of 
your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in 
the past?’

-Other
-Negative impact

51% 49%

n = 807

schools open their facilities after
hours including information on the
design, management and financial
impact. The Facilities Inquiry (2010)
takes stock of the situation with
regards to accessing school facilities
for community use, tackles potential
barriers and details case studies of
how successful school and
community club partnerships 
can be.  

The Education Act 2002 gives a
school’s governing body the ability to
open its facilities for community use.
It was hoped that by 2010 through 
Extended Schools: Building on
Experience, all schools would
provide access to a range of
'extended services' for children,
young people and families including
allowing community use of facilities.
A raft of guidance is available to help
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Access to schools is hindered
by regulations. Rounders is a

very social sport and in
previous times more often

than not it was played on
school premises. It is now not
cost effective nor is it possible

in many cases if the team is
not affiliated to the governing

body or if the team has less
than £10million of insurance.

Rounders club, Yorkshire and
Humber

“

“

Many clubs report that insurance is
one reason often cited by schools for
not allowing access to community
clubs. Using school facilities for
community use epitomises the Big
Society.

If the Government is serious about
empowering communities it must
put in place a strategy to overcome
insurance issues, perhaps by
creating community insurance
mutuals to cover a host of activities
at local levels.

Further issues preventing clubs
from using school facilities and
forcing volunteers to spend time and
energy looking elsewhere include
clubs not having an affiliation to a
governing body, design barriers,
lack of management capacity,
concern over financial viability and
staff mind-sets.

With regards to construction of
facilities, all new schools, including
free and academy schools, should
continue to build sports facilities
with suitable facilities for out-of-
hours community use - the
guidelines for which already exist
from Building Schools for 
the Future. 
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Schools should be incentivised to
create management and business
revenue plans to help develop
longstanding partnerships with local
clubs. Sport and recreation should
work with local education
authorities to develop relationships
between clubs and schools as
mutually beneficial partnerships –
for example the clubs can look after
facilities after hours and there may
not be a need for school staff to be
present if a working relationship
between schools and clubs exist.

   Clubs can also offer specialised
coaching and training to school
pupils in exchange for facility use.
This mutually responsible
relationship should also entail
realistic, safe expectations from the

schools on the vetting and barring
and Criminal Records Bureau
Checks that members of the sports
club will have undertaken. For more
information on this please see the
vetting and barring section of the
Training Needs Chapter. 

  Some schools may wish to open
their facilities for wider community
use and find they are unable to do
so. Capital expenditure for local
authority public schools does not
require the payment of VAT. Under
current legislation, once a school
opens up its facilities to the
community it must then pay all of
the VAT costs on the construction if
it has not already done so. 
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School-based regulation
means the school operates for
itself now and not on behalf of
the local community as when
the community provision was
planned. As a result there is a
lack of schools open to the
community which means a
significant lack of access to
sports halls in our area, as
these are all based on school
sites. These cause real
problems for well-run, 
law-abiding clubs who try to
operate properly and
effectively.

Cricket club, West Midlands

“

“

CHAPTER SEVEN

Amending the VAT Act 1994 so that
even when open for community use
VAT does not need to be paid on the
construction costs would be
beneficial to schools, clubs and even
the Treasury - it is far more
beneficial to take a cut of people’s
fees for using the facilities than not
receiving any income on facilities
left dormant. 

Along with red tape which stops the
facilities opening, the Review also
received complaints from volunteers
that schools requested they filled in
excessive paperwork in order to hire
facilities. The level of information
needed and the health and safety
requirements for hiring out school
facilities could be standardised and
minimised centrally in order to
remove burdens for both the school
and volunteer.

The Department for Education
should update and consolidate
existing guidance around 
out-of-hours use of school facilities.
This should be promoted to all
schools and in particular targeted at
directors of children’s services and
head teachers. 

The Sport England document
Win:Win is a good starting point as it
provides an introductory reference
toolkit for ‘the key principles
underpinning the successful
planning, development and delivery
of community sport and arts
facilities on school and education
sites,’ and details the wider benefits
of doing so. 
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Half (49%) of clubs report that 
gaining access to school
facilities has a negative 
impact on them.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Numerous barriers prevent 
schools that wish to open 
their facilities for wider 
community use from doing so 
and act as a convenient 
excuse for those schools that 
are not so keen on opening 
their doors.

Local authority state schools do 
not open their sports facilities for 
community use as doing so means 
they must pay the VAT costs on the 
construction, from which they are 
otherwise exempt.

Schools tend to ask clubs to 
provide them with an excessive 
amount of information in order to 
hire their facilities, using up 
volunteer time on yet more 
paperwork. 

Recommendations: 

The Government must tackle the 
barriers for schools wishing to 
share sports facilities with the 
community. All new schools 
should continue to build sports 
facilities that include suitable 
provisions for out-of-hours 
community use in accordance with 
the technical guidelines 
established by Building Schools 
for the Future.

Amend the VAT Act 1994 so that 
even when open for community 
use VAT does not need to be paid 
on the construction costs.

Simplify the forms required to hire 
out school facilities and 
standardise this process centrally.

As part of the Big Society, the 
Department for Education should 
update and consolidate existing 
guidance around out-of-hours use 
of school facilities. This should be 
promoted to all schools and in 
particular targeted at directors of 
children’s services and 
head teachers.

‘What impact have school-related regulations had on the running of 
your sports club or your ability to volunteer, either now or in 
the past?’

-Other
-Negative impact

51% 49%

n = 807

SCHOOL FACILITIES SUMMARY
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ACCESS TO LAND,
WATER AND AIR FOR
SPORT AND RECREATION

PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY

There are over 140,000 miles of
public rights of way in England and
Wales and it is the duty of the local
authority (technically the highway
authority) to maintain and record
them and to protect the right of the
public, including our community
clubs, to make use of them.

 However, years of under-resourcing
means that in parts of the country
only around two-thirds are open and
easy to use. Rights of way are one of
the most accessible sport and
recreational facilities we have and
many activities such as cycling,
horse riding and walking are often
dependent on them. Other uses
include expeditions (e.g. Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award, Scouting and
Guiding), fell running and
orienteering. 

Currently though, too much
volunteer and participant time is
taken up carrying out
reconnaissance trips to work out
where an activity can actually go,
negotiating difficulties with
landowners and pressing local
authorities to keep rights of way
open and useable. 

Local authorities are required to
record public rights of way in their
area on a ‘definitive map and
statement’. This is the legal record
of rights of way and gives the public
and landowners certainty of the
route (to help prevent accidental
trespass). 

However, chronic underfunding of
the recording procedure has meant
many local authorities have large
backlogs of cases which will take
decades to clear at the current
levels of resource – something
which is not likely to improve. The
result is an incomplete record of the
public rights of way network which
leads to significant frustration for
clubs trying to organise those
activities which are less well
provided for including cycling, horse
riding and off-roading.

One in four clubs (27%) reports
access legislation and rights of way
as having a negative impact on their
club and the current situation is also
a significant drain on both local
authority and national governing
body resources. 
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73%

27%

1 in 4 sports clubs (27%) says that access legislation and 
rights of way have a negative impact on them

-Negative impact
-Other

Figure five
Access and rights 
of way

The evidence collected suggests that
volunteers and national governing
bodies believe that the way the
rights of way network is controlled
means that it cannot deliver public
benefit in 21st century Britain.
Previous under-recording of public
rights of way, lack of funding to
create new rights, change in land
use and lack of resource allocated to
improving the network has meant it
has not evolved with the needs of 
its users. 

Most rights of way were originally
created by people travelling from
village to village or to the local
church for example. This historical
network of linear routes linked
together as required for daily travel.
Nowadays the principal use of rights
of way is for leisure purposes, with
people preferring circular routes

close to where they live, and routes
that cater for particular interests (a
type of landscape or recreation).
This creates new challenges for
highway authorities because very
few rights of way departments have
the funds to create new routes that
are needed to provide the networks
people want. 

They must therefore rely on the
recording of existing rights of way
which do not always deliver the right
route in the right place for
recreation. The creation of Access
Land has also brought new
challenges. A lack of access points
severely limits its use and where
these do exist they are not marked
on an Ordnance Survey making them
difficult for clubs and participants
to find.
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In 2000, the Countryside and Rights
of Way Act provided for a ‘cut‐off
date’ in 2026, so that unrecorded
pre‐1949 public rights of way would
cease to exist if not specifically
preserved by regulations. Bringing
this cut‐off into effect could
extinguish many ways that are in
public use today - as well as
potentially useful routes - meaning
even more reconnaissance work for
volunteers, unless they are recorded
in the meantime. 

Concerns that thousands of paths
might be lost because the current
recording process is too complex
and long-winded led Natural
England to set up the Stakeholder
Working Group on Unrecorded
Rights of Way. The group, which
included membership from the
whole spectrum of interests,
achieved all-important consensus
on a cohesive package of proposals
and recommendations. 

…applications to add rights of
way to the definitive map &
statement…not only are trail
riders denied their lawful
access but cyclists and
equestrians (and sometimes
walkers) have lost
opportunities for
improvements to the recorded
highway network..

Trail Riders Fellowship

“

“
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Natural England has given these
recommendations to the
Government as a complete and
balanced package that looked to
streamline the law and procedures
in recording rights of way. The
report is called Stepping Forward
and whilst it does not ‘reinvent the
wheel’, it makes some good
recommendations that should be
implemented to help capture these
paths before the cut-off date. 

The proposals in Stepping Forward
do not offer a clear solution to meet
the wider needs of sport and
recreation but they do go some way
to ‘oil’ the mechanism of the

definitive map procedure which
should make it easier for public
paths to be recognised. The key
proposals especially relevant to
sport and recreation include 
aims to:

• Deliver greater certainty about  
where pre‐1949 public rights of 
way exist and do not exist – 
protecting useful or 
potentially useful rights 
from extinguishment

• Put dialogue, understanding and 
flexibility at the heart of 
procedures, with early negotiated
solutions to resolve issues

• An authority should be able to 

make an agreement to modify a 
route to avoid significant conflicts
with current land use subject to 
public interest protections

• Improve procedures where things
can be done more effectively or 
unnecessary steps can
be removed

• Encourage the poorest 
performing authorities to rise to 
the standards of the best 
performing authorities

• Make the system easier to 
understand for all involved, and 
consider greater integration of 
the management and 
administration of the 
highways network

• DEFRA and DfT should work with
stakeholders to review the 
possible long-term benefits of 
greater integration of the 
management and administration 
of the highways network

• A review should be carried out of 
how routes for cyclists could best
fit in with the highways network 
to form an integrated whole, and 
provide for usage by all 
non-motorised users .

6   Natural England (2010), Stepping Forward

6
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Ultimately, improving the integration
of management and administration
of the highways network will
increase the efficiency of managing
statutory obligations. This will mean
sport and recreation can benefit
from wider access and volunteers
will need to do less research to get
out and enjoy the land.

The current management of rights
of way by local authorities has long
suffered from a lack of resource.
Local authorities should view the
rights of way network as an asset
which promotes healthy lifestyles
and attracts tourism. Significant
economic benefit can be derived
from rights of way, for example the
South West Coast Path generates
£307 million for the local economy .
Local authorities should be
encouraged to improve their
standards and come closer to
meeting their statutory duty, while
central government should ensure
that sport and recreation is integral
to its tourism strategy.

Community sport and recreation
clubs can assist highway authorities
and Local Access Forums to help
meet the needs of local
communities by creating new rights
of way where there is demand for
them. This is particularly relevant in
the creation of circular routes and
routes for horse riders and cyclists
who have a limited network
available to them. 

Rights of Way Improvement Plans
(CROW 2000 s60), written by local
highway authorities, can form the
basis of this work as they are
strategic documents which provide
practical guidance and aspirational
plans for access and recreation.

DEFRA should provide resources to
highway authorities to enable them
to implement recommendations
contained within their Rights of Way
Improvement Plans which will help
meet the needs of local
communities and v  isitors.

7     Countryside Agency (2003) 

7
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PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY SUMMARY

1 in 4 sports clubs (27%) says that 
access legislation and rights of way 
have a negative impact on them.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Too much volunteer time is taken up 
carrying out reconnaissance trips to 
work out where activity can take place, 
negotiating difficulties with landowners 
and pressing local authorities to keep 
rights of way open and useable.

The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 
2000 introduced a ‘cut-off date’ of 2026 
so that unrecorded pre-1949 public 
rights of way would cease to exist. The 
current system to capture these paths is 
costly, complex and time-consuming. 
There is a danger that many useful 
paths will be lost and finding suitable 
places for participation will be even 
harder for volunteers.

Recommendations: 

The recommendations from the 2010 
Stepping Forward report from Natural 
England should be implemented. These 
seek to protect useful rights from 
extinction and review long-term 
benefits of the integration of the 
management and administration of the 
highway’s network.

DEFRA should provide resources to 
highway authorities to enable them to 
implement recommendations contained 
within their Rights of Way 
Improvement Plans.

Local authorities should view the rights 
of way network as an asset which 
promotes healthy lifestyles and 
attracts tourism. 

73%

27%

1 in 4 sports clubs (27%) says that access legislation and 
rights of way have a negative impact on them

-Negative impact
-Other
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VOLUNTEER
MAINTENANCE WORK

The public rights of way network
gives a universal right of access in
England and Wales for users on
foot, bicycle, horseback, horse
drawn carriage and motor vehicles.

Local authorities are required by law
to keep the 140,000 miles of paths
open, maintained and recorded.
However, in Wales, 49% of footpaths
are rated as difficult or impossible to
use .  It is a similar story in England
where according to the Ramblers,
the last major audit revealed that
there were 105,000 missing
signposts and an average of five
obstructions per 10km. These

problems with inadequate surfacing,
way marking and maintenance are a
disincentive to people seeking to
take part in recreational activities
and are another hurdle for
volunteers to overcome. 

Notifying the local authority of
maintenance issues and reminding
them again and again can take a
volunteer more time than
conducting the maintenance 
work themselves. 

8

8  The Audit Commission (2008), Best Value 
Performance Indicator 2006-2007

of footpaths difficult or 
impossible to use in Wales

An average of 5 obstructions per 10km
in England

105,000  missing signposts
in England

49%

5

10km

105 000 i i i t

105,000

140,000  miles of public rights of way paths in Wales and England

The formidable task of tackling
140,000 miles of paths which is
facing local authorities is recognised
by governing bodies. As a result
many local clubs and groups
volunteer time to keep paths clear in
their local area. For example,
Ramblers who volunteer on
Anglesey as part of the ‘Silver
Slashers’ group, gave a total of 2,030

hours in 2009 to maintaining the
rights of way network. While
volunteers should never replace the
statutory duty of the highway
authority to maintain pubic rights of
way local authorities should be
encouraged to supplement their
resources by working with
community clubs and volunteers.

Figure six
The state of our rights of 
way networks
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There are many local authorities
who use volunteers to help
supplement their rights of way
maintenance but many do not, citing
issues to do with training and
insurance despite the eagerness of
the volunteers. The Review has
heard anecdotally that it is easier for
volunteers to do this work
themselves without informing the
authorities in order to ensure
maintenance is carried out.

To help enable greater volunteer
involvement there needs to be a
simple system for all local
authorities to work with volunteers
and clubs to manage the way they
carry out maintenance work on the
access network.

Local authority insurance cover
should also extend to cover
volunteers working on the behalf of
the authority in a previously agreed
manner for a given period of time.
The Government should champion
this cause, which epitomises the Big
Society, and look at ways to make
sure that the issue of local authority
insurance does not stand in the way
of its community goals.
  
Where the capacity exists local
councils should take on the
maintenance responsibility for
public rights of way. Section 43 of
the Highways Act 1980 gives powers

to parish and community councils to
maintain footpaths, bridleways and
restricted byways. This does not
affect the duty of the highway
authority to maintain rights of way in
the parish but local councils can
carry out work and then claim 
back expenses. 

Hockley Parish Council is a member
of the Parish Paths Partnership
Scheme, which is an initiative
introduced by Essex County Council
to help enable parish councils take
control of their local paths. Parish
councillors (and volunteers) help
maintain the 21 rights of way within
the parish and they also create new
walks to celebrate significant events
- the most recent addition was the
‘Jubilee Walk’ created in 2002. 
By devolving power downwards to
local communities who have a
vested interest in their local public
rights of way it is likely that more
resources (volunteer time) will be
available for maintenance work. 

The Parish Paths Partnership
Scheme and Farm Partnership
Scheme should be vigorously
promoted by highway authorities to
encourage those parishes not
already involved. This will help
engender greater ownership and
understanding of the value of public
rights of way and help improve
maintenance and increase
participation.
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VOLUNTEER MAINTENANCE WORK SUMMARY  

There are 140,000 miles of paths 
under the public rights of way 
network that by law must be open, 
maintained and recorded. With 49% 
of footpaths in Wales rated as 
difficult or impossible to use and an 
average of five obstructions per 
10km in England, this is not 
the  case.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Problems with inadequate surfacing, 
way-marking and maintenance are a 
disincentive to people seeking to take 
part in recreational activities and are 
another hurdle for volunteers 
to overcome.

Volunteers wishing to maintain 
footpaths, bridleways, towpaths and 
other routes are often hampered by 
local authority requirements around 
insurance or training.

Recommendations: 

Government should ensure as part of its 
Big Society plans that volunteers 
wishing to work on community projects 
are supported in their endeavours by 
local authorities offering collective 
insurance and guidance.

Power should be devolved downwards 
to local communities who have a vested 
interest in their local public rights 
of way.

of footpaths difficult or 
impossible to use in Wales

An average of 5 obstructions per 10km
in England

105,000  missing signposts
in England

49%

5

10km

105 000 i i i t

105,000

The state of our rights of way networks

140,000  miles of public rights of way paths in Wales and England
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ACCESS LANDThe Countryside and Rights of Way
Act 2000 gives the right of access to
open country to people on foot. 

It offers a range of recreational
opportunities but more should be
done to make them accessible to a
greater number of people. Walkers
and climbers benefit most from this
legislation but it also provides
opportunities for people interested
in nature to access large expanses
of land. The majority of mountain,
moor, heath, down and common
land is now ‘open access’ along with
other dedicated land from private
landowners (including the 
Forestry Commission). 

Access land provides a tremendous
facility for sport and recreation
activities as it gives a sense of
freedom that linear routes do not.
Some national governing bodies
place high recreational value on
downland, especially in more highly
populated regions, and would like to
see more of it mapped during the
next CROW Map Review Project
which has been delayed until 2012.
To make the most of existing
provision more should be done to
ensure that it is made as easy as
possible for people and clubs to find,
get to and use access land.

Many private landowners do not
grant public access rights to their
land or waterways out of a fear of
responsibility and/or liability for the
safety of users [see the section on
occupier’s liability within the Health
and Safety Chapter for solutions to

this]. This is particularly the case
when landowners can envisage
accidents for which users might
seek to hold them liable, perhaps
due to the nature of the site (such as
a quarry or cave). However the fears
are unfounded as no evidence exists
to show that landowners are at
significant risk of litigation. Private
land owners can ease their concerns
around liability for the public on
their land by dedicating their land
under section 16 of the CROW Act.
This grants irrevocable access to the
land for public use and reduces the
liability that a landowner might face.

Some national governing bodies,
such as the British Mountaineering
Council, already dedicate their
landholdings in this manner for
climbing and walking, easing the
burden for their clubs. Greater
promotion is needed outside of the
sport and recreation sector to
inform landowners that they can
release themselves from liability
(except in the case of negligence) at
no financial cost. It has been
reported that the process of
dedicating land under section 16 is
not as simple or user-friendly as it
could be. 

For example, instructions on where
to send the completed Section 16
dedication is neither available on the
dedication form nor the DEFRA
website . DEFRA should promote
Section 16 dedications to
landowners and provide 
user-friendly guidance to
encourage greater take up.  

9  Facilities Inquiry (2010), Report 
and Recommendations 

9
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SPORTING EVENTS ON
PUBLIC PATHS AND
ROADS

At a time of economic austerity we
should make the most of our
existing facilities. 

The highway network enables many
of the most accessible (walking) and
fastest growing (running and
cycling) forms of sport and
recreation to take place. It could
also be used to host profitable motor
sports events for the local
community. Mass participation

events are also extremely popular
because they involve activities that
start from every doorstep in the
country with minimal equipment.
Currently one in five clubs (22%)
reports access to public highways
for sporting events to have a
negative impact on them.
Communities should be able to
decide whether to allow these types
of events on their local highway
network and be encouraged to do so. 

1 in 5 clubs (22%) reports access to 
public highways for sporting events 
to have a negative impact on them.

78%

-Negative impact
-Other

22%

We depend on access to public roads for our one fundraising
activity - a running race which is on public roads. We are
painfully aware of the local authority and police's powers to
deny us access to the road if they see fit.

Road running club, South East England

“

“

Figure seven
Access to public highways
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The highway network should also be
used for motor racing events which
allow for recreational enjoyment and
could increase tourism and
economic activity in a community. 
The current Road Traffic Act 1988
(section 12) makes it an offence to
hold a motor vehicle race on public 
roads. The only way to allow such a
race to take place is to temporarily
suspend the Road Traffic Act with an
Act of Parliament. 

  A simple clause change could give
local authorities the power to
decide whether to close down a
road to hold a road racing event,
making it easier and simpler for
clubs to apply for road closures.
Sheffield Hallam University found
that that up to £40m of economic
benefit could be delivered to local
economies over the next five years if
20 motor sport events were
permitted on public roads in Britain
per annum  .

Cycle racing on the road is regulated
via the Cycle Racing on the Highway
Regulations 1960. Many cycling
clubs and race organisers find that
the outdated regulations are very
difficult to deal with since they are
overly complex and open to a wide
variety of interpretations.

They contain some standard
conditions such as minimum circuit
size which are impractical given
modern road conditions and give the
police very wide discretion to impose
whatever conditions they choose on
a race. This discretion works well
where the police are supportive 
but it also leads to very large
disparities between regions. 

The Highway Regulations 1960
make it more difficult than it should
be for volunteers to arrange cycling
events and require updating to
make them clearer and fit for
purpose. They need to be drafted in
a supportive manner, starting from
the presumption that cycle races
will be authorised provided they
follow a set of clear guidelines
(which could be contained in a
separate code). 

The Review has heard that the
number of grassroots cycling events
on public roads per year has halved
from what it was ten years ago, even
at a time when bicycle ownership
has never been higher. According to
one national governing body during
an expert workshop, ‘the
Regulations couldn’t be more
unhelpfully drafted.’

10

10 Sport Industry Research Centre (2010) The 
Benefits of ‘Closed Road’ Motorsport Events to 
Host Communities

From a general cycling/cycle racing experience…it is 
becoming more and more difficult to hold races on the 
highways and to close roads for events. At a race due in 
November (mainly off-road) Norfolk County Council want
about £450 to close a short section of highway - I think this 
is a charge passed on from the police.

Cycling club, East England

“

“
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Mountain bike race organisers have
struggled with a barrier to the
development of their sport which
was created by the drafting of the
Road Traffic Act 1988 Section 31.
This provision gives the police the
power to authorise cycle races on
highways except bridleways,
precluding the staging of many 
off-road cycle races. 

Organisers would find it helpful if
the total restriction on cycle racing
on bridleways were relaxed to
permit race routes to cross and take
in limited sections of bridleways. A
1996 Department for Transport
review recognised the situation as a
legislative anomaly and suggested
an amendment but it was never
implemented. This action must be
made in cooperation with other
users of the public rights of way
network to ensure events 
are sustainable.

Almost all road races rely on
volunteer marshals to stop and
control traffic on junctions, briefly,
as the race passes. Currently the
legal power of marshals to do this is
a grey area. There is a need for the
s  port sector to empower race
marshals either with traffic signs or
through the successfully piloted
Community Safety Accreditation
Scheme. This would make the
organisation of road races and the

task of the marshal safer and 
more straightforward.

The Good Practice Safety Guide (for
small and sporting events taking
place on the highway roads and
public places) produced by the
Home Office (2006) provides useful
advice on how to hold a variety of
sporting events. These procedures
should be standardised to allow
road races across the UK and make
it easier for the police and race
organisers to manage an event
through multiple authorities.

Very encouragingly British Cycling,
the Association of Chief Police
Officers, the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport and
Department for Transport have been
working for some time to make it
easier for cycling events to take
place on our roads and it seems a
solution may not be too far away. 

Once work is finalised, it is
important that this will set the
standard for other sports and the
framework developed can be used
across the sporting community. Any
new developments must not,
however, have unintended
consequences on other sports. For
example the provisions laid down in
the Road Traffic Act for time trialling
are very accommodating and should
not be changed.

 

For our triathlon we can't get
permission to temporarily
change priorities at junctions.
Nor can our marshals direct
traffic. This impacts the
fairness of a race but more
importantly the safety. On
another point a race we do
with an off-road run requires
us to contact the county
council for use of a bridleway,
the parish for access to a local
park and the district for a
sports field. This feels a little
excessive and risks the whole
event being called off if one
council says no.’

Triathlon club, East England

“

“
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SPORTING EVENTS ON PUBLIC PATHS 
AND ROADS SUMMARY

1 in 5 clubs (22%) reports access to 
public highways for sporting events 
to have a negative impact on them.

Burdens & Barriers: 

Cycle racing  on the road suffers 
inconsistency with respect to 
policing requirements. When a race 
crosses a number of local authority 
boundaries volunteers are faced 
with a range of restrictions and 
varying degrees of helpfulness.  

Race marshals do not have the 
legal standing to stop and 
control traffic.

Under the Road Traffic Act 1988 it 
is an offence to hold a motor 
vehicle race on public roads. If a 
club wishes to organise such a race 
they must apply for an Act of 
Parliament to temporarily suspend 
the Road Traffic Act.

Recommendations: 

The Government should update the 
Highway Regulations 1960 to make 
them clear and fit for purpose and 
restrictions on cycle racing on 
bridleways should be relaxed to 
permit race routes to cross as long 
as this is done in cooperation with 
other users of the public rights 
of way.

The Government should amend 
Section 12 of the Act so that local 
authorities have the power to 
decide whether to close down a 
road to hold a road racing event, 
making it easier and simpler for 
clubs to apply for road closures.

Developments made with road 
cycling legislation should be 
positively transferred to 
other sports.

Further work should be put into 
creating a standard for road racing 
events with the police authorities 
with respect to marshalling.

78%

-Negative impact
-Other

22%
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ACCESS TO INLAND
WATER

Significant numbers of sport and
recreation activities rely on rivers to
enable them to happen. 

By their very nature, rivers and
inland waters place natural limits on
the activities which can take place
and so any increase in participation
and access by clubs should be
managed to ensure it is sustainable.

The unclear legal situation
in England and Wales with
respect to access to water for
canoeing (and other water
based recreation) makes us
think twice about where we
paddle. The current unclear
legal situation is based on an
opinion in a nineteenth
century law book - not
statute or case law...

Canoe club, South West
England

“

“

Angling is extremely popular across
the UK and angling clubs work with
landowners to ensure their activity
is sustainable. Other activities which
rely on navigating along rivers are
more restricted and present an
opportunity for increasing access for
clubs and individuals alike. 

Access to unregulated inland rivers
is severely limited in England and
Wales as there is no automatic right
to launch a boat, canoe or other
vessel or to access the river bank
(unregulated rivers are those for
which there is no active 
navigation authority). 

This is very different to the situation
in Scotland where the general right
to access land and inland water was
enacted by the Land Reform Act
2003 and in   Northern Ireland where
there is de facto access. The
situation is similar in nearly all
northern European countries. In
Sweden, for example, 100% of
waterways are accessible  . 

11  Swedish Sports Federation,  (2010)

11



river for recreational purposes is
committing trespass. River access
campaigners seek to restore
non-tidal rivers to their medieval
status when they were used as a
means of navigation. As a result,
volunteers for water recreational
activities devote considerable time
to pursuing these issues, currently
to little avail. 

DEFRA should consider ways of
moving towards a system where
there is a general statutory right of
access to inland water for
recreational purposes. If greater
sustainable access is given to our
waterways participation levels of
water recreation will undoubtedly
increase as over 90% of the
population live within two miles of a
waterway and will therefore be able
to reach waterways easily  . Any
system should be founded in the
context of user groups sharing
space and adopting Best of Both
Worlds principles  , respecting
needs of land managers and
underpinned by good 
environmental practice  . 
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We are fed up with threats
and actual acts of violence
along with vandalism (car
tyres slashed etc.) whilst
participating in our sport (one
that ticks all the boxes for
fit4life etc.)

Canoe club, South West
England

“

“

The Scottish example has shown
what can be achieved by using
simple access principles based on
responsibility and cooperation. The
Land Reform Act 2003 established
statutory public rights of access to
land and inland water for
recreational purposes based on a
responsibility code called the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code. The
right to access to inland waters only
applies to manually powered craft.

There are huge potential economic
and social opportunities for
expansion in this area. There are
over 41,000 miles of rivers with no
access meaning only 4% of linear
rivers in England and Wales can be
accessed for water recreation. Some
private access agreements for
canoeists exist on rivers and it is
possible to obtain licenses to access
many canals and statutory
navigations, but this initiative has
had only very limited success. Over
the last 40 years only 504 miles of
additional access has been added
through voluntary agreements and
many of the agreements are for only
one day per year. Because rivers are
linear and a canoe or other vessel
can cover many miles in a day,
separate access agreements must
be made with every landowner. 

It can be very difficult for volunteers
to locate who owns the land and
when a new owner comes in the
club must start negotiations again. If
there are no right of access or
agreemeplace any person using the

12 Facilities Inquiry (2010), Report and Recommendations 
13 Best of Both Worlds  www.bobw.co.uk last accessed 

04.02.11
14 Sport and Recreation Alliance (2010) Access Statement

12

13

14
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ACCESS TO INLAND WATER SUMMARY

4% of English inland waterways 
are accessible compared to 
100% of Swedish rivers yet in 
England over 90% of the 
population live within 2 miles 
of a waterway.
 

Burdens & Barriers: 

There is no automatic right to 
launch a boat, canoe or other vessel 
or to access the river bank in 
England and Wales – Scotland, 
Northern Ireland and most of 
Europe has far better access.

If someone wishes to launch a 
vessel on a river or use it for 
recreational purposes, it is highly 
likely they will be trespassing. It can 
be very difficult for volunteers to 
find out who owns the land to seek 
permission to use the inland water, 
and if a new owner buys the land, 
the club must start negotiations to 
use that land again.

Recommendations: 

DEFRA should introduce a statutory 
right of access in England and 
Wales for unpowered craft to inland 
water for recreational purposes. 
This system of rights and 
responsibilities should be based on 
the Scottish Outdoor 
Access Code.

96%

England
Sweden

100%

4%

90%

AIR SPORT As in most areas of regulation, in
aviation one size does not fit all. Air
sport in the UK has always been
subject to relatively high levels of
regulation compared to other sport
and recreation activities.

Before 2003, gliding in the UK was
essentially self-regulated by the
British Gliding Association and
reviewed by the Civil Aviation
Authority. This was considered by
the air sport community and the UK
Civil Aviation Authority to be a
proportionate and appropriate level
of regulation which has been
developed through many years 
of experience.

  

In 2003, gliding was included into
European regulation (Regulation EC
1702/2003 and 2042/2003 both
covered by 216/2008) designed to
standardise aviation. It required
aircraft to be compliant with new
maintenance, design and
certification requirements developed
for commercial air transportation. 

The British Gliding Association
estimates that it cost the gliding
community £2.75 million to
implement the new rules and it has
doubled annual maintenance costs,
with no discernable improvement in
safety standards. 
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This means less money to re-invest
in the sport and an increase in costs
for participants and clubs.
Subsequent regulations are set to
introduce rules relating to pilot
licensing, training and operation
procedures resulting in the need to
overhaul systems of national
governing bodies in the UK and for
clubs to amend their practices and
procedures accordingly. Yet there is
no safety case for increasing the
regulation of air sport as outlined
above in comparison to the safety
ensured by the regulations that were 
previously employed. 

Air sports should be included in
exemptions from the European
Aviation Safety Authority (EASA)
within Annex 2 of Regulation EC
216/2008. The European
Commission must require EASA to
be proportionate in its application of
regulations to air sports. This would
lead to a clear distinction between
air sports and other commercial air
operations, and subject air sports to
less burdensome regulations which
would allow for greater investment
in the sport.

The new European systems
are bureaucratic, costly and
trying to fix something that
isn’t broken.

Gliding club, East England

“

“

FIREARM SPORTSwho wish to compete in the rapid
fire, 50m pistol men and 25m pistol
women Olympic events can only
train in Northern Ireland, the
Channel Islands or Isle of Man.
Those that make the Olympic team
currently spend about 20 to 30 days
a year training abroad, and receive
no funding because their events are
illegal here. These combined factors
mean that it is very difficult to
attract young people to these
Olympic disciplines. 

Athletes training for the 2012
London Olympic and Paralympic
Games have been granted a
temporary exemption to allow them
to train in Britain but other athletes
are still affected. This anomaly has
been recognised by the Conservative
Party which has recommended that
firearms legislation be amended to
allow UK target pistol shooters to
train and compete in the UK  .

Firearm sports are highly regulated
and, for the most part, those
involved in their delivery accept
regulation as a necessary means of
bolstering participants and the
public’s trust in the sport.

However, regulation exists which
prevents potential Olympic athletes
training for their event in Britain. To
help increase participation in
competitive shooting the Home
Office should provide an exemption
to the law for competitive pistol
shooters in the Olympic disciplines
to be allowed to train in Britain.

The Firearms Act 1968 section
5(aba), prohibits the use of any
firearm which either has a barrel
less than 30 centimetres in length or
is less than 60 centimetres in length
overall. This includes firearms used
in Olympic events. British shooters

15  The Conservative Party (2009) Extended opportunities: 
A Conservative policy paper on sport

15
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METHODOLOGY This Review was commissioned by
the Minister for Sport, Hugh
Robertson MP, and undertaken by
the Sport and Recreation Alliance
with funding from the Foundation
for Sport and the Arts. 

It utilised a number of research
techniques to ensure that the
findings would be valid and reliable.
The deployment of both quantitative
and qualitative research measures
has produced robust data from
which the Review has been able to
confidently outline the situation
facing voluntary sports clubs in the
UK today. It makes realistic policy
recommendations for tackling the
burdens and barriers which clubs
face. For clarification, the phrase
‘voluntary sports clubs’ is used
widely in this report to refer to any

formally organised group that
provides sport or recreation to the
community and relies on the
involvement of volunteers to exist.

The research period ran from
September 2010 until February
2011, during which time sports
clubs were asked to complete an
online questionnaire about the
burdens they face; experts shared
their knowledge and generated
potential solutions through
workshop sessions; national
governing bodies of sport formally
submitted consultation responses
on the state of play for their clubs
and volunteers; and club-specific
case study examples on a number of
burdens were gathered via visits,
emails and phone calls.   

ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE The initial stage of data collection
used an online questionnaire to ask
voluntary sports clubs about the
impact that regulations and red
tape have on the way their 
clubs runs.

  The survey included a mixture of
closed questions to quantify the size
of each burden identified, and
qualitative open questions to give
depth to the answers given and
allow for additional burdens to be
detailed. A list of 23 potential
burdens was included in the survey
(randomised to avoid bias) deduced
from conversations with key
stakeholders in the early design
stages of the research. The survey
did not focus solely on the negative
impact of regulations but instead
allowed for clubs to rank the impact
of regulations from a scale of very
negative to very positive with
regards to the impact they had.    
The Sport and Recreation Alliance
emailed the questionnaire to its
database of just over 1,000 sports
clubs and asked its national
governing body members to

promote it to their clubs, offering a
prize draw incentive. Over six weeks
1,401 clubs responded from over 45
sports across the United Kingdom,
ranging in size in terms of both
numbers of participants (anywhere
from less than ten to over 500) and
numbers of volunteers. Although
responses from Wales and Northern
Ireland were disappointingly low, the
Review believes the data to 
be representative. 

The response rate of 1,401 clubs is
small compared to the estimated
151,000 or so sports clubs existing
in the UK. Collecting data from
sports clubs is notoriously difficult
with the only existing large scale
formal survey of sports clubs to date
gathering data from 2,991 clubs over
a ten week research period. The
Review is therefore satisfied that the
responses it has received from 1,401
clubs gives a sufficiently accurate
picture so as to be generalised to
the wider voluntary sporting sector,
especially when viewed in relation to
the additional research techniques
employed by the Review.   
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EXPERT WORKSHOPS

Based on the responses to the
online questionnaire, six key areas
were identified for expert focus and
input, each covering a number of
burdens and issues. 

The workshop areas identified were
Training Needs; Finance and
Funding; Finance and Taxation;
Health and Safety; Clubs and
Facilities and Access. These have
also formed the chapters of this
Review and as you can see, some
issues and burdens overlap across
the wider areas. 

Relevant experts were targeted for
each topic being covered in any
given workshop and invited to
attend. The workshops ran for three
hours and typically had between
eight and 12 experts participating.
The structure of each workshop was
kept constant, beginning with a
presentation on the findings from
the online survey with a focus on the
topics on the agenda for that
workshop. Experts were then asked

to break out into smaller groups to
discuss the findings so far and what
the big issues were for them. A
moderator sat with each group to
absorb the points discussed and a
larger discussion with all experts
took place on the most pertinent
burdens afterwards. The main
burdens to arise from this were then
discussed in small groups with a
focus on proposing solutions that
would work for sport. 

Again, a moderator sat with each
group and a group-wide discussion
followed, where differences in
opinion on the same burden were
teased out. The larger discussions
were moderated to ensure that all
the necessary topics were covered
and that experts provided evidence
for statements made. The final
section of the workshops operated
as a ‘free-for-all’ for those in the
room to contribute further points on
any red tape or bureaucratic
burdens they wanted to mention.   

METHODOLOGY
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The Sport and Recreation Alliance
asked its members as national
governing bodies of sport and
recreation to provide a more 
top-down perspective on the red
tape barriers holding their sports
clubs back.

MEMBER
CONSULTATIONS

A short consultation document was
sent out and 23 responses were
received. The data re-affirmed
findings from the online survey and
workshops and added insight by
providing a more holistic picture 
by sport.  

CASE STUDIES Throughout the evidence gathering,
club-specific examples were sought
as case studies to bring the burdens
to life.

Selected clubs from the online
survey were contacted and national
governing bodies offered examples
where possible. Where time allowed
evidence was gathered first-hand by

visiting the club. If this was not
possible telephone and email
exchanges provided the Review with
the relevant information to draw on
these examples.  

For further details on the
methodology please contact the
Sport and Recreation Alliance on
020 7976 3900.
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